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What unlikely sportsbikes ring our bellTEAM PS

SPORTSBIKES COME

in all shapes and sizes.
Not all have fairings.
Some aren’t even built to
go around corners. Just
look atYamaha’s seminal
V-Max 1200.

It’s probably the last bike I’d ever take
on a trackday, but with 145bhp
between its sizeable frame rails and the
ability to smoke most others off the line
it definitely qualifies as a sportsbike.

This hotrod hero borrowed itsV4
motor from the exoticYZR1000 racer
and eventually wheelspan its way into
Yamaha’s range in 1984.A 22 year

journey began. PhilWest reveals the
V-Max’s remarkable story (page 52) and
finally gets to try Japan’s original
quarter-mile king for himself.

From oneYamaha that barely evolved
through nearly a quarter of a century to
another that’s changed more often that
Mr Ben over the same period. Phil
Newberry bought his 350LC in 1991
and has been unable to keep his
spanners off it since. Now on its sixth
(or is it seventh?) incarnation Phil’s sure
that he’s maybe got the RD just how he
wants it. For now.

There’s much more to this issue than
Yams though: Kawasaki Z1300;

Bandit-powered Z1000; Suzuki GT250
and GSX-R750LE; Honda CBR600F vs
ZZ-R600.All shapes and sizes…

Enjoy themag

Jim Moore, Editor

Jim Moore

Editor

I’m a big fan of the 

BMW K1. It’s more 

tourer than sports, but it’s a 

blast to ride and visually 

arresting to boot. Just stay 

away from trackdays… 

jim.moore@

bauermedia.co.uk

Austin Smith

Art editor

Obviously I love 

faired race reps, but 

I’ve always had a thing for 

the original Ducati M900. 

Simple, single-minded and 

still a tough looking thing.  

austin.smith@

bauermedia.co.uk

Simon Hargreaves

Contributor

In terms of sheer 

hilarity I’d go for a 

TDM850 or a Triumph Tiger. 

Huge wheelies, bags of 

stomp and, if you’re brave 

enough, a trackday or two. 

psportsbikes@

bauermedia.co.uk

Alan Seeley

Technical editor

Bimota Mantra. Yes 

they look like a 

two-wheeled Maestro 

Vanden Plas, but they’re now 

somehow compelling, in a 

deeply disturbing way…

alan.seeley@

bauermedia.co.uk

Gary Hurd

Technical 

consultant

I love muscle bikes, 

so a Kawasaki ZRX11/1200 

would be perfect. They’re a 

really well-balanced bike, go 

like stink, yet aren’t hidden 

behind acres of plastic. 

Rapid on the road too. 

Enjoy firing yourself at the horizon?Enjoy firing y

The V-Max is the bike for you

Phil Newberry’s LC –y
seven versions later

facebook.com/groups/practicalsportsbikes psportsbikes@bauermedia.co.ukfacebook.com/groups/practicalsportsbikes psportsbikes@bauermedia.co.ukfacebook.com/groups/practicalsportsbikes psportsbikes@bauermedia.co.uk
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Dean Young’s Suzuki GSX-R750R LE is one of Japan’s 

first race specials. But when he found it festering in a 

lock-up, it wasn’t very special at all...
WORDS SIMON HARGREAVES   PHOTOGRAPHY CHIPPY WOOD

“It’s a nut-and-bolt r
anything else would be criminal”

READER RESTORATION
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W
E’VE FEATURED some fairlysome fairly

rare and exclusive bikes in ourrare and exclusive bikes in our

time, but they don’t come muchtime, but they don’t come much

more rare and exclusive thanmore rare and exclusive than

DeanYoung’s 1987 Suzuki GSX-R750R

Limited Edition (or LTD). One of the veryLimited Edition (or LTD). One of the very

first factory race specials to come from Japan,first factory race specials to come from Japan,

with only 300 built worldwide – and aroundwith only 300 built worldwide – and around

150 of those produced in these Japan-only,150 of those produced in these Japan-only,

Yoshimura gunmetal and red colours – mostYoshimura gunmetal and red colours – most

of us have never even laid eyes on one.

Unless you were born and raised on theUnless you were born and raised on the

east coast of Scotland between Forfareast coast of Scotland between Forfar

and Stonehaven, that is – in which casehich casein which casehich casein w

you might well have seen an exampleyou might well have seen an example

knocking about back in the 1990s.knocking about back in the 1990s. PS

reader and Suzuki restoration expertreader and Suzuki restoration expert

DeanYoung certainly remembers it.DeanYoung certainly remembers it.

“This bike has been in Montrose“This bike has been in Montrose

most of its life, so its history is wellmost of its life, so its history is well

known,” he says of his immaculate,known,” he says of his immaculate,

faithfully restored GSX-R.“Onefaithfully restored GSX-R.“One

year it got knocked over by a taxi,year it got knocked over by a taxi,

which took the lock-stops off it.

Then it got sold to a guy inArbroath;Then it got sold to a guy inArbroath;

he passed away, so it sat in his garagehe passed away, so it sat in his garage

for eight years. I’m pals with the guy’sfor eight years. I’m pals with the guy’s

daughter’s boyfriend and I’d not beendaughter’s boyfriend and I’d not been

badgering the lad, but every time I sawbadgering the lad, but every time I saw

him I’d ask him if he was ready to sell.him I’d ask him if he was ready to sell.

olt resto- 
ything else would be criminal”

He’d always say,‘Not yet.’ But eventually,

after about 18 months, he gave in and I paid

two grand for it.”That was in October 2015.

Within six months, the bike was finished.

By day Dean is a mechanical engineer with

an offshore drilling contractor, but the rest of

his time is spent restoring bikes – mostly

Suzukis. He has a long list of previous success

and started young – his first restoration was a

nut-and-bolt rebuild of a knackered GSX250

when he was 14.After owning (and crashing)

a succession of other bikes through the 1990s,

plus indulging in a spot of superbike racing,

Dean gets most of his motorcycling kicks by

spending long nights in his workshop. Over

the past five years, he’s restored a bike every

winter – including his dad’s Ducati Hailwood

Replica, featured in this very magazine (see

PS Issue 39), plus a couple of Slabbies and aPS Issue 39), plus a couple of Slabbies and aIssue 39), plus a couple of Slabbies and aPS

Slingshot.“I’ve got a pretty good idea about

how to take the old GSX-Rs apart and put

them back together,” he says.

But once the 750R LE arrived back at

Dean’s place, the reality began to sink in. For

a start, the GSX-R was a non-runner:“It was

totally seized up, having spent years lying in a

lock-up and dripping wet with condensation.

It looked even worse when I got it home.”

Several problems, besides its general

dilapidated condition, were apparent.The

Dean Young (left) and oung (left) and

Si H discuss the winkers

Reader restoration
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swingarm was rotten.The lock-stops were still

sheared off from the brush with the taxi, and

the magnesium clutch cover had a section

missing from the cable housing. Dean admits

buying the GSX-R in that state was a gamble,

but that“the Limited Editions were just a

standard 750 motor with a dry clutch, so it

wasn’t too much of a risk – even if I’d had to

put another engine in it.”

The fact that Dean has so much experience

when it comes to restorations makes the

GSX-R’s story relatively straightforward –

or at least, that’s how he makes it sound.

“Basically, you have an order of doing things.

The first thing is to blitz it – tear the bike apart

and label everything.Then you want to get

your engine painted before winter, so you

send that off.You also want to get your plating

done, so get that away.This bike has yellow

zinc-like shock C-rings, battery clip and

various brackets, then olive green carb tops,

backing plate for the clocks and various bolts,

plus nickel on the fasteners and washers.”

He makes it sound easy, but what you’re

not getting is the hours spent scrubbing the

parts – engines, covers, brackets, bolts – with

a wire brush to clean them up.“It’s a right

pain in the arse,” says Dean.“But it saves you

money in the long run because you don’t

have to pay someone else to do it.”

The truth is that you can’t see many of the

finished parts – but it’s important to Dean

to get it right and make it authentic.“Oh

totally,” he says.“All the plating is exactly as it

was when it was new, and everything on here

is standard – even the screen is a brand new

Suzuki part. It cost me £280.”

There are a couple of perfect examples of

Dean’s obsessive detailing on his GSX-R.

Those lock-stops?“I had to get them fixed

somehow, because I really wanted to keep the

frame – partly for the number, but because

the LTDs had a steering damper and the

frame had the mounting lugs for it. I had to

buy another GSX-R frame, hack the lock

stops off it and get them welded onto mine.To

make them look like the original finish, I got

some P8 sandpaper and a soft mallet and

hammered the faces to give them a cast

effect.” Now that is properly obsessive.And

then there’s the top yoke:“It had key marks

rattled all over it – what a mess. I sanded it

back and polished it, but I was never happy

with it because the LTDs have got this fancy

machining – in the end I got a new yoke off a

guy called Hans from Holland who I found on

a forum. He’s been a brilliant help.”

The repainted engine was back in the frame

within weeks.“I didn’t pull the motor down,”

says Dean.“I had the head off and checked

the clearances, but left the rest. I had the dry

clutch out, new seals, plus the repair to the

cable arm (the standard GSX-R750G is

hydraulic). But being magnesium you can’t

weld it, so I just built the shape back up with

liquid aluminium and filler.Then I filed it back

flush and it’s held up fine.”

The GSX-R’sVM29 Mikuni flatslides were

totally stripped and sent off for ultrasonic

cleaning, then Dean reassembled them

himself. Given the complication of putting

together a bank of carbs, it seems crazy that

something as innocent as the indicators

GSX-R750R LE
Dean’s latest resto is utterly 

faithful, and a very subtle (aside 

from the paint) but significant 

deviation from the stock bike.  

It cost him six grand all up.

Resting on those

all-important bobbins

Clutch actuator repair

holding up well

Reader restoration

“You can’t weld 
magnesium so I 
built up the shape 
with liquid ally”
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Yamaha RD350LC
Dean’s had this since the tender 

age of 15 and it’s not something he 

plans to let go of any time soon. 

It’s tasty enough to have plenty  

of takers if he did though.

The workshop of a manshop o

who knows what’s what

Truly immaculate finish ruly immacula

on all fasteners

Plating of theting o

highest level

LTD’s disc rotors are 310mm,e 310mm,

not the stock 300mm



For sales and technical enquiries, call 01993 849449 or email sales@nitron.co.uk

From only
£439.00
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NOW CHOOSE THE COLOUR
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follow others. Get better handing, better performance

and a better ride. Choose Nitron and fit the best.

YOU HAVE CHOSEN THEYOU HAVE CHOSEN THE

BEST SHOCK YOU CAN BUY...
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SPRINGSPRING
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SPRINGSPRING
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A full 20 hours of wet and dryet and dry
to get these babies sorted

Lock stops welded on then facesops w
hammered to give a cast effect

Specification | 1987 Suzuki GSX-R750R LE
ENGINE Type oil/air-cooled, dohc, 16v, inline-four Capacity 749ccCapacity Bore x stroke 70.0 x 48.7mm Compression ratio 10.6:1 Carburation 4 x Mikuni VM29SS flatslide Ignition transistor

TRANSMISSION Clutch dry, multiplate Gearbox 6-speedGearbox Primary/final drive gear/chain Frame aluminium perimeterFrame Front suspension 41mm teles, air preload, 3-way electronic anti-dive

Rear suspension monoshock, preload and rebound Front brake 2 x 310mm discs, 4-piston calipers Rear brake 1 x 280mm disc, single-piston caliper Tyres 110/80 V18, 140/70 V18

DIMENSIONS Dry weight 176kg (388lb) Wheelbase 1455mm (57.3in) Seat height 765mm (30.1in) Fuel capacity 18.5L (4.1 gal) PERFORMANCE Top speed (restricted) 118kph

Claimed power (restricted) 76bhp@9500rpm Claimed torque (restricted) 46.3lb.ft@8000rpm Fuel consumption n/a Price new (1986) ¥1,050,000Price new (1986) ¥1,050,000(1986) ¥1,050,000Price new

could give Dean a bigger headache.“They

were a nightmare, though,” he says.“They’re

import-spec, all scratched and dinged, and I

couldn’t find any anywhere. I probably spent

20 hours to wet and dry them right back, then

built up the grades beforeT-Cutting them.”

The rotten swingarm was another

headache.“The LTDs had the cotton reel

paddock stand holders, so I couldn’t use a

standard swingarm. I thought I’d never find an

original LTD arm, so I even thought about

drilling a standard one and welding them on.

But then Dutch Hans saved the day again.”

More trials came with the exhaust.“When I

bought the bike it came with a Motad on it,”

says Dean.“But it also had a brand newYoshi

pipe that hadn’t been fitted.When I offered it

up it was like it was for a short-stroke

Slingshot motor. I messed about with it and

made it fit but then this Kerker came up on

eBay – it was brand new and in a box, being

sold by a guy from Sweden. I snapped it up.

I was looking for a stock pipe, but back in the

day it was the first thing people took off and

threw away. It’s the only thing on the whole

bike that doesn’t look standard.”

The brakes weren’t simple either.“I was

cleaning up the carriers and discs when I

noticed they weren’t right in the calipers. It

turned out these were from the stock 750,

which were 300mm instead of the LTD’s

310mm – the same as the GSX-R1100.”

Another commonality between the big

GSX-R and the LTD is their NEAS (New

ElectronicallyActivated Suspension) anti-dive

system (again nicked from the 1100). It’s

essentially a plunger valve restricting oil flow,

opened and closed by a solenoid. But the

forks themselves are relatively simple to

A bit OCD
To sort the sheared lock-stops Dean bought another GSX-R 

frame, removed the lock-stops, welded them to the LE frame 

and then used sandpaper and a mallet to mirror the LE 

frame’s cast effect. Now that’s attention to detail... 

Kerker exhaust off eBay is y is
the only non-standard bit
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AS LONG as there’s been 

production racing, bike 

manufacturers have made 

road-legal factory parts to 

pep up their proddy bikes 

for the track. But in the ’80s, 

with the rise in popularity 

of faired Japanese race 

replicas and the growth  

of production-based club 

racing, the dedicated 

sports production model 

truly came into its own.

Arguably the first was 

the 1986 GSX-R750R LE.

Building an SP is always 

half-marketing, half-racing 

necessity, but the last thing 

the GSX-R750 needed was 

an SP version to persuade 

people to race it. The 750F 

had a power-to-weight 

ratio advantage over the 

Yamaha FZ750 and was 

mechanically simpler than 

Honda’s pre-RC30 VF750. 

Know your SPs from your RRs

Satoshi Tsujimoto exitssujimo

the pitlane at the 1986the pitlane a

Daytona 200

service – Dean did his himself, as well as the

rear shock.“I just stripped it all down on the

bench.There’s hardly anything in the way of

valving.The forks were a doddle.”

Usually the last thing to get finished on a

restoration, the Suzuki’s bodywork had

survived the years of neglect quite well.“The

tank and tail unit were not bad at all,” says

Dean.“The front was wrecked but I got it

repaired and painted – and it’s a good job.”

Despite all his intense efforts, Dean is still

deeply pragmatic about the GSX-R.“If I’m

honest, the LTD is far from a personal bike to

me.The Hailwood Replica, that was my

dad’s... I’ve had my LC since I was 15... I’ve

got a Slabbie I had when I was 17 – I have

other bikes I’m more connected to.And I like

modifying, bolting stuff on, getting a set of

forks, getting some yokes made, making stuff

fit and all that. But the LTD is a nut-and-bolt

resto – anything else would be criminal.

It was an obvious choice 

for club racers, not to 

mention the fact that it 

was Suzuki’s involvement 

in endurance racing with 

the GSX-R’s predecessor, 

the XR41, that led to the 

GSX-R in the first place. 

In 1984, together with 

Pops Yoshimura, Suzuki 

built a handful of factory 

GSX-R750 endurance race 

bikes with headlights 

based on the XR41, and in 

1985 a GSX-R won the Le 

Mans 24-hours. So it 

seemed a natural fit that 

when Suzuki launched a 

one-make GSX-R750 

National Cup Series in 

America in 1986, they also 

built a ‘commemorative’, 

tricked-up, streetbike ‘race’ 

version: the GSX-R750R SE 

(Special Edition). Suzuki 

made around 1000 of 

them, before changing the 

designation in 1987 to LE 

(Limited Edition). Of these 

only 300 were  built, of 

which around 150 were in 

a Yoshimura gunmetal/red 

colour scheme to celebrate 

Kevin Schwantz and 

Japanese rider Satoshi 

Tsujimoto finishing third in 

the 1986 Suzuka 8hr. 

Suzuki built two more 

special edition GSX-R750s: 

the ’89 GSX-R750RR and 

ultra-rare ’94 GSX-R750SP.

THE INSPIRATION

There are so manyy

details, you have todetails, y

 get right up close

“In total, the bike’s standing me around

six-and-a-half grand, including buying it. I

don’t know what it’s worth now – you seeyou seeou seey

people asking 10 grand and more. I don’t

know if they get it or not.”

We’d normally go for a ride to find out what

an original GSX-R750R LE should feel like. I

can’t wait to hear that dry clutch clatter and

the flatsides chatter – but Dean’s not for

playing ball today.The weather has turned

and last night the gritting truck put in an

appearance. Mixed up with today’s rain, and

the thought of that immaculate plating and

polishing getting covered in sodium chloride,

is too much for Dean to bear.

“I’d rather not, if you don’t mind,” he says.“I’d rather not, if you don’t mind,” he says.

And to be honest, who can blame him?TheAnd to be honest, who can blame him?The

project may have only taken six months but,project may have only taken six months but,

after a lifetime of neglect, Dean’s not keen onafter a lifetime of neglect, Dean’s not keen on

reversing any part of the process any timereversing any part of the process any time

soon. One for the museum, eh?

Thanks
• Massive thanks to Hans DornbosHans Dornbos

for all his help

• Bike Paints of Cupar (bikepaints.co.uk,of Cupar (bikepaints.co.uk,

01334 652971)

• Tony Leaning of AJ’s Vapour Clean,of AJ’s Vapour Clean,

Hull for the plating and carb cleaningting and carb cleaning

(ajsvapourclean.com, 07786 165335)(ajsvapourclean.com, 07786 165335)

• Drew Napier of Aluweld, Arbroath forof Aluweld, Arbroath forDrew Napier

the frame welding (01241 431520)the frame welding (01241 431520)

• CMSNL.com for the parts

Only 150 LEs were built in this 

colour scheme. In a word: rare

A young Revvin’ Kevin also 

piloted an LTD in the 200

Reader restoration
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PECIAL BUILD of D

the Year 2017 is go, 

and there’s a £1000 

cash prize already 

waiting to be claimed by the 

winner. Yes, that’s right, a cool 

grand in your pocket, plus 

untold levels of peer group 

admiration, for winning this 

prestige crown.

Last year the entries we 

received for SBOTY’s inaugural 

competition blew us away. 

Race replicas, streetfighters, 

cafe racers, supermotos, 50s, 

hybrids – you entered the lot. 

But it was the level of detail, the 

standard of engineering, out of 

the box thinking and sheer 

determination to build bikes as 

unique as they were brilliant 

that really made the 

competition special. This 

country truly is a nation of 

shed-based engineering genii. 

BUILD A BIKE

WIN £1000
Simple rules, high standards, you decide the winner, big cash prize
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Not only did you, dear 

readers, enter the bikes for the 

competition, you picked the 

winner too. Talk about a tough 

decision. In the end, of the 

thousands of votes cast, only 

five votes split the eventual 

winner – George Molyneux’s 

stunning Norton Rotary Cafe 

Racer – from Gary Parker’s 

simply jaw-dropping RGV500 

replica; it was that close. You 

can see why we’re so excited 

about running it again.

The rules are simple. The 

competition is open to any 

home-built special 

(professionally built 

bikes aren’t 

eligible – this is 

EDITED BY JIM MOORE

S

Is it that time of yearf y

already? Yes, it is

Deserving 2016 winnerDeserving 20

George Molyneux

IN ASSOCIATION WITH

SPECIAL BUILD 2017

BY JIM MOORE

amateurs only) that has been 

completed after Jan 2016. The 

original bike must be a model 

made between 1970-1999. It 

must be road registered, legal 

and running, too. Apart from 

that anything goes: turbos, 

homemade frames, one-off 

bodywork, engine swaps 

– you name it.

We’ll publish the full 

list of rules and dates 

in the next issue, but 

in the meantime if 

you’re nearing the 

completion of 

something special and 

you want the chance to 

win a grand, not to mention 

the glory of being our SBOTY 

winner, get those spanners out 

and ready your creation to 

enter. Someone’s going to win 

– it might as well be you. Full 

details in the February issue. 
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News

NEW KIT

Simple, minimalist paint designs work best on 

lids, and this latest addition to the ever-expanding 

Arai range ticks all the boxes and more. The lid spec is 

as impressive as the King Kenny Roberts colour combos: 

handmade Super Fibre construction, Arai’s new Variable 

Axis System visor, removable and washable custom fit 

interior... we could go on. Contact: whyarai.co.uk

£649.99

£699.99
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Showing we care
It’s 30 years since Barry 

Sheene won the first of his 

two 500 Grand Prix titles, 

and Suzuki GB did number 

7 proud at the NEC by 

putting together a display 

of the bikes that shaped 

his career, including his 

’76 championship winning 

RG500. Good old Bazza.

Unmolested – but not

for long

Tools on the knock
Machine Mart are making 

it easier to pay for tools. 

They’re offering finance 

on tools costing more than 

£300, with 12, 18 or 24 

months payment options 

at a rate of 12.9% APR. 

To find a store near you 

go to machinemart.co.uk

Watch this
Isn’t it time you celebrated 

your Yamaha XJR? Do 

it with this fetching 

chronograph timepiece. 

It’s got a 43mm blackened 

stainless steel case and a 

leather strap. Yours for way 

less than the cost of an 

XJR (149 Euros). 

99rodeodrive.com

WE LOVE a sporty big single 

here at PS, so it was little PS, so it was little

surprise when this frankly

A PAIR OF never registered 

and barely used early ’90s 

Yamahas have surfaced in a 

damp shed at an East London 

technical college. The bikes, 

an FZR400RR and an XT350, 

were discovered by PS readerPS

TORQUE WRENCHES are vitalS

to making sure fasteners are 

tightened to the correct 

specifications – particularly 

important on PS-era bikes – 

and these ‘crow’s feet’ spanner 

attachments fit into fiddly 

places that conventional 

sockets can’t reach. The torque 

spanners come in 1/4in, 5/16in, 

3/8in, 7/16in, 1/2in, 9/16in, 5/8in 

and 3/4in, and there’s a torque3/4in, and there’s a torque

set range from 5-25 Nm (3.69-

18.44 lb.ft). At £92.25. 

 venhill.co.uk v

Oh to be single…

Venhill torque 
spanners

What a pair of Yams

own. Based on a home-market 

MK2 SRX that came with a 

beefier frame, monoshock and

John Langhelt who has recently 

started a Motorcycle Repair 

course at Waltham College in 

east London.

“We’d been working on 

mainly poor quality Chinese 

bikes, so I asked a lecturer if 

they had others,” said John. “He 

said there were  a couple out 

the back in a shipping container 

and to go and have a look.

“I almost fell over in shock 

when I saw this pair. The roof 

was collapsing on the container 

so I brought them inside. Both 

fatter wheels than the more 

familiar (to us) twin-shock 

SRX sold in the UK, it’s been 

made saucier still with the 

fitment of a TZR250SP 3MA 

underbraced swingarm and 

usd forks. 

Wheels are aftermarket, 

front calipers Brembo 

Goldline, pipes Over Racing  

– although the motor remains 

stock. A tidy bikini fairing 

(250 Bandit Special Edition, 

we think) completes the look. 

The work was carried out by 

Japanese custom firm A.F.H.  

If you’ve built a similar 

sporty single, we’d love to 

see it. Photos and details to 

psportsbikes@bauermedia.

co.uk.

have suffered from poor 

storage, but the FZR has only 

done 58 miles, and the XT 31.”

“I’d love to be able to rescue 

and restore them both, but 

they won’t let me. There’s a 

GTS1000 in the shed as well. 

I’m going to tidy them up so 

they can at least  be worked 

on by the students.”

Fit for a king

surprise when this frankly

arousing Yamaha SRX-6

special, spotted in a Japanese

magazine, had us thinking

how easy it’d be to craft our

beefier frame, monoshock and

Virtually as new
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News

TEAM CLASSIC Suzuki put onC

the display of the show at 

November’s Motorcycle Live 

by building a race-ready 

GSX1100SD Katana in seven 

days. The bike, due to 

be raced in the 

Endurance 

Legends 4-hour 

event at 

Donington in May, 

is Suzuki’s third 

live show build, the 

other two being a 

TL1000S that PS helped build inPS

2014 and a GSX-R750F put 

together at last year’s event.

The Katana build was 

spearheaded by Team Suzuki’s 

Nathan Colombi. “The 

bike’s got the best of 

everything,” he said. 

“Before the build 

we altered the 

headstock angle 

and swingarm 

pivot position 

slightly to aid 

handling. It uses a custom 

swingarm, K-Tech forks and 

shocks, Dymag wheels and 

our own ignition system. The 

motor has been bored out to 

1170cc and fitted with high-lift 

cams and stainless valves. The 

gearbox is Novatech.”

It’s a stunner alright – a big 

Kat with some real bite. Hats 

off to you boys.

Big Kat diary

SNAPPY WORKSHOP

dresser and garage style 

guru Alan Seeley is 

launching his own range of 

stylish yet rugged workwear. 

Garage Couture by Seeley 

brings the worlds of high

fashion and damp

badly-lit garages

together in an 

undeniable triumph

of style over 

substance. “We’ll

be offering 

dunagrees, 

overalls and store

coats, all made fr

the finest Cornish

polyester, with a r

of tartan detailing,

said Alan. The GC b

Seeley collection is

out now. Maybe.

WE’RE USED to being D

surprised by weird and 

wonderful Japanese market 

oddities that never made it to 

these shores, even as grey 

imports, but this little beauty 

had us scratching our heads.

Those are indeed knobbly tyres 

and, yes, that’s a Yamaha FZ 

engine, but perhaps not the 

one that first comes to mind. 

Based on an FZ250 Phazer 

Suzuki wrenches’ cool creation

Ten out of Ténéré Hip to Alan
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and inspired by the bonkers 

920cc OU26 YZE desert racer 

that terrorised the Paris-Dakar 

Rally in the late 1980s, this 

one-off is so neat it looks like a 

production model. We can’t 

find it anywhere in any 

Japanese listings. We reckon 

the fairing and sidepanels 

started life on a Honda NX125, 

and the swingarm is TDR250. 

We like. A lot.

Can anyone shed anyy y

light on this beauty?

And it only tookAnd it only t

a week to build

brings the worlds of high

fashion and damp,

badly-lit garages

undeniable triumph

substance. “We’ll

overalls and store

coats, all made from

the finest Cornish

polyester, with a range

of tartan detailing,”

said Alan. The GC by

Seeley collection is

EST 2017



‘Have You Thought About Being a Track Marshal, at 
some of the best circuits in the UK?’
For further details visit our website  

www.crmc.co.uk 

2017
PROVISIONAL  

DATES 

Snetterton (200 Circuit)  
March 18th/19th 

Pembrey (Easter)  
April 15th/16th 

Mallory Park  
May 20th/21st 

Cadwell Park  
June 10th/11th 

Croft  
July 8th /9th 

Donington Park  
August 4th- 6th 

Anglesey  
          September 9th /10th 

Brands Hatch  
October 7th /8th 

Donington  
Endurance  

May 6th/7th 

Motorcycle insurance specialist

Excellent customer service

Outstanding value

Tailor-made insurance packages

Common modifications as standard

Expert 24-hour claims helpline

Up to 90 days EU cover

We were there too
Trusted by riders for over 85 years

Bennetts.co.uk    0330 018 0778

Get a new quote at

Bennetts

Whatever bike you 
started out on

“

Vehicle

Wiring

ProductsProductsProducts

We supply a 
comprehensive 
range of wiring 
products for repair, 
modifi cation or 
complete rewire to 
your classic bike

Visit our website, phone or email for a 

free catalogue

www.vehicleproducts.co.uk

Tel: 0115 9305454  Email: sales@vehicleproducts.co.uk

Vehicle Wiring Products, 9 Buxton Court, Manners Ind.Est.,
Ilkeston, Derbyshire DE7 8EF

FREE
CATALOGUE
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Part way through a restoration? Just completed a 
nut-and-bolt rebuild? Send us your pics, and details

Now for the KH...

You seen my ’Bird? 

Here are a couple of pics Her

of the ‘RothBird’ that 

members of PS’s FacebookPS’s FacebookPS

page may be familiar with. I 

rushed the paint first time  

and it cracked. Second time it 

worked OK. 

Then, a persistent misfire, 

wrongly thought to be a carb 

problem drove me mad. After 

chasing the fault for months, I 

was ready to set fire to the 

 First, my  Firs 1997 Ducati ST2, 

bought as a rusty, damaged 

unloved bike for £500. I 

converted it with a small fairing 

and clip-ons, which involved 

moving the battery and wiring. 

I resprayed it, replaced the chip, 

altered the gearing, and put 

some secondhand silencers on. 

Total cost well under £1000 

and it runs and handles well.

Ducati ST2 & Kawasaki KMX200
Simon Anstey, Milnthorpe, Cumbria

Honda CBR1100XX Blackbird
Jason Newell, Thatcham, Berkshire

Kawasaki ZX-7R, Mark Lovell, Norwich, Norfolk

Built in a pig sty (and a van)

Two cracking bikes forg
£1400. Nice work

 This is my  T 1996 Kawasaki 

ZX-7R, inspired by 1990s WSB 

bikes. I could never afford a 

ZX-7RR. So I wanted to build a 

race bike to Thundersport regs 

that was also road legal 

(daytime MoT). I put on the 

front and rear ends from a 2014 

ZX-10R. The motor has been 

left alone apart from a clean 

but the plan is to strip and 

rebuild it during winter 2017 

money allowing.

 I still have graphics, final 

engine set up, MoT and some 

other bits to complete. The 

project was not without 

challenges. I only had an old 

pig shed and my van as 

workspace. And where possible 

I always tried to use local 

companies for parts.

With period graphicsith period graphics

yet to come, this will rock

Take two worked on

the paint. And nice can 

bike. Then, in a proper ‘eureka’ 

moment, I found that two 

plastic baffles in the intakes 

were missing. I knocked some 

up out of a toolbox lid and 

finally got perfect carburation. 

Now she runs like a dream.  

I’ve fallen in and out of love 

with this thing so many times 

it’s time to do some serious 

riding and see if I actually like 

it. Here’s hoping...

Second, a Kawasaki KMX200 I 

bought recently in bits for 

£200. I’ve only managed to 

spend another £200 doing it 

up, of which £112 was for new 

KIPS valves. 

I’ve been surprised how well 

it goes and handles. The KMX 

inspired me to get cracking on 

my old KH250. It damaged a 

big-end in 1994 and hasn’t 

been used since. I used to really 

enjoy my KH and made several 

trips to Ireland on it in the ’90s.
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AFTER

 I’ve been riding since 1981 

and have been addicted to 

bikes ever since. My RGV250 

VJ23 and GS1000E are my 

current money pits... The VJ23 

came from Japan in pieces in a 

crate – motor shipped 

separate for various legal 

reasons. 

I bought my RZ350 in spring 

of ’85. So just when I learned 

to love them, the U.S. stopped 

sales forever that same year. 

so I have to search for them 

where I can. The VJ23’s engine 

is still out of bike waiting for 

more parts for a full rebuild. It 

will be completely torn 

down to the frame, and given 

a sympathetic restoration...not 

a full on resto; I like patina.

The GS1000 was left for 

dead for 25 years in the 

Arizona desert... My first big 

bike was a ’78 GS1000E that I 

bought in ’82, the ride 

home that first time has 

hooked me to litre-bikes ever 

since. After surviving 10 years 

of street riding on my 

Hayabusa, I wanted to go back 

to my roots and remember 

how that first ride felt – only 

another GS1000 would do it. 

Now it’s almost ready for me 

to relive my youth.

Suzuki RGV250 VJ22 & VJ23, Aprilia RS250, Yamaha RZ350 & Suzuki GS1000. Randy Wedge, USA

Honda CBR900RR FireBlade, Ade Maddock, Colchester, Essex

Blasts from an American past

Seven years in the wilderness

Rare beasts out in the

USA, these strokers

Found in a desert 

and rot free

 I bought this Honda 

FireBlade from a friend for 

£400 two months ago. It had 

been off the road for seven 

years, and I’m the third owner. 

Since getting it I’ve fitted 

Bridgestone BT016 tyres, EBC 

discs and pads all round, DID/

Renthal chain and sprockets, a 

new radiator, new forks seals, 

new rear shock, Viper end-can, 

Hel braided lines, and given it a 

full service. I sent it for an MoT 

yesterday and it flew through.

Scrubs up nicely Scrubs up nicely

after a long exile



ORDER ONLINE, OR CALL:01728 833020
www.davidsilverspares.co.uk
sales@davidsilverspares.co.uk

ntage Honda parts specialVintage Honda parts specialistVintage Honda parts specialistVintage Honda parts specialistsince 1986

Where would these bikes be without our parts service?

David Silver Honda Museum

with over 150 models from 

1950’s - 1990’s. 

01926 
430562

sales@ikonshocks.co.uk

WWW.IKONSHOCKS.CO.UK

Adjustable

Rebuildable

Affordable

sales@ikonshocks.co.uksales@ikonshocks.co.uk
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Practical Sportsbikes staff members’ bikes enjoy and 
endure the same highs and lows as your machines 

ALSO IN THE PRACTICAL SPORTSBIKES SHEDALSO IN THE

Alan Seeley 1975 Moto Morini 3
Bubblewrap wrecks plans for a swift finish to a long restoration 

1993 Ducati 900SS
Alan Seeley

1989 Honda VFR400R NC30
Austin Smith

1997 Honda VFR750FV
Austin Smith

1983 Suzuki TS50ER
Jim Moore

1991 Yamaha TZR125R 4DL
Jim Moore

ANY BIKES more than 40 

years-old will have enjoyed a 

restoration by now; maybe even 

one or two. My 1975 Moto Morini 

3  Sport is on its first ever resto. Problem is, Sport is on its firs

it’s taking me so long that I might end up 

restoring it twice, having never ridden it in 

the meantime.

Somehow the little Italian V-twin is always 

last in line when it comes to shed time. 

My intention – after buying it at 

auction as a complete and 95 

per cent original if careworn 

wreck – was to restore it for 

my wife. However in the 13 

years since I bought it, she 

hasn’t put much pressure 

on to get the job done.

A decade must have 

passed since I did the 

paintwork and unfortunately 

sub-standard storage has taken its toll. 

Thinking I was doing the right thing winding 

it in bubblewrap, I have been rewarded with 

ghostly impressions of the packing film 

over much of the lacquer. Also some 

pinholes have blown through the finish 

either down to inadequate preparation or, 

and I hope not, corrosion creeping through 

from the base metal. Elsewhere the lacquer 

and/or paint has shrunk and wrinkled.

I really could do without the expense and 

hassle of going through it all again, 

especially as there are black panels edged 

with white pin-striping on both the 

predominantly red tank and sidepanels. 

Were it just a single colour I’d probably be 

happy to start over.

Enter my friend and expert painter, Jason 

Macdonald. He’s brought his excellent skills 

to bear on PS bikes before, and his PS

prognosis for the wobbly paint was far 

more positive than mine. He reckons there’s 

a good chance of touching in the problem 

patches of colour. He also believes that 

keying back and then building up the 

lacquer afresh will solve the other issues. 

He’s confident. I’m relieved.

It’s got to be worth a go. Luckily I kept a 

tin each of the BMW red and black used on 

the Morini tinware last time. Not that they’ll 

be any good in themselves for application 

but they do give a colour reference.

Maybe with the paintwork back to pristine 

I’ll be moved to get the little vee where it 

belongs – back on the road. 

Contact
Jason Macdonald, Ace Finish, 07896 530051

M 
Alan wears navy blue Arrany
knit in mixed fibres 

10 years in bubblewrap10 y ap

not good for paint 
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able to afford another Katana in the future 

would be nil, even if I could have used the 

money to buy a stake in Bourbon biscuits.

But I do want a change (not of biscuits, 

surely? – JM). I’ve acquired a trick set of 

Brembo wheels off a Benelli Tornado TNT. 

The rear is really fat at 6in so it’ll wear a 

190-section rear tyre. I’ll have to get the 

back of the frame modified to accept such 

a wide boot, and I’m already on the lookout 

for a 1200 Bandit swingarm, but still with 

twin shocks, to replace the long drag ’arm 

which will go back in my GSX-EX.

That lot’s all to come. Before I get stuck in 

to that, I’ve got my annual trip the Oundle 

Sprint to take on. It’s a Boxing Day street 

sprint through the normally quiet 

Northamptonshire town. I’ve done it the 

past two years, first with PS friend RupertPS

Paul aboard the Kat (left), then last year I 

had a go myself. Given the time of year, it’s 

always cold and slippery but it’s such a 

laugh I can’t resist going back for more. 

Last year I ran my drag pipe, minus baffles, 

and my Suzuki was the loudest thing there. 

You probably heard it in the West 

Midlands…

Before I cane the Kat’s arse out, it’ll get a 

Gary Hurd 1983 Suzuki GSX1100S Katana
He’s going to sell. No he’s not. So Gary makes big plans for an old friend

T’S ALMOST 30 years since IT

first got my Katana. I say ‘got’, it 

was actually just a frame – and a 

750 one at that – but it didn’t 

take me long to rustle up some bodywork, 

an 1100 motor and a set of wheels. I’ve 

been ragging about on it ever since. 

So it came as something of a shock, even 

to me, when recently I started thinking 

about moving the old Suzuki on and using 

the money to buy something else. I ran the 

idea by a few mates and fortunately they all 

slapped me and told me to stop being so 

stupid, and get to the bar because it was 

my round anyway. 

Once I’d come to my senses I realised 

they were right – how could I sell it? It’s the 

orange tiger stripe Kat, and everyone 

knows it as my bike. And besides, if I 

flogged it now, the chances of me being 

I

Heavy landing proved tooy g p

much for speedo needle

Loudest thing at thet thing a

Oundle Sprint
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1111
BEST IN CATEGORY
BEST IN CATEGORY

TRUSTPILOT

I really cannot 
believe how quickly 

these items got  
to me. 

Michele

The UK’s favourite  

destination for bike gear,  

but don’t take our word for it…

Over 150 brands  I  Free delivery & free returns
*
 I  Finance available

MCN CLOTHING  
AND ACCESSORY  
RETAILER OF  
THE YEAR

Subject to status, terms and conditions apply. *Orders over £25, UK mainland excludes Scottish Highlands. 

Excellent 9.8
Just 1 of over 16,000  

Trustpilot reviews

good once-over. I’m hoping to fit a new set 

of Continentals, drop the oil, flush the fuel 

system and also fix the broken speedo 

needle that snapped in two when I landed a 

big wheelie at the Cadwell trackday.

The fuel flush is a must. Dunno about you 

lot, but I’ve really noticed the quality of 

pump fuel go down the pan recently. I’m 

always fussy where I fill up – no 

supermarket stuff for me – but the ethanol 

content in petrol is now so high that 

condensation has been building up in the 

Katana’s tank making it run really lumpy 

from time to time. Once I’ve done the 

Sprint I’ll drain the whole system and leave 

the bike until I’m ready to fit the wheels. 

She’s a keeper. Here’s to another 30 years 

of fun with the ol’ girl… 

He simply couldn’t sayy

goodbye

Gary gives Cadwell’sy g
tarmac a right pasting



Got something to say? This is the place to say 
it and you might even win a lid. Write on...

STAR LETTER
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SPONSORED BYSPONSORED BY

Waste of a perfectly good bag

Dangerous Dean’s ’ped 

Send us your pics, and story to jim.moore@bauermedia.co.uk or by post to .uk Practical Sportsbikes, Bauer Media, Media House, es, Bauer Media, Media House,

Lynch Wood, Peterborough, PE2 6EA. join us on Facebook. www.facebook.com/groups/practicalsportsbikes

Lies and laughter
Your mopeds feature in the last 

issue made me laugh out loud. It 

reminded me so much of what 

me and my mates used to get 

up to. Just like the guy in the 

feature, I fitted an H100 motor in 

my MB. I remember feeling 

really nervous the first time I 

rode it. Up until then I was lucky 

if it’d do 34mph on the flat. With 

the bigger engine it was like 

getting off a limp sheep and 

onto an angry wolf. The speedo 

needle used to sail right past the 

numbers and round to where 

seven o’clock would be on a 

clock face.

I remember my dad going 

berserk one day when he said a 

bike had shot past him, going 

the opposite way, rider head in 

the clocks at about 70mph. He 

reckoned it was me. I spent the 

whole evening convincing him it 

couldn’t have been me because 

my bike wouldn’t pull the skin off 

a rice pudding. I’ve not owned 

up to him, even to this day…

Mark Johnson, Warrington, 

Cheshire

Mine’s much faster
I’ve just read ‘New Moped Army’ 

in PS Dec 2016 –PS what a great 

story. My first bike (50cc) was 

also a Honda MB50, so to see it 

as advertised by Honda is 

superb. I reckon mine 

just reached 44mph!

Philip Baggot, email

Getting into a scrape
I’ve been avidly following your 

X7 Gamma project. I originally 

thought it was a bit pointless, 

but the further it’s gone on the 

more I really like the idea. 

Seeing it in the metal, although 

admittedly far from finished, at 

the recent Classic Bike Live

show further fed my interest. 

One question though – are you 

sure it’s got enough ground 

clearance? There doesn’t look 

like much daylight between the 

bottom of the spannies and the 

floor. You’re definitely going 

to need a nine stone 

whippet on the thing just to 

keep the exhausts from 

kissing the ground. Can’t 

wait to see it finished.

Peter McDougal, 

Stevenage, Herts

Fair enough... BUT
First let me say that I have 

the upmost admiration for 

anyone who restores an old 

bike, but your news story 

about Steve Jackson’s 

RD500LC (PS, Dec) leaves PS, Dec) leaves

me asking ‘why?’. I just don’t 

get why he’d go to the 

length of restoring a bike only 

to keep it in a bubble.

To me bikes should be ridden, 

otherwise they simply become 

expensive ornaments. Each to 

their own, I guess, but it seems 

such a waste to me.

Barney Livingstone, email

Your ‘New Moped Army’ feature 

brought back some memories. I had 

an AR50 with an 80 engine, GSX-R 

clocks, Renthal ’bars, MBX50 wheels, Micron 

pipe, and a dodgy home-done rattle can paint 

job. I got caught by the Feds wheelying it less 

than a month after passing my CBT, and was 

charged with dangerous driving…

I actually got away with the DD on a 

technicality that they could only prosecute a 

limited number via the hidden camera they 

had set up. The Mall in Montrose was a local 

hang out where we all made a nuisance of 

ourselves in cars and bikes. Happy days.

Dean Young, Montrose, Scotland

 Dean’s not lost his eye for a fancy ride; see Dean’

his magnificent GSX-R750LE, page 6 – JM

Star Letter wins Oxford battery optimiser
Every month our Star Letter writer wins an Oxford Oximiser 900 

automatic battery optimiser worth £50

FOR BACK 
ISSUES OF PS
CALL COLLEEN 
ON 01733 468099

BACK
ISSUES

Those MBX50 wheels
look totally boss

Standard sets standard
Thanks for the piece on Bandits 

in the last issue. It’s good to see 

a couple of standard GSFs for a 

change, rather than the usual 

tasteless lash-ups that Bandits 

become after a few owners 

have done their worst. I’m on 

my third Bandit. 

My first was a 600 bought 

new back in 1997. I had it for five 
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TOURING

CRUISER

ADVENTURE

SPORTS

“EFFECTIVE ON A 90-MILE WINTER 

RIDE IN SUB ZERO TEMPERATURES”

TM

SPORTS

“EFFECTIVE ON A 90-MILE WINTER

RIDE IN SUB ZERO TEMPERATURES”

TOURING

ADVENTURE

TOURING

CRUISER

THE ORIGINAL. 
THE BEST.

oxfordproducts.com/hotgrips

PREMIUM RANGE

1 of 10 sets of HOTGRIPS™ up for grabs!
Head to: oxfordproducts.com/competit ion for full details

up for grabs!
Head to: oxfordproducts.com/competit ion for full details

1 of 10 sets of HOTGRIPS
Head to: oxfordproducts.com/competit ion for full details

years and racked-up 50,000 

miles through commuting, 

touring and pleasure rides. 

Brilliant little bike. Another 600 

followed, this time faired, before 

I finally moved up to a 1200 in 

2006. I’ve had that bike ever 

since, and it’s still going strong. 

And, yes, it’s still standard.

Geoff Tusk, Whitby, N. 

Yorkshire

 It’ll go on forever – JM It

Tasty little Toerag
Thanks to Jim Moore putting 

ideas in my head and leading

me astray, I will be picking this 

little Aprilia Taureg 125 up 

shortly. Another project for 

winter. I’m going to be busy. At 

least it was very cheap.

Robert Bean, Lincoln

Hear it for the haters
Sometimes I really hate you lot. 

My mate Bob hasn’t shut up 

about getting another trail bike 

since he got your last issue. 

Thing is he wants me to get one 

as well, and keeps sending me 

eBay links to TSs, DTs and 

CRM250s. 

I’ve managed to resist so far, 

but a man’s only got so much 

willpower. If I end up buckling 

under the pressure and blowing 

the Christmas money on an 

off-road tool before the kids’ 

get a visit from Santa, I’ll be 

blaming it all on you. And my 

missus is like a Rottweiler when 

she gets a strop on...

Toby Ford, Sunderland

Fire-up the crusher
I couldn’t agree more with your 

thoughts on that atrocious 

TRX850 supermoto thing 

featured in last month’s Project 

Hunter. What the hell were they 

thinking? It’s no use to man or 

beast, being way to heavy to 

race in supermoto – plus that 

frame looks like it’d snap into a 

million pieces at the first sight of 

a jump. Either that or you’d rip 

the bottom of the engine off on 

landing. And what a waste of an 

RGV swingarm. I just hope 

someone puts it out of its 

misery and crushes it. 

Ralph Longmere, email

 We love a trier, but we’ve W

drawn the line with that – JM

Letters

Overall impression
Being an avid reader of PS, 

particularly the workshop tips 

and many project bikes, I’ve 

become equally impressed with 

Alan Seeley’s ever expanding 

collection of workshop wear. 

Those tan coloured thermal 

overalls he’s often sporting are 

absolute scoundrels. 

With that in mind, 

and my 50th 

birthday not 

that far off in 

the distance, I 

wanted to give 

my dear wife 

some hints as to what 

present to get. Where can she 

get me a pair of said brown 

beauties? Please don’t tell me 

trend-setting Seeley had them 

made-to-measure…

Peter McGarthy, Inverness

 Alan is indeed a workshop Alan is indeed a w

fashion icon. Full details on his 

rugged wardrobe soon – JM

US and OZ for TS joy
Looks like Gary’s got his work 

cut out with that Suzuki TS, but 

it’ll be a great thing when it’s 

done. I restored a ’73 US import 

two years ago and while engine 

parts were easy to find, cycle 

parts proved tricky. The US, and 

even Australia, were often the 

only (expensive) options. 

Got to say it was worth it 

though. Seventies trail bikes

rule OK.

Luke Murray, email

This is all Jim’s fault

Yes, we do have some rubbish in,

Project Hunter from time to time

Turn to page 36  
for more details

SPECIAL
OFFER

SUBSCRIBE
FOR UNDER

£2.50 
AN ISSUE



REDCAR MOTORCYCLES
THE UK’S NUMBER 1 FOR CUSTOMER SERVICE
MIDLANDS LARGEST SUZUKI PARTS STOCKIST

NEED PARTS FOR 
YOUR MODERN OR 
VINTAGE SUZUKI?

CALL OR EMAIL US WITH YOUR ENQUIRY
DISCOUNTS AND FREE POSTAGE OFFERS 

AVAILABLE ON LARGER ORDERS

01162 661637 
sales@suzuki-spares.co.uk

www.suzuki-spares.co.uk 
Redcar Motorcycles

HALF PRICE HPA OFFER
DURING DECEMBER

SEE BELOW FOR DETAILS

HPS • Derwent House • Alfreton • Derbyshire • DE55 7BP • UK

www.BikeHPS.com
SEE THE OPTIONS FOR YOUR BIKE OR BUY NOW AT...

OR CALL TO DISCUSS THE NITRON ADVANTAGE... 01773 831122

When you buy your NITRON shock from HPS

it’s speedily built to order with the right

spring for your weight, combined with per-

fect base damping settings for your bike’s

usage on road, track or both and no further

setup is usually needed...

simply fit and feel the ride!

www.bikehps.com

SHOCK OFFER!

"The NITRON shock made an instant 
impression and really boosted 

confidence. It’s seriously good value."

Kev Smith, CBR600RR

Performance Bikes Magazine, 

SHOCK OFFER!

Superbike Championship and TT winning NITRON

shock absorbers combine unequalled design with

the absolute highest quality components and finish,

to deliver the most outstanding performance and

ride for you – whether on street or circuit.

Exclusive Half Price HPA Offer
at HPS - Save up to £116
NITRON Shock from HPS during

December and you can add the

factory-installed optional 

Hydraulic Preload Adjuster from

only £99.60, half the normal price! 

BRITISH DESIGNED, ENGINEERED

AND BUILT TO YOUR SPEC. 

FROM JUST... £414.00 inc. VAT

Find bikehps on

Optional Hydraulic
Preload Adjuster

enables rapid ride
height changes

without any tools

Ashford Classic Motorcycle Show & Bikejumble 

10am Easter Monday 6th April 
At Ashford Market, Orbital Park, Ashford, Kent, TN24 0HB 

Romney Marsh Bikejumble: 10am Sunday 3rd May 
Romney Marsh Show & Bikejumble: 10am Sunday 28th June 

at Hamstreet, Near Ashford, Kent, TN26 2H 

ELK Promotions 
PO Box 85, New Romney 

KENT TN28 9BE

01797 344277 
www.elk-promotions.co.uk  

South of England Classic Show & Bikejumble 
 10am Sunday 29th October 

At The South of England Showground, Ardingly, West Sussex, RH17 6TL 

RomneyMarsh 
Classic Bikejumble  

   Sunday 17th September 

       South of England  

Summer Classic Show 

                10am 16th July 
          The South of England Showground 

Ashford Classic Show & Bikejumble 

10am Easter Monday 17th April 
At Ashford Market, Orbital Park, Ashford, Kent, TN24 0HB

Selling your 
Bike? Free 

BikeMart at 
All Events! 

Free to exhibit  
your bike at all 

our shows:  
Visit our 

website to 
          book 

South of England Classic Show  

10am Sunday 2nd April 2017 
With Five Indoor Halls of All Motorcycle Show and Bikejumble 
   South of England Showground, Ardingly, W Sussex, RH17 6TL 

      Romney Marsh Classic Bikejumble 

      10am Sunday 21st May 
Romney Marsh Classic Show & Bikejumble 

     Sunday 25th June 
                Hamstreet, Nr Ashford, Kent, TN26 2JD 

               Space available in our huge marquee 

-NEW : MCN Festival of Motorcycling with Autojumble:--

- Peterborough 13th & 14th May 2017- --- 

TYGA PERFORMANCE BODY WORK AND ACCESSORIES
(AS USED BY THE SAG MOTO 2 TEAM)

BEET RACING PERFORMANCE EXHAUSTS AND ACCESSORIES

SILHOUETTE BODY WORK

● TYGA standard and GP replica body kits for these models Honda NC30/35 
CBR400 NC23/29 NSR250 MC18/21/28

RGV 250 VJ21/22 CBR250
MC22 ZXR250 Aprilia RS250

Carbon Parts

● Yamaha R1 from £45.00
● Yamaha R6 from £54.00  ● Yamaha V-Max from £79.00

● Honda CBR600RR From £45.00  ● Honda CBR1000RR from £79.00
● GSXR 600 / 700 from £45.00  ● GSXR 1000 K5 onwards from £45.00

● Kawasaki ER6 from £89.00 ● Kawasaki ZX6R from £89.00 ZX10R from £89.00
● BMW S1000RR from £89.00 ● Aprilia RSV4 from £89.00

Many other models also available NC35, NC30, NC29, NSR250, RGV250, RS250 etc

Two Stroke Exhausts

Aprilia RS125 from £199.00 with can Aprilia RS250 from £430.00 with cans Suzuki RGV250 
VJ22 from £430.00 with cans Honda NSR250 MC21/28 from £430.00 with cans Honda 

NSR125/150 from £189.00 with can two stroke end cans from £45.00 - £110.00
other models available please contact us for more info

Four Stroke Exhausts

Honda NC30/35 full race systems from £650.00 Honda CBR125 from £179.00
Kawasaki ZX250R Ninja from £275.00 Kawasaki ER6 from £249.00

other models available please contact us for more info

Many other models catered for, please see our website

for more models and our package details

Call Gavin on tel: 01616 136600

Mob: 07919 404 734

email: gavin@jap4performance.com
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E’RE GOING racing in 2017.

The Classic Racing Motorcycle

Club’s (CRMC) Superstock class

is booming, so we thought we’d

drag our podium-pedigree HondaVFR750F

out of the shed, bash her back into shape and

have a go ourselves.

The Superstock class is open to mid-’80s

superbike 750s, like Suzuki’s early Slabbie

GSX-Rs,Yamaha’s original FZs, Honda’s first

VFRs, and Kawasaki’s fast and furious

GPX750, all of them slap-bang in the middle

of the PS era.PS era.era.PS

Last season saw 22 different riders enterLast season saw 22 different riders enter

the class, and for 2017 the CRMC is

expecting many more looking to relive an era

Superstock 
ready to rock

Growing interest in mid-’80s superbikes means race classes expanding 

too. Now we’re set to join in the fun on the supertsock grid in 2017 
WORDS JIM MOORE   PHOTOGRAPHY BAUER ARCHIVE

racing in 2017.
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The Superstock class is open to mid-’80s

superbike 750s, like Suzuki’s early Slabbie

too. Now we’re set to join in the fun on the supertsock grid in 2017too. Now we’re set to join in the fun on the supertsock grid in 2017
WORDS JIM MOOREJIM MOORE PHOTOGRAPHY BAUER ARCHIVE

defined by the battles of future world champsdefined by the battles of future world champs

Wayne Rainey and Kevin Schwantz, whoWayne Rainey and Kevin Schwantz, who

bashedVFR and GSX-R fairings in bothbashedVFR and GSX-R fairings in both

AMA and theTransatlantic Match Races.AMA and theTransatlantic Match Races.

With no tuning allowed, and limited scopeWith no tuning allowed, and limited scope

too. Now we’re set to join in the fun on the supertsock grid in 2017too. Now we’re set to join in the fun on the supertsock grid in 2017
BAUER ARCHIVE

defined by the battles of future world champs

Wayne Rainey and Kevin Schwantz, who

bashedVFR and GSX-R fairings in both

AMA and theTransatlantic Match Races.

With no tuning allowed, and limited scope

for chassis mods, competing is cheap, so afor chassis mods, competing is cheap, so a

level playing field is guaranteed, and thatlevel playing field is guaranteed, and that

means close racing.means close racing.

We’ll be covering the season in the magWe’ll be covering the season in the mag

with regular race reports and spot-lightwith regular race reports and spot-light

features on those taking part. If you getfeatures on those taking part. If you get

cracking now, we reckon you could have acracking now, we reckon you could have a

bike on the grid at the start of the season forbike on the grid at the start of the season for

£2000-£2500.Although highly competitive£2000-£2500.Although highly competitive

out on track, the CRMC paddock is a

friendly place where help is always at hand.

Period paddock jackets, mullets and ’tashes

are optional.

The series kicks off at Snetterton, Norfolk,The series kicks off at Snetterton, Norfolk,

in March.We’ll see you there…

Turn over for more

W

2017 CALENDAR
18-19 Mar Snetterton 200, Norfolk

15-16 Apr Pembrey, South Wales

20-21 May Mallory Park, Leics

10-11 June Cadwell Park, Lincs

8-9 July Croft, N. Yorkshire

4-6 Aug Donington Park, Leics

9-10 Sept Anglesey

7-8 Oct Brand Hatch, Kent

Wayne Rainey 
Honda VFR750F

These things were never slouches

with Wayne at the controls.

Rainey’s smooth style helped get

the best from it

Kevin Schwantz
Suzuki GSX-R750
Texan made a name for

himself on one of these at

Donington Park (here we are)

Transatlantic

CRMC SUPERSTOCK

THIS 

COULD 

BE 

YOU
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750cc four-cylinder four-strokes manufactured before 1987 (Suzuki GSX-R750 Slabbie, Yamaha FZ750 1FN, 

Honda VFR750F-G/H, and Kawasaki GPX750R. No tuning, bodywork must reflect original silhouette. Suspension 

upgrades, braided hoses and aftermarket exhausts allowed. Original or period colours preferred. Go to crmc.co.uk

ONCE YOU’VE got a bike, andONCE YOU’VE got a bike, andgot a bike, andONCE YOU’VE

you’ve prepped it to race-spec

(lock-wired bolts, fitted oil

catch tray and removed road

gubbins – speedo, stands etc),

you’ll need a race licence – £48

from the Auto Cycle Union

(acu.org.uk) – plus £7 for a

novice bib if needed. If you’ve

not raced before, or let your

licence lapse more than three

years, you’ll need to take a

What Will I Need?

Suzuki GSX-R750
Light, built to race, 

handles well.

Can be fragile, getting 

more expensive to buy.

Kawasaki GPX750
Fast, quick steering, 

sturdy engine.

Rare, limited tyre choice, a 

bit flighty.

Honda VFR750F
Robust, ultra-reliable, 

doddle to ride fast, cheap.

Not as flickable as a 

GSX-R, short on top-end.

Yamaha FZ750
Fast, flexible engine and 

stable chassis.

Can be pricey. Suspect 

build quality.

THE RULES

Competitor Training Course

and a basic rider assessment.

For racing you’ll need an

ACU Gold-rated helmet,

one-piece leathers, boots and

gloves. Back protectors are

advisable. And you’ll need a

dogtag showing your name

and DOB. Transponders can be

hired at most tracks, but best

to have your own – expect to

pay £150.

Already proving to beeady pr ving t

a weapon of choice

Slabber GSX-Rs are

never going to be slow

Tidy FZ and tidy idy FZ and tidy

riding style too



LONDON
MOTORCYCLE 

SHOW 2017

17–19 FEBRUARY 
EXCEL LONDON

WWW.MCNMOTORCYCLESHOW.COM
08448 737 346

*ALL BOOKINGS SUBJECT TO A £1.50 TRANSACTION FEE. CALLS COST 7P 
PER MINUTE PLUS NETWORK EXTRAS. CHILDREN UNDER 16 MUST BE 
ACCOMPANIED BY A PAYING ADULT. DETAILS CORRECT AT THE TIME 
OF PUBLICATION, ORGANISER’S RESERVE THE RIGHT TO ALTER 
CONTENT AS IS DEEMED NECESSARY.

INTERACTIVE ZONES
ADVENTURE  / CLASSIC  / CUSTOM  / SPORTS & PERFORMANCE

ADVANCE

TICKETS

£17

Rub shoulders with the riders

Exclusive grandstand seating

Relax in the private paddock area

SLIDE LIVE ACTION 
PADDOCK PASS

Sponsored by:

Starring:
McGUINNESS 

HODGSON

WALKER

THE WORLD OF BIKING UNDER ONE ROOF

JOHN McGUINNESS 
 RACES HIS RIVALS

FREE 
LIVE ACTION

ALL THE
2017 BIKES

BIGGEST EVER
CLASSICS ZONE

SHOP THE
LATEST GEAR

NE W FOR 2017

S

N

£40

PADDOCK 
PASS COSTS

INCLUDES
SHOW ENTRY
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Life is all about the taking part. Go get involved

17 DEC
Enduro Playday
If you’ve bought an off-roader 

for winter laughs, the Enduro 

Playday is basically a bit like 

an off-road trackday. You get 

unlimited track time on a 

six-mile Hare & Hounds enduro 

track, and you’ll want plenty of 

rest time as well because it’s 

very physical. There’s advice 

and set-up help on hand, plus a 

one-hour fun race from 2-3pm. 

All ages and skill levels are 

more than welcome.

Where: Llandrillo Forest, 

North Wales

How much: £40 adults, 

£20 under-14s

Contact: worevents.com

26 DEC
Plum Pudding Races
Now in its 42nd year, Mallory’s 

Plum Pudding races are the 

only event held at the 

Leicestershire track featuring 

two, three and four-wheel 

action. Spectating is excellent 

at Mallory as much of the lap 

can be seen from the banking 

alongside the main straight. If 

it gets a bit on the nippy side, 

Mallory’s cafe is legendary.

Where: Mallory Park, 

Leicestershire

How much: £12 adults, 

accompanied under-16s 

get in free

Contact: mallorypark 

circuit.com

15 JAN
Kidlington Jumble
Need parts for your winter 

restoration project? If you 

happen to be in the Oxford 

area there’s an autojumble 

(bike and car parts, plus 

collectables) at Kidlington 

in mid-January. It’s a long- 

established event so a decent 

turn-out of traders and punters 

is guaranteed. Kick-off is at 

10am; rummaging ends at 2pm.

Where: Exeter Halls, 

Kidlington, Oxfordshire

How much: £3 adults, 

table pitches from £14

Contact: woodclass.

com

26 DEC

Wild & Woolly Scramble

17 DEC

Lincoln Autojumble

Where: Hemswell, 

Nr Lincoln

How much: entry free, 

parking £2

Contact: lincolnautojumble.

com, 07816 291544

2 JAN

Brass Monkeys Run

Where: The Victoria, 

Coalville, Leicestershire, 

How much: £5 per bike 

(12 noon for 1.30pm start)

Contact: vicbikerspub.co.uk

12 JAN

Italian Night

Where: Ace Cafe, London

How much: entry is free 

at the Ace

Contact: ace-cafe-london.

com, 0208 961 1000

AT A GLANCE

“These events 
are hilarious 

to watch”

The W&W is claimed to be the world’s oldest 

motorcycle scramble, this being its 91st running. It 

must be worth a look – and a go – if it’s kept the 

crowds coming for almost a century. Spectating is 

free; wear boots because it will be muddy under 

foot. The race starts at 11am and runs for one hour 

and a lap (practice from 10am). These events are 

hilarious to watch, and it’s a perfect excuse to 

get out of the house on Boxing Day.

Where: Arm Farm, Blisworth, Northants

How much: spectating is free

Contact: nmcc.co.uk

Mudplug or freestyle:Mudplug or fr tyle:

you decide
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or call 01858 438884 Quoting MCAA
LINES OPEN 8am-9.30pm (Mon-Fri), 8am-4pm (Sat) OVERSEAS READERS CALL +44 1858 438828 Quoting MCAA

Visit greatmagazines.

£2.50
GET PS

AN ISSUE

FOR UNDER

Special Offer

USUAL

PRICE 

£4.10
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CHOOSE FROM THREE GREAT PACKAGES

Terms & Conditions: *£2.41 an issue applies when you choose the print only option and pay by direct debit. Subscriptions will start with the next available issue. The minimum term is 12 
issues. Payments by Direct Debit will continue to be taken unless you tell us otherwise. You will not receive a renewal reminder. This offer closes on 10/01/2016. This offer cannot be used in 
conjunction with any other offer. Cost from landlines for 01 numbers per minute are (approximate) 2p to 10p. Cost from mobiles per minute (approximate) 10p to 40p. Costs vary depending 
on the geographical location in the UK. You may get free calls to some numbers as part of your call package – please check with your phone provider.Order lines open 8am-9.30pm (Mon-Fri), 
8am-4pm (Sat). UK orders only. Overseas? please phone +44 1858 438828 for further details. Calls may be monitored or recorded for training purposes. For full terms and conditions please 
visit: http://www.greatmagazines.co.uk/offer-terms-and-conditions

12 issues for £29 when you 
pay by direct debit/credit/ 
debit card/PayPal

12 issues for only £29 when 
you pay by annual direct debit  

12 issues for £34 when 
you pay by credit/debit 
card/PayPal

12 issues for only £39 when 
you pay by direct debit

12 issues for £44 when 
you pay by credit/debit card/
PayPal

Print onlyDigital only Print & digital

• Free delivery • Digital subscriptions are available • Why not get both a printed and 

digital copy? If your print copy’s at home, you can still read PS on your phone or tablet

Great reasons to subscribe to Practical Sportsbikes

“Practical 

Sportsbikes is 

the UK’s best-

selling, new wave 

classic bike mag. 

Every issue is 

packed with amazing reader 

restorations, inspiring specials, 

fantastic projects, buyers’ 

guides, the most useful how-

to tech features, and the bikes 

that really matter to you. And 

over the next 12 months we’ll 

be bringing you even more. So 

don’t miss an issue – subscribe 

today.” Jim Moore, Editor

tmagazines.co.uk/psb

Makes the perfect Christmas gift

Get a year of Practical Sportsbikes, delivered 

to your door with free UK delivery, or 

digitally to your iPad or iPhone. Our special 

subscription offer makes a great festive 

present, so what are you waiting for? 

Digital Editions available to download on

BEST 
OFFER
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WORDS JIM MOORE   PHOTOGRAPHY JASON CRITCHELL

READER RESTORATION

A top-notch resto over op-no

a decade in the making

In 2005, a freak riding accident caused by a bird left Arnie Shelton’s 1990      Y

“I hit a pigeon – the bik
a hedge and whacked int
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s 1990      Yamaha R1-Z in tatters. Eleven years on, he’s brought it back to life

t a pigeon – the bike flew through
a hedge and whacked into a post”



How Arnie did it

36  

IKES AND pigeons don’t mix. 

Arnie Shelton found out this 

unfortunate life lesson the hard 

way. One moment he was 

blipping his Yamaha R1-Z’s throttle on the 

way into a 30mph limit – the next he’d parted 

company with his 250, having been clobbered 

by a feathered assailant.

Said bird flew out from nowhere, perhaps 

startled by the cackle of the Yamaha’s 

twin spannies, and slammed 

straight into him. The impact 

knocked Arnie clean off the 

back of the Yam.  

“The bike flew through a 

hedge and whacked into a 

post,” remembers Arnie, who 

was 17 at the time and only a 

few weeks into enjoying the 

R1-Z. “I followed the bike 

straight through the hedge. I 

thought that I’d broken my leg. 

Luckily I managed to escape 

with just a bit of road rash 

and a broken ring finger.”

The bike wasn’t so fortunate. Its front wheel 

was badly misshaped, the clocks had taken a 

beating, and both expansion chambers had 

been bashed flat by the impact with the post. 

Despite the freak nature of the crash, Arnie’s 

dad wasn’t best pleased when he saw the state 

of his son and the Yamaha. He’d sold the bike 

to Arnie only a couple of months before, 

having not long picked it up himself for a song 

from Webbs Yamaha in Peterborough, who’d 

been struggling to move it on. “They had it 

up for £2000. He paid them a grand...”

That was 11 years ago. Being young and 

skint, Arnie decided to repair the R1-Z and in 

future keep his eyes peeled for suicidal birds. 

“I had to get it back on the road so I fitted a 

white FZR400 wheel, and me and dad cut the 

pipes open, hammered them back into shape 

and welded them back up. It wasn’t pretty, but 

it got me about for a bit.”

Racing soon gobbled almost 

all of Arnie’s free time and 

money (he competed 

successfully in the British 125 

championship and British 

Supersport – JM), so the R1-Z 

was reduced to being an 

occasional runner for the best 

part of the following decade. 

Eventually, as the prohibitive 

cost of racing started to 

seriously hit his wallet, Arnie 

– an automotive restorer by 

trade – decided to try his hand 

at tidying up old bikes.

DEC ’14 – DEC ’14 CRASH SCARS
The crash with the pigeon had left its mark 

on the clutch cover. Arnie stripped the paint 

and prepped the bare metal before getting 

Autofix 2000 to finish them with a two-

pack graphite finish. It’s better than factory.

NOV ’14 – NOV ’14 MOULD 
ON THE MOTOR
The motor was in a grotty 

state when Arnie removed 

it from the frame. Exhaust 

gasket surrounds the 

ports like scar tissue.

NOV ’14 – NOV ’14 START 
OF THE STRIP

Head and barrels off, 

Arnie compared the R1-Z 

with a 1KT motor he had. 

The R1-Z had been tuned, 

bored 0.5 over, and worn 

its barrels like funnels.

DEC ’14 – DEC ’14 BUILD BEGINS
Chassis coming together. Fresh bearings sit 

in the swingarm pivots and shock linkage.

DEC ’14 – DEC ’14 LOCK. STOP
Arnie extended the frame lock-stop to 

match the restricted steering lock brought 

about by the steering damper.

6
5 

7

1

2

B

Impossible not top

like its delicate form
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Reader restoration

“I don’t like powdercoat,” says Arnie. “It’s 

too thick, doesn’t look right, and is no good if 

you’re checking parts for cracks. The two-pack 

finish done by Autofix is superb. I’m really 

pleased with it. The only thing I’d change is 

the decals. I had them made, then laid them 

myself before getting them lacquered over. I 

rushed the job and I regret it. If I’d taken my 

time I’d have learnt that I needed to wet the 

decals as I placed them. I didn’t and they’re 

not as smooth as I’d like – a lesson learned...”

Arnie learnt another while cleaning up the 

rough casting finish on the frame plates that 

hold the swingarm mounts. “I thought they’d 

look better smooth, so I skimmed them. But I 

slipped while I was doing the right-hand cover 

and took a chunk of ally out of the top edge. I 

had to build it back up with weld then flatten it. 

Despite that I think they’ve turned out well.”

Before rebuilding the motor Arnie sent the 

cases off to be vapour-blasted. Annoyingly the 

firm who did it shot-blasted them instead. “If 

I’d have known, I’d have done the job myself,” 

he muses. “I only sent them off because I 

haven’t got a vapour-blaster.”

NOV ’14 – NOV ’14 CRANKING IT UP
After 33,000km the crank was due a refresh. CB Tuning in 

Peterborough took on the task. Despite fitting the wrong labyrinth 

seal, they had it back and got it spot-on very quickly.

NOV ’14 – NOV ’14 ALL THE GEARS
Curious to know the differences between the R1-Z and TZR motors, 

Arnie stripped both. The R1-Z’s gearbox owes more to the lower- 

geared TDR, giving it friskier acceleration at the expense of top-end.

NOV ’15 – NOV ’15 RISING 
DAMPER
Arnie experienced a 

couple of huge tank 

slappers on the R1-Z first 

time around, so a steering 

damper was essential for 

him. He just happened to 

have a spare off an RS125 

ready to fit. 

FEB ’15 – FEB ’15 TAKE 
A SEAT

“I was going to recover 

the seat myself until I saw 

an advert for a guy who 

did the job for just £40. 

He even sent me colour 

samples. Webbs Yamaha 

supplied the seat lock.” 

98
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“It started with a Laverda Formula,” he 

says. “I only bought it because it was cheap 

– a couple of hundred quid. By the time I’d 

finished it, I’d got it quite tidy. The guy who 

bought it rode it straight to Mugello in Italy.”

Following a KR-1S that  Arnie restored for a 

mate, he decided to do one for himself. The 

perfect candidate was sat there in the corner 

of the workshop, patiently awaiting its chance 

to shine again. “It was a crying shame to see it 

like that so I knew I had to rebuild it properly.”

Arnie wasn’t going at the R1-Z unprepared. 

As well as repairing the bike after pigeon-gate, 

he’d previously been inside the motor – the 

top-end, at least – to put right the damage 

caused by a seizure. A split inlet rubber had 

allowed the engine to run lean.

“Information about the R1-Z is hard to 

come by and I’d heard that the motor wasn’t 

exactly the same as a TZR, so I bought a 1KT 

engine to compare it against. I’d always had 

my suspicions that this R1-Z had been tuned. 

When I first started racing I had a couple of 

TZRs and this always felt as quick. Sure 

enough, the barrels had been heavily ported.

“They’d also been taken out to 0.5 oversize 

and had worn like funnels. In the end I had 

the 1KT barrels rebored and used them 

instead because they were in better overall 

nick. CB Tuning in Peterborough rebuilt the 

crank, but when I placed it back in the cases 

it wouldn’t fit flush. They’d fitted the wrong 

labyrinth seal. To be fair, they were as good as 

gold and sorted the issue for me very quickly.”

Having spent the best part of a decade 

racing Arnie’s built up an impressive 

workshop and assortment of tools, so if he can 

do a job himself he will. All the shot-blasting 

and prep work on the chassis and bodywork 

was done by him prior to it being finished by 

Autofix 2000 in Bourne, Lincolnshire – a 

company he rates very highly.

“I’m not a fan of 
powdercoat, but 
the finish of this 
two-pack is great”
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Engine rebuilds are second nature to Arnie. 

Meticulous prep of his Honda RS125 racer 

and ZX-6R have seen to that, so the R1-Z 

didn’t phase him at all. “It’s a simple motor, 

and I really enjoyed working on it. I used the 

TZR head as well as the barrels because it was 

in better condition, so I had to make a boss for 

the coolant take-off for the carb heating circuit 

– something the TZR doesn’t have. I finished 

the head in crackle-finish paint. The cases and 

barrels were painted by Autofix 2000.” 

Having previously bashed the standard 

pipes back into shape,  Arnie knew how much 

weight could be saved by running aftermarket 

spannies. Impressed by the work of Kenny at 

TSA (Two Stroke Addicts), the choice was 

pretty obvious. 

“Kenny doesn’t use a filler rod to weld,” 

says Arnie, pointing at the myriad joins in the 

swooping front pipes. “He just TIG-welds by 

Post-crash clocks
The clocks also took a beating in

the crash. “I had a loose key on

the fob that smashed through the

mounting case. There’s still a small

scratch on the speedo case, but I

don’t mind. It’s character.”

“I bought a 1KT 
engine so I could 
compare it against 
the TZR motor”
bonding both sections together. He’d not done 

any pipes for an R1-Z before, so I sent the 

bike to him. I was going to have carbon cans, 

like stock, but when he sent me a picture of 

the pipes on the bike fitted with aluminium 

cans just to show me what it’d look like. I 

loved the look so I said, ‘Do me ally cans 

instead.’ Getting the spannies nickel-coated 

was the finishing touch.

“I’m all about the details, and for me the pic 

of the pipes on the TSA stickers that go on the 

cans were facing the wrong way. I had some 

stickers made up in a mirror image. It’s only 

a little thing, but it mattered to me.”

Arnie made the silencer strap, too. His first 

attempt, in aluminium, ended up cracking, 

so he’s since fashioned a more robust 

replacement in stainless. It’s a neat touch, 

especially with the circular cut-outs. “The 

hole-punch at work came in handy.”

A top resto – especially when you considerop r o – especially when y

Arnie had to fish the bike out of a hedge 

Jim’s got seriouss go

workshop envy

Arnie’s homemade silencer

strap is a nice addition
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Reader restoration

Flat-pack pipes
The R1-Z’s original pipes were

smashed flat in the crash. Arnie

and his dad were able to salvage

them by cutting them open and

hammering them back into shape.

They now hang from his shed roof.

R1-Z The opposition

Honda NS250F 

(1984)

249cc V-twin two-stroke, 

45bhp

Naked, street version of the 

race-rep NS250R. Perhaps 

a touch ahead of its time – 

only lasted a year, one less 

than the faired R model.

Kawasaki Xanthus 

(1992-’94)

398cc dohc, 16v inline-four, 

53bhp

Bonkers, unfaired roadster 

with ZXR400 motor and 

stacked silencers. Japan 

only – was the rest of the 

world not ready for it?

Suzuki TV250 Wolf 

(1988-’90)

249cc V-twin two-stroke, 

45bhp

Naked RGV with single 

front disc, round headlamp 

and minor differences. 

Lacks the unique style  

of the R1-Z or Xanthus.

R1-Z suspension is on the soft side as 

standard. Arnie has firmed up the forks a little 

by adding spacers to preload the springs a 

touch more, as well as using 15W oil. SP 

Suspension in Spalding, Lincolnshire, 

pronounced the shock to be in rude health 

after testing it on their dyno, so Arnie simply 

stripped and cleaned the unit before 

repainting the spring.

Spares can often be an issue with older 

machines, particularly ones that are rare and 

were never officially imported. Fortunately his 

local Yamaha dealers, the trusty Webbs, who 

sold his dad the bike more than a decade ago, 

were more than happy to help.

“The bike’s fuel tap had always been a bit 

temperamental, refusing to work on reserve. 

Webbs managed to track down a NOS part in 

Japan. It wasn’t cheap at £150, but I decided 
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SPECIFICATION

1990 Yamaha R1-Z 250
ENGINE

Type liquid-cooled, crankcase reed-

valve, parallel-twin two-stroke

with YPVS

Capacity 249cc

Bore x stroke 56.4 x 50mm

Compression ratioratioatior 6.4:1

Carburation 2 x Mikuni TM28SS

Ignition CDI

TRANSMISSION

Clutch wet, multiplate

Gearbox 6-speed

Primary/final drivedriveedriv gear/chain

CHASSIS

Frame tubular steel trellis

Front suspension 38mm tele forks, preload adj.

Rear suspension monoshock, preload adj.

Front brakebrakeakebr 2 x 282mm discs, 4-pot calipers

Rear brakebrakeakebr 1 x 210mm disc,

single-piston caliper

Front tyre 110/70 17

Rear tyre 140/70 17

DIMENSIONS

Dry weight 133kg (292.6lb)

Wheelbase 1380mm (54.3in)

Seat height 775mm (30.5in)

Fuel capacity 16 litres (3.5 gal)

PERFORMANCE

TopTopopT speed 108mph

Power (claimed) 45bhp@9500rpm

Torque (claimed) 26.76lb.ft@8500rpm

Fuel consumption 36mpg

Price new ¥489,000

to bite the bullet.They also found a new chain

runner – the old one had worn through, as

well as various other little bits and bobs.”

The standard brake set-up of twin 282mm

discs and four-pot Sumitomo calipers were

never going to impress after Honda RS racer

anchors. Rather than change the whole thing,

Arnie’s stuck with the original calipers, fully

rebuilt and painted, and swapped the original

bulky mastercylinder and reservoir with a

much neater Brembo item off, you guessed

it, an RS125. Brake lines are Hel, discs

aftermarket.Wheels were prepped and

sprayed byArnie in aircraft satin black; the

finish is better than factory.

Since the rebuildArnie has found time to

appreciate his efforts, including a two-up trip

with girlfriend Sarah to the Isle of ManTT,

where the pair were literally chased down by

people wanting to chat about the R1-Z.

“It was actually the second time I’d taken

it to theTT – I rode it there after I’d fixed it

after the crash.This time it attracted so much

attention. One bloke on an RD250LC chased

us all the way back fromThe Bungalow toThe

Grandstand just to look over it. He’d never

seen one before, and asked me there and then

if I’d sell it. I had to disappoint him.”

Let’s hopeArnie doesn’t disappoint us –

chuck us the keys, fella...

The ride
I’VEALWAYS thought of the R1-Z as an LC

for the ’90s. If the RD andTZR had a drunken

fumble this would be the result.WhyYamaha

didn’t bring them to the UK I’ll never

understand; they’d have sold by the boatload.

I’d buy one purely for the noise. From the

guttural rumble of tickover to the air-slicing

shrill of the motor on pipe, the resonance

of aYamaha parallel-twin is the defining 2T

sportsbike soundtrack. Played through a set

of single-skinTSA spannies makes it all the

more menacing.

Once in its stride the R1-Z omits a buzz-saw

crisp wail, as sharp as breaking glass.YPVS

smoothes the transition between mid-range

and top-end, but there’s an unmissable

step-up in urgency from 7000rpm. Stretching

theYamaha’s legs for the first time means

taking it through to the 11,000rpm redline in

second, third and fourth before I have to reign

it in for a 40mph speed limit.

Brake it down
Aftermarket discs and a Brembo mastercylinder

havehaveehav been mixedmixededmix with the original rebuilt calipers

for a significantly improved brakingbrakingakingbr set-up.

“Some guy asked 
me there and then 
if I’d sell it. I had to 
disappoint him...”



Ex-Honda RS damper -Honda RS damper

keeps the shakes away

Arnie’s aircraft satin 

paint finish is factory 

Brembo mastercylinder ylinder

is a great improvement

Original clocks were damaged in theOriginal clock e damaged in the

pigeon accident but have been rebuilt

Frame plate has beename pla

filled and shaved

TSA pipes are thingsA pipes are things

of absolute beauty
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Performance-wise the R1-Z isn’t that fast. 

I saw an indicated ton; it’d max-out shy of 

110 with a long enough straight, but what 

it delivers at real road speeds is so mood 

enhancing you’re never left wanting for more. 

Arnie has raised the gearing both front and 

back because he felt the stock set-up made it 

too buzzy at cruising speed. 

“It’d be pulling 9500rpm at 70 in top. I did 

a long run on it once and wondered whether 

it’d actually make it at those revs. It’s now 

reading 7000rpm at the same speed and is 

much nicer to ride as a result.” It made me 

want to ride it flat-out everywhere. I spotted a 

2005 ZX-6R on the way back from our moist 

photoshoot, and couldn’t resist hunting him 

down and flying past in a blue haze. It’s an 

encouragable little rascal at the best of times.

The handling is basic – smooth lines and 

corner speed are its favoured inputs. Arnie 

had a couple of tank-slappers when he first 

owned the bike. One shook his hands clean 

off the ’bars, so he’s fitted a damper to keep 

things under control. It’s a comfort at speed, 

but the now severely restricted steering lock 

almost caught me out a few times at low speed.

The roads were too greasy on the day of our 

shoot to fully explore the brakes, but in terms 

of feel the Brembo mastercylinder and Hel 

lines are a big improvement on the stock set-up. 

I love the R1-Z’s stripped-back spec, tech 

and look. There’s nothing superfluous about 

this Yam – what you see is what you get and 

that’s almost always all you need, just like the 

LC before it.  What Yamaha have built, and 

Arnie has restored, is mischievous fun in its 

purest form. Just steer clear of pigeons... 

1 Don’t assume. The R1-Z

engine might look the

same as a TZR but it isn’t.

I learnt this by splitting it

side-by-side with a 1KT

motor – the differences are

subtle but they’re there.

2 Know who’s best to use

before you farm stuff out;

ask about and go on

recommendations. You’ll

risk being disappointed

and out of pocket if you

decide to wing it.

3 Don’t rush – I made that

mistake with the decals.

I should have taken my

time and used water to

apply them. I didn’t, and

the finish isn’t as good

as I wanted.

What I’ve learntThanks
• Autofix 2000 (paint): 01778 426100

• CB Tuning (crank, rebore): cbtuning.co.uk, 

01733 320276

• Webbs Yamaha (spares): 

webbsmotorcycles.co.uk, 01733 223444

• Two-stroke Addicts (pipes): 

twostrokeaddicts.co.uk

A bike you want to ridee y

flat-out all the time

“What it delivers at real 
road speeds is so mood 
enhancing you’re never 
left wanting for more”
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“You can get off it nowou can get o

Jim. No, seriously...”



Jets manufactured in UK with Special Prices offered for dealers and shops

Buy at www.kmtproducts.co.uk
Email: info kmtproducts.co.uk
Telephone:0208 0900573

Main and Pilot OEM Replacement  Jets for 
Dellorto, Keihin & Mikuni Carburettors

Address: 2nd Floor, 2 Woodberry Grove, London, N12 0DR
                  Comp Reg No: 09500776/ VAT Reg No: GB211387924

07791 021675 / 01905 384266

www.midlifeclassics.co.uk tim@midlifeclassics.co.uk

Midlife Classics

• Classic Bike Gear

• Clothing

• Classic Oils

• Helmets

• Mugs

• T-Shirts

Full range of

Mash Motorcycles available

for immediate delivery!

www.classic-coatings.co.uk
Lincolnshire ✆ 01476 576087

“the perfect finish”

Classic Coatings Ltd

• Powder Coating
• Motorcycle &

Automotive
• Special Engineered

Components
• Alloy Wheel

Refurbishment & Repair
• Vapour & Bead Blasting

• Hydrographics
• Tyre Supply & Fitting

Tel: 01252 625444
Mobile: 07809 894777

www.ClassicSuperBikes.co.uk

Motorcycles

bought, sold

& sourced

Workshop Services

Memorabilia, clothing

& accessories

International

Shipping Services

Moto Morini 500 SportMoto Morini 500 Sport 1980 ...1980 ...£3750£3750

Royal Enfield Electra 2007 .............. £2,500

Ducati 900SS ie 2001 .........................£2,950

BMW R100GS 1993.............................£4,250

Gilera Saturno x3 1988-90 from........£2,950

Yamaha XT600 SM 1987 ...................£3,950

Harris Ducati 900SS 1984 ............. £27,500

Kawasaki Z650 1980 ..........................£3,750

Kawasaki Z1A 1974 ...........................Kawasaki Z1A 1974 ...........................1974 ...........................Kawasaki Z1A £14,950

Honda CB750 Four 1974................... £9,950

Norton Commando 1972 .................£10,750

Triumph TR6C 1969 .......................... £9,950

Triumph T100C 1968......................... £4,950

Triumph T120R Bonnie 1968.......... £9,950

Triumph T120R Bonnie 1965 ...........£5,950

AJS Model 16 1959 ............................. £3,500

Triumph Tiger 100 1956................... £9,500

Kawasaki Eddie Lawson repKawasaki Eddie Lawson rep 1999 .1999 .£4750£4750

Suzuki GSXR750HSuzuki GSXR750HSuzuki GSXR750H 1987 ............1987 ............1987 ............£3950£3950£3950 Yamaha FZR 1000 EXUPYamaha FZR 1000 EXUP 199119911991 £4500£4500£4500

RESTORERS AND MODIFIERS OF 
MOTORCYCLES OF THE 70’s, 80’s & 90’s

As featured in the February 2000 issue of CMM

Please visit our new website

Simon Thompson Tel: 07710 148939

Email: email@70s-80srestorations.co.uk

Website: www.70s-80srestorations.co.uk
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The Changeling
Phil Newberry is at last convinced he’s built the best version (yet) of 

a 250LC he started modifying way back in 1991. For now, that is  
WORDS ALAN SEELEY   PHOTOGRAPHY JASON CRITCHELL

READER RESTORATION

Nice work Phil. A veryery

decent LC indeed

2004 201120031991
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Changeling

S A SPORTSBIKE-obsessed 

18-year-old back in 1991, Phil 

Newberry had his eye on just one 

bike, a Yamaha RD350LC. He 

was also fixated by the specials he saw in our 

sister title Performance Bikes back then. Fast es

forward a quarter of a century and he still has 

the LC he bought back then. And now, at the 

age of 43, Phil has just completed the latest 

evolution of the bike he has owned for all of 

his adult life.

“The 1981 LC was sold to me as a 350, but 

I soon learned what 4L1 meant,” says the 

Cumbrian engineer. “I’d been sold a 250 that 

had, like so many, been converted to a 350. It 

had been done right in that it had twin discs 

and horns and the correct top-end, but it was 

still a 250 underneath all that, so the decision 

to make a special out of it was all the easier 

for that.”

Phil wasted little time in getting down to 

modifying the bike. “I was completely 

captivated by the Yamaha YZR500s, after all 

this was the Wayne Rainey era. I decided I 

would build a race-style Yam for the road,” 

says Phil.

First up for alteration was the running gear. 

A guy Phil worked with at the time had 

Suzuki Mk2 Gamma forks and wheels; a 

16in front and an 18in rear. “I drew up a 

design for some yokes to take the Gamma 

forks and had them made by Ward 

Engineering,” says Phil. “At the same time I 

commissioned a JMC swingarm. For some 

reason I had enough foresight to order one 

which was wider than stock and that proved 

to be useful further down the line.”

After what felt like an interminable 

14-week wait, Phil got his swingarm and the 

LC was rolling on its new wheels. Fate had a 

hand in the next two main modifications. A 

mate stuck his Kawasaki KR-1S into a car 

and the tank from the written-off bike found 

its way to Phil. He fixed and reworked it to fit 

the LC frame, a process he has now been 

through three times down the years to make 

it sit correctly with the Yamaha frame. Then, 

as his apprenticeship ended, Phil was made 

redundant. “I used the money to get some 

A
Swarbrick expansion chambers,” he recalls. A 

long-term investment as it turned out – the 

pipes are still on the bike now. By this time 

the 18in 250 Gamma rear wheel had given 

way to a 17in from an RG500.

Things came to a sudden and extended 

halt, however, when Phil went off to 

Liverpool to study. “I didn’t fancy my 

chances of hanging onto the bike in the area I 

was living, so for the four years I was at uni, it 

was under a sheet at my parents’ place. Bad 

move as it turned out. The sheet was stuck to 

the metallic blue paint I’d refinished the bike 

in and it was in a pretty poor state,” says Phil. 

“The tank had rotted through.”

By now it was 1999 and Phil had a new 

Not much LC left now,,

but who cares?

Back from Oz and the

upside-downers go in

2002 with TZ fairingairing

and KR-1S tank

1999 and it’s back in

bits again

Late ’92 and it’s slowlywly

coming together 

Now 1992 with Ward

Engineering yokes 

How it arrived as a 250

pretending to be a 350

Extended evolution of one man’s LC 
The last 25 years of Phil’s life with motorcycles have been almost entirely dedicated to 

improving his beloved LC. He’s not one for sitting back and muttering “That’ll do.” 

1 3

5

6

2 4



place in Ormskirk with a garage. A short but 

frenetic period of work saw the special 

returned to something like its former glory 

and repainted in Kenny Roberts colours. 

Then, as the new century commenced, Phil 

spent a year in Australia, his Yamaha often in 

his thoughts as he and a mate toured the 

country in a van. “To be honest, the handling 

wasn’t up to much with the Gamma forks 

and wheels, even with the 500 rear fitted. I 

knew those would be the first things to 

change,” says Phil.

Change them he did, opting for wheels and 

forks from a Suzuki GSX-R400 GK71B with 

the yokes modified to fit. Just as well Phil had 

specified that wider JMC swingarm. The 

brake calipers were also donated by a Suzuki, 

this time a GSX-R1100. With the handling 

and stopping sorted, a little more power 

seemed in order, so the LC engine became a 

375cc with the fitting of DT175 pistons and 

with 6mm off the bottom of the barrels.

Satisfied with his handiwork, Phil enjoyed 

a couple of years blasting around on his 

special, including his first trackday, at Croft. 

“It was fast but something of a ticking 

time-bomb. I seized it at Croft and not for the 

last time either,” says Phil. “I find it hard to 

leave well enough alone, so more 

modifications were on the cards.”

So it was in 2002, Phil set about changing 

the style of his special. “I’m a great believer 

that if a bike looks right, it is right,” he says. 

Mini-air on Cadwell

Park’s Mountain

 2007 and time for majoror major

bodywork change

7

8

2015

★★★★★
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In pursuit of the optimum appearance, Phil 

fitted a D-model TZ fairing sourced from a 

Cumbrian Isle of Man TT racer. The seat unit 

was settled on during a visit to Padgetts, 

where Clive Padgett himself showed Phil a 

variety of TZ seat units until eventually a 

B-model item was selected. “He let me have 

it cheap because it had come from a dodgy 

mould,” says Phil. “It had collapsed in 

around the front of the hump. I filled and 

shaped it until it was right; it must have 

weighed a ton with all that gloop in it.” Phil 

admits to having something of a glassfibre 

fetish and he also closed up the radiator vents 

in the fairing. This time the paint was based 

on a 1970s Yamaha TZ750 Gauloises pattern, 

with silver in place of the white.

By now, Phil was firmly in the grip of a 

trackday obsession, to the extent that the 

bike had shed its lights and was daytime MoT 

only. In 2005 he had one of his best-ever 

trackdays at Cadwell Park, storming his 

mates riding Kawasaki ZXR750s and the 

like. The downside was that he once again 

seized the engine. “It was time for the 

modified LC motor to go,” says Phil.

The replacement presented itself the 

following year at the Aircooled RD Club 

Rally. “There was a guy selling a 350 YPVS 

engine in bits in a basket. It was very rough 

but at only £40 I had to have it,” says Phil. 

The vendor was initially less generous on the 

pricing of the associated electrics and other 

Changeling

ancillaries such as the powervalve motor. 

However they later found said vendor in a 

refreshed state in the beer tent where he was 

persuaded to part with the other items Phil 

needed for just £35.

On rebuilding the engine, Phil found that it 

had been tuned by person or persons 

unknown. “The inlets had been scalloped 

right out so that there was only a couple of 

millimetres between the inside of the casting 

and the outside world,” say Phil. The 

replacement engine ran well enough but 

went even better once Phil had made the 

popular mod of fitting a pair of Keihin 

PWK28 carbs, the same as those used on a 

KR-1S, to replace the original YPVS units.

Phil also addressed a longstanding bugbear 

he had. “The ally-bodied shock I had in there 

was way too stiff. I took the bike to Maxton 

where Richard Adams took a lot of trouble to 

work out linkage and spring rates to build a 

shock that actually worked and kept the top 

brace of the JMC swingarm away from the 

back of the frame,” says Phil.

“So I decided to 
do without side 
panels to show off 
the Maxton shock”

Phil’s LC – how he finished the job
After so many previous builds Phil had now eliminated so many options he knew precisely 

how it was going to come together and exactly what it was going to look like. At last.

While he was in the mood for modifying, 

Phil decided to change the bodywork yet 

again. This time he opted for a late-1990s 

pattern TZ seat unit and a Tyga fairing 

intended for a Suzuki RGV250 from Jap 4 

Performance, proprietor Gavin Greenall 

allowing Phil to hold various fairings up 

against the bike prior to making his final 

selection. Phil again got the glassfibre out, 

chopping and filling the fairing to make it sit 

on his special just-so. A minimalistic white 

finish with Yamaha tuning forks on the tank 

set off the latest incarnation of the LC.

That paintwork would take some 

punishment in 2008, as would Phil. Disaster 

struck not once but twice at a Cadwell Park 

during the Classic Bike Burn-Up. Forgetting 

he was out on new tyres for the first, Phil 

crashed at Hall Bends, ruining the paintwork 

and splitting the seat unit. Things got even 

worse during a later session in the rain. “The 

bike had started to misfire in the damp, so for 

some crazy reason I went into the pits, took 

the air filters off and went out again,” recalls 

a rueful Phil. “Loads of water got into the 

engine and it locked up at the bottom of the 

Mountain. My partner Roxanne was 

watching from outside the cafe and saw the 

whole thing. I broke my ribs and damaged 

the bike further, breaking the rearsets that I’d 

made. That was the first and last time 

Roxanne came with me to a trackday.”

There followed a painful drive home for 

Recessed Koso

mini-dash – tidy
Yamaha SDR200

yielded tail unit

Basket job of a YPVSet job o

lump for just £40

Phil’s own subframe

now grafted on

New shock mount

works a treat

1

2

3

4

5
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Phil, and once his ribs were healed he fixed 

the bike. In 2011 the arrival of a GSX-R1100 

distracted Phil’s attention from his LC 

special. But in 2015, one year shy of the 25th 

anniversary of his buying the bike, Phil found 

himself looking at the LC with renewed 

ardour. “I heard the call of the two-stroke 

once more,” he says, “I missed the smell and 

the screaming motor. Plus the approach of 25 

years since buying the bike certainly had 

something to do with it.”

This time around the special would have 

lights to allow Phil to make the most of the 

incredible riding roads around the Lake 

District. It would also be without a fairing. 

However his first move was to chop off the 

original LC subframe. “I don’t really know 

what I was thinking other than it always 

looked compromised with any of the TZ seat 

units on the LC rear. I had thought about a 

1970s TZ seat like the ones on the bikes Joey 

Dunlop and Merv Robinson raced back 

then,” says  Phil. Concluding that these didn’t 

look right either, Phil happened across a 

Yamaha SDR200 seat pod on eBay and 

realised he had his answer. Out with the 

glassfibre to make it a single seat and mate it 

to a KR-1S pad and Phil had something to 

build his own mild-steel tube subframe for.

Deciding to do without sidepanels to show 

off the Maxton shock, he also fabricated a 

battery box to hide the electrics in. For the 

rear light, Phil cut down a TDR type lens 

By now Phil knowsy no

he’s on a winner

Finishing touches:Finishing t

don’t rush them

6



Changeling

and soldered together an LED stop/tail 

cluster to go inside it. The front light is a 

pattern Yamaha XT500 unit with various 

parts from a GSX-R1100 headlight fitted 

inside to allow the fitment of the same 12V 

halogen bulb the Suzuki uses, replacing the 

XT500’s standard 6V unit. Phil again got 

handy with the matting and resin to sink a 

Koso mini dash in the back of the headlight, 

which is mounted to the bottom yoke rather 

than clamped to the forks, as is the forward 

clamp for a Sprint steering damper. His 

machining skills are in evidence on the milled 

powervalve caps. “The boss lets us use the 

machines at work in our own time. Little 

touches are good talking points,” says Phil.

The Swarbrick spannies have survived 

since the special’s early days, although the 

exhausts now have new header sections 

grafted on by Gibson for better sealing at the 

exhaust ports. New silencer sleeves replace 

the Cadwell-scuffed outers. Fuel flows 

through Suzuki RM250 motocrosser taps, 

one per carb to avoid the need for T-piece 

splitters while guaranteeing plenty of juice.

A more efficient, deeper radiator came 

from a recent Kawasaki ER-6, the inlet and 

outlet being positioned very close to those of 

the original. Phil again made the frame 

brackets to mount it.

The GSX-R wheels and forks are still on 

the bike, but now a reworked Yamaha R6 

mudguard adorns the front. Of course a new 

finish was almost a given and this time it’s a 

reverse Roberts to Phil’s own design, 

executed by Motorcycle FX in Ormskirk.

Phil intended to take the latest version of 

his special to the autumn Stafford show but a 

kidney stone kept him away and he still 

hasn’t had the opportunity to ride the newest 

(for now) incarnation.

A self-confessed inveterate meddler, surely 

he has more plans for the LC? “No, I just 

want to ride and enjoy it. Although I 

wouldn’t mind fitting some Aprilia RS250 

wheels...” Here we go again. 

“The reverse Roberts paint 
scheme to Phil’s own design 

completes the job”

Can he leave it alone now?

What do you think?

Is this the world’s

tiniest dash? 

25 years of25 y

development
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V-Max

Never a machine for

shy and retiring types
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-MAX: four little letters (and a dash)-MAX: four little letters (and a dash)four little letters (and a dash)-MAX:

that represent arguably the biggest

bike in motorcycling of the last 30

years – a 145bhp, 1200cc, hotrod

from a time when virtually every other machine

was simply less in every way. Back in 1984

(before even the first GSX-R750 made its debut,

remember) few bikes were bigger than 1000cc or

bettered 100bhp.TheV-Max’s 145bhp/1200cc

combo was simply shattering.

As such,Yamaha’s revolutionary power cruiser

needs little introduction: it’s a striking, straight-

line powerhouse that was such a leap forward

that not only were all rivals instantly redundant,

but theV-Max itself remained sufficiently potent

and impressive to rule the roost for over 20 years.

And though theV-4’s performance was at the

very core of its appeal, theV-Max had other

attributes which confirmed its lofty status: at a

time when most Japanese/American machines

seemed pressed out of the same jelly mould, the

V-Max looked like nothing else.What’s more, it

was originally ‘US-only’, making it instantly rare

and exclusive. It was expensive, too...

And even though the ’Max was eventually

officially brought into the UK as well in 1991, its

legendary status was already assured. By then so

many grey import examples had come to these

shores that it already had a significant, devoted

Brit following – which it retains to this day. Even

now, nearly 10 years after it was finally dropped,

originalV-Maxes – whether greys or officials – are

something of a cult.There’s truly nothing quite

like them.

Here we tell the full story of not just the bike, its

appeal and what it’s like to ride today, but also the

events and processes that led to its development.

Like the bike itself, there’s nothing quite like the

YamahaV-Max’s story. Here’s why...

Conceived in the early 1970s, long in its gestation and with an 

extended model life, this totem of raw power and overtly butch 

styling has a fair few fans – with very good reason 

WORDS PHIL WEST PHOTOGRAPHY PAUL BRYANT & YAMAHA

Yamaha

V



This strange venture
THE STORY OF the unveiling of the firstTHE STORY OF the unveiling of the firstthe unveiling of the firstTHE STORY OF

V-Max at aYamaha dealer meeting in Las

Vegas in October 1984, and the waves it

caused worldwide, is well documented. So,

too, is the journey of its development team

to create such a machine: a request for a US

hotrod rival to Honda’sV4 Magna, and the

inspired transformation of theVentureV4 to

power it.

In the early ’70s Yamaha, along with all

the Japanese ‘Big Four’, were frenziedly

exploring all manner of different engine

configurations and performance possibilities.

One keyYamaha project at the time was

the development of a high performance

four-strokeV4 1000 to counter the success of

Kawasaki’s Z1. Initially undertaken by its

race department, this resulted in the

unveiling at the 1977 Tokyo Show of a

prototype 90-degreeV4 racer called theYZR

1000 or OW34 complete with liquid-cooling,

fuel-injection, double overhead cams, four

valves per cylinder and a claimed 135bhp.

However, because of the continuing success

of racing two-strokes, the project stalled and

was transferred toYamaha’s road department

where it gained the 001 designation, shaft

drive and the hope of becoming a basis for a

Yamaha road engine for decades to come.

Things changed again in 1979 when Honda

revealed its revolutionary, oval-pistoned,

four-stroke NR500 GP racer.Anxious to

cover all possibilities,Yamaha reignited the

OW34 racer project, designed a new, 500cc

version (now dubbed 001A) and, in the

pursuit of maximum power, experimented

with versions with five, six and even sevenwith versions with five, six and even seven

valves per cylinder.This final version, dubbed

001V, is said to have produced 125bhp at a

heady 18,000rpm.

Alas, due to the failure of Honda’s NR this

500 V4 never raced (although aspects of its

multi-valve technology would

resurface on 1985’s five-valve

FZ750).As for the road-going

V4, that finally surfaced in

detuned, 72-degree, 1200cc form asYamaha’s

riposte to Honda’s hugely successful Gold

Wing – the XVZ1200Venture, although in

this spec it was only producing 90bhp.

After all that, in 1981 a senior-product

planner atYamahaAmerica, Ed Burke, was

asked to develop a new rival for an expected

new wave of Japanese/AmericanV4 power

cruisers.The first of these was from arch-

rivals Honda and officially unveiled in two

forms the following year: the 750cc,

liquid-cooled, 90-degreeV4-poweredV45

Sabre (theVF750S in Europe) and theV45

Magna power cruiser. In ’83 Honda followed

those up with the 1100ccV65 Magna which,

in the US, quickly became the bike to beat.

V4s were suddenly the engines of the future.V4s were suddenly the engines of the future.

Without the budget for a clean-sheet design

and yet mindful of its previous performance

V4s, Burke looked to the imminentVenture’s

Instruments

The clock arrangement was equally radical.The clock arrangement was equally radical.

Inspired by US drag bikes and hotrods they cameInspired by US drag bikes and hotrods they came

in two parts: a ‘pedestal’ single analogue speedoin two parts: a ‘pedestal’ single analogue speedo

mounted on the handlebars complete with dragmounted on the handlebars complete with drag

bike style gear change light, while two smaller dialsbike style gear change light, while two smaller dials

(temperature gauge and tach) along with a cluster of(temperature gauge and tach) along with a cluster of

warning lights were mounted in a separate hotwarning lights were mounted in a separate hot

rod- style binnacle on top of the dummy tank. Allrod- style binnacle on top of the dummy tank. All

dials had race-style white faces.dials had race-style white faces.

Engine

1198cc, liquid-cooled, V4 was based on that1198cc, liquid-cooled, V4 was based on that

of Yamaha’s Venture tourer but extensivelyof Yamaha’s Venture tourer but extensively

reworked to give considerably more power.reworked to give considerably more power.

There were bigger valves and carbs alongThere were bigger valves and carbs along

with different cams that gave more duration,with different cams that gave more duration,

overlap and lift, while a lighter flywheeloverlap and lift, while a lighter flywheel

thanks to a smaller alternator along withthanks to a smaller alternator along with

lighter pistons reduced reciprocating mass.lighter pistons reduced reciprocating mass.

Suspension

The front forks by KayabaThe front forks by Kayaba

had 140mm of travel andhad 140mm of travel and

were chunky, 40mm,were chunky, 40mm,

air-adjusair-adjustable telescopicsair-adjustable telescopicsair-adjustable telescopics

with a balance pipe so that with a balance pipe so thatwith a balance pipe so that

only a single valve was only a single valve was

needed. The progressive, needed. The progressive,

twin rear shocks, also by twin rear shocks, also by

aba, had 100mm of Kayaba, had 100mm of

ement and were five-way movement and were five-way

eload adjustable, with four preload adjustable, with four

ebound damping settings. rebound damping settings.
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V-Max

V4 as a starting point.A project team under
AkiraAraki (later general manager of
Yamaha motorcycle operations in Japan)
was set up and theV-Max project began.

The idea was to produce a bike with the
strongestV4 engine of all, inspired by drag
races and AmericanV8 hotrods. But this onlyraces and AmericanV8 hotrods. But this only
truly gained focus during a trip to the US to
study the market.“There was a Bridge Race,”
explained Araki years later.“They were using
a bridge over the Mississippi, starting from
one end with the finish line the other side,
and it was all about acceleration. It was the
birth of the ‘V-Max’ concept.”

Immediately afterAraki and his team –
engine designerYasushiAshihara, stylist

Makoto Kurachi and Burke – holed
themselves up in a room at the offices of
GK Design,Yamaha’s design arm, in Santa
Monica, California.A month later they
headed back to Japan with the fruits of their
labour: a full-size design sketch of what was
to be theV-Max.

Some problems, however, remained –
the biggest being re-engineering the 90bhp
Venture engine into a 145bhp fire-breathing
monster.To tackle it, crank and rods were
strengthened, lighter pistons and gudgeon
pins installed, valve sizes increased and new
cams gave more dwell and higher lift. But
although that lot made it stronger, let it rev
higher and flow more fuel, it wasn’t enough.

“We even considered using a turbo,”“We even considered using a turbo,”
Ashihara explained later.“But there was not
enough space for it.Then we figured out how
to makeV-Boost work.”

TheV-Max’s styling had a moment of
genius, too.Although Kurachi was in charge,
British customiser extraordinaire, John Reed,
then based in LA, was brought in as a
consultant.The result, both visually and
dynamically, was a revelation.

“The bike became the highlight of the
dealer show,” rememberedAraki years later.

In fact the reaction was massive – not just
with dealers but everywhere.TheV-Max
became a best-seller in the US, despite
costing $2000 more than the Honda (it was
so dominant that, by the end of 1986, both
Honda and Suzuki had dropped the Magna
and Madura from their US ranges).

Europe, meanwhile, led by Jean-Claude
Olivier, director ofYamaha Motor France,
began clamouring for the new machine.The
result was that theV-Max, conceived as a
US-only bike, was imported into France
from late 1986 and into the UK from 1991.
Despite updates in 1993 it remained on sale
in both until 2003 (when it was withdrawn
due to newTypeApproval regulations) and in
the US until 2007. 22 years, all told. Legends
don’t last much longer.

V4 as a starting point.A project team under

This YZR1000 0W34 would’ve

been something of a brute

Brakes

Radical power required radical stoppers, so the new Radical power required radical stoppers, so the new

-Max had special, 282mm ventilated discs all-round (two V-Max had special, 282mm ventilated discs all-round (two

t the front with another at the rear), all gripped by – at the at the front with another at the rear), all gripped by – at the

time – cutting-edge, opposed-piston calipers with 45mmtime – cutting-edge, opposed-piston calipers with 45mm

pistons (although these were later uprated further).

Frame
The V-Max’s frame was a conventional, workmanlike, tubular steel double cradle with a

specially-lowered centre section to reduce seat height, while the right front downtube

and left rear frame tube were removable for easier access to the engine.

V-Boost

On top of all that,

Ashihara came up with a novel

idea which flowed even moridea which flowed even more fuel and

delivered an incredibly wide powerband. Basically, from 6000rpm adelivered an incredibly wide powerband. Basically, from 6000rpm a

crafty mechanism allowed two carbs to feed each cylinder instead of 

just one. At 6K a servo-motor began opening the butterfly valve that 

separated the intakes of the two carbs on each bank of the V4, 

becoming fully open at 8000rpm. Peak power then came at 9000rpm.

Styling

Led by Makoto Kurachi at Yamaha’s GK Design

office in California, and inspired by US drag bikesoffice in California, and inspired by US drag bikes

and hotrod cars (hence, for example, the fake ‘airand hotrod cars (hence, for example, the fake ‘air

scoops’ which look like they feed the carbs).

Crucially, however, Yamaha also engaged

LA-based Brit customising guru John

‘Uncle Bunt’ Reed as a consultant.

Transmission 

Huge power was transferred via a five-speed gearbox similarHuge power was transferred via a five-speed gearbox similar

to that of the Venture but reinforced with a new diaphragm 

clutch and with revised, closer ratios and polished gear teeth 

to minimise friction. Final drive was by shaft although some 

owners have carried out (expensive) chain conversions.

Underseat fuel tank

Complicated induction system along with large airboxComplicated induction system along with large airbox

above the engine’s ‘Vee’ meant that the fuel tank hadabove the engine’s ‘Vee’ meant that the fuel tank had

to be relocated under the seat (and held a mere fourto be relocated under the seat (and held a mere four

gallons). This in turn led to a novel three-piece, gallons). This in turn led to a novel three-piece,

tepped’ seat design to allow access to the fuel filler ‘stepped’ seat design to allow access to the fuel filler

with a lockable centre section pivoting forward.
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Solid engine, iffy brakes
Engine

Despite its huge output the liquid-cooled, Despite its hug

dohc, 16-valve,V-four is generally solid (if

not bulletproof) – although there have been

some problems recorded concerning its

small-end bearings.To check, start it up

and, when in first or second gear under

acceleration, release the throttle and listen

for a slight rattle.

Brakes

The standard brakes are distinctly

underpowered, particularly on the pre-’92

models. Sensible improvements include using

braided steel brake lines and EBC double

HH or Ferodo pads. More involved and

expensive improvements include switching

calipers, with R1 ‘blue-spots’ and Harrison

Billet being popular.

Gearbox

Very early (pre-1987) US examples were

recalled to have a gearbox modification, as

these models developed a fault where the

bike could jump out of second gear when

under heavy acceleration.All models since

then had the stronger gearbox, although it’s

not unheard of for the same fault to develop

under repeated hard use.

V-Boost

The officially-imported UK bikes between

1991 and ’96 came in French specification,

Spares prices (1993 V-Max)

GENUINE PARTS

All from cmsnl.com exc * from wemoto.com 

Fuel tank (genuine) £756.86

Front disc (genuine) £139.70

Front brake pads (genuine) £40.47

ORIGINAL PARTS

Oil filter £7.57

Air filter £33.84

Clutch lever £17.81

Front header pipe £199.62

Twin silencer assemblyTwin silencer assemblyT £811.38

Speedometer £284.10

LH front footrest £44.91

LH indicator £39.61

Rear mudguard £199.94

Front wheel £549.58

Sparkplugs per set £11.92*

(NGK DPR8EA-9)

T H E  C O M P E T I T I O N

meaning that they were restricted to 100bhp

by not having theV-Boost system fitted.

Having it fitted retrospectively is hugely

expensive.You’re best off getting either a

post-’96 machine or an import.

Forks

Suspension and handling has never been Suspension and handling has ne

theV-Max’s strong suit but it can still be

improved. On pre-’93 examples with the

40mm forks, stiffer springs are a straight swap

and make a big difference. On later bikes it’s

trickier – spacers need to be removed – and it

has less of an effect.

Cosmetics

Unlike someYamahas of the era the Unlik

V-Max’s finish is generally pretty good.This

is a bonus as, being a massive lump of metal

with lots of fiddly nooks and crannies, it can

be a real pain to clean properly.That said, the

lacquer on some of the aluminium can blister

and peel off so check thoroughly.

Originality

The vast majority of V-Maxes will have

been modified in some way or other by now.

Many changes, such as improving the brakes

or suspension, can be a plus if carried out

properly.Anything more extensive, such as

shaft-to-chain conversions or heavy

customisation, must be carried out by a

reputable expert, so check carefully.

Which model?

Be sure about what you’re buying. Pre-’93 Be sur

bikes have weedy two-piston calipers while

early official European imports (1991-’96)

were restricted to 100bhp – quite a difference

from US bikes which have a claimed 142bhp

(at the crank). Even Japanese market

machines were restricted via the speedo

(to 113mph) and are tricky to derestrict.

Electrics

As with most Japanese machines of the era,

theV-Max’s regulator/rectifier often packs up

Honda VF1100C Magna
1983-’86
1098cc, 16v, dohc 90° V4 

US-only ‘power cruiser’ 

predated the V-Max and 

was based around Honda’

early 90-degree, liquid-

cooled V4. With ‘just’ 

100bhp it was slower and 

clunkier than the Yamaha.

It only came to the UK as a

grey import in miniscule 

numbers and was deleted

from the range very soon 

after the V-Max’s arrival.

Value now: £2000-£4000

(if you can find one).

Honda VF1100C Magna

was based around Honda’s

It only came to the UK as a

numbers and was deleted

£2000-£4000

Suzuki GV1200 Madura
1984-’86
1165cc, 16v, dohc 82° V4

Suzuki’s take on the same

V4, Magna theme was a

similar, shaftdrive smoothie

powered by the engine

from the Cavalcade full

dress tourer. But with even

less power (just 90bhp) it

couldn’t match either the

Honda or Yamaha

newcomer and, similarly,

was also quickly dropped.

Incredibly rare today,

especially in the UK where

only a handful made it in

as grey imports.

Value now: £1700-£2850

(again, if you can find one).

Suzuki GV1200 Madura

Suzuki’s take on the same

similar, shaftdrive smoothie

dress tourer. But with even

less power (just 90bhp) it

was also quickly dropped.

especially in the UK where

(again, if you can find one).

Kawasaki ZL900Kawasaki ZL900
EliminatorEliminator 1985-’87
908cc, 16v, dohc inline-908cc, 16v, dohc inline-

fourfour

Kawasaki’s take on the USKawasaki’s take on the US

power cruiser theme tookpower cruiser theme took

a different tack by using aa different tack by using a

retuned, 105bhp version ofretuned, 105bhp version of

the liquid-cooled, 16-valve,the liquid-cooled, 16-valve,

transverse four cylindertransverse four cylinder

engine from the GPZ900Rengine from the GPZ900R

and putting it in a long andand putting it in a long and

low chassis inspired bylow chassis inspired by

drag bikes of the era.drag bikes of the era.

Produced at Kawasaki’sProduced at Kawasaki’s

Lincoln, Nebraska plant forLincoln, Nebraska plant for

the domestic US market,the domestic US market,

few came to the UK and itfew came to the UK and it

was succeeded in 1987 bywas succeeded in 1987 by

the larger ZL1000.the larger ZL1000.

Value now:Value now: £1500-£2750

(good luck finding one).(good luck finding one).

“Standard brakes are 
very underpowered, 
particularly on pre- 
1992 models”
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V-Max

T I M E L I N E

1985
V-Max 1200
Launched in US only 

to huge acclaim 

despite slightly 

wayward handling 

and weak brakes. 

‘V-Max’ logo pressed 

into aluminium 

side panels. 

“Cheesegrater” rear 

wheel, in red, blue and 

brown (for Canada)

1986
V-Max 1200
Same colours, new 

side panel badges, 

dish rear wheel. The 

first year, following 

intense lobbying 

by Yamaha France 

boss Jean-Claude 

Olivier, that the V-Max 

was sold in Europe, 

specifically France, 

although, due to 

French laws, this 

model came with 

just 100bhp with 

the V-Boost system 

removed.

1987-1990
V-Max 1200
Colour and detail 

changes, gunmetal 

side panels, two-

tone seat. Candy 

apple red added for 

’89, midnight blue 

for ’90 New front 

wheel design and 

an improved second 

gear. Digital ingition 

for ’90.

1991
V-Max 1200
First official UK 

imports – although 

these were to the 

French, 100bhp 

specification without 

V-Boost. The ignition 

system, flywheel, 

starter motor and 

wiring harness also 

received minor 

updates.

1993
V-Max 1200
Significant updates 

including uprated 

forks (from 40 to 

43mm and now 

without the linking 

air pipe); brake discs 

(from 282 to 298mm 

and now drilled not 

ventilated); new four-

piston brake calipers 

and an improved 

generator. Now 

available in violet.

1996
V-Max 1200
Official UK imports 

now full power with 

V-Boost in black or 

silver. Redesigned 

engine block includes 

spin-off oil filter 

plus a larger, finned 

regulator was used 

plus other detail 

changes. Limited 

edition ‘Black Max’ 

also introduced with 

black exhaust, wheels 

and fork legs. 1997-

2002 detail changes 

only.

2003-2007
V-Max 1200
20th anniversary 

numbered special 

edition with flame 

paint, matt engine fini. 

Official UK imports 

stopped due to 

new Type Approval 

regs. Subtle paint 

changes. 2005: 25th 

Anniversary model, 

including anniversary 

badge, introduced.

Last ‘0’06 bikes in 

black or red flame. 

2007: Production 

ends.

before 15,000miles. In addition water can get

into the ’plug caps which will cause a misfire,

while dodgy starting when warm can be

down to poor earthing in the charging

system.Try a sturdier wire connection from

the battery to the frame.

Starter motor/battery
If the bike won’t turn over on the starter If the bik

motor and its battery feels flat, the starter

motor might need cleaning – it requires

servicing every 10,000 miles.The stock 14Ah

battery is too weak for an engine of the

V-Max’s size so owners often swap it, along

with a bigger battery box, for a 20Ah item.

Servicing
Somewhat awkward to undertake, as the Some

radiator has to be removed to gain access to

the valve gear. Oil and filter need

to be changed every 3000 miles, brakes and

sparkplugs checked every 5000, the oil in the

shaftdrive gears every 4000 miles and valve

shim adjustment every 25,000.

Engine & frame numbers
These are something of a minefield given

the different specs and markets. However our

best information says that all Japanese

models started with 3UF for engine and

frame. US, apart from California, were 1FK

(1985), 1UT (1986) and 2WE thereafter.

Californian bikes were 1JH (1985), 1UR

(1986) and 2WF thereafter. Canadian bikes

were 1GR (1985-1986) and 2LT thereafter.

All NorthAmerican frames had ‘JYA’ before

the codes.The 100bhp Euro-spec bikes

imported into the UK from 1991-’96 had

frame numbers starting with 2EN (between

010905 and 042421).The 1996-on full-

power models started with 2WE between

056896 and 087699 and 2LT between

008716 and 008806.While the codes will

match on engine and frame, the rest of the

numbers may not.

Useful contacts
• cmsnl.com • vmaxguru.com

• vmaxchat.co.uk • vmax.co.uk

Note: These are a very rough guide.
Buyer/seller desperation, condition and

spec means a definite value is hard to
pin down. Watch the market closely,

speak with owners. Prices assume the
bike is largely complete.

Values
Mint: £6500-£7000

Clean: £5000-£6200
Tatty: £3000-£4500
Hound: £1900-£2750

Despite vented discsDespit
braking is poor

15 litres of fuel are hidinge hiding
under your cheeks
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Pontiac Trans Am vibe
THE V-MAX HAS generated a sense of awe S

for over 30 years so it’s no real surprise that 

the opportunity to ride this example today 

inspires a slight sense of trepidation – but not 

all for the reasons you might think.

This is an absolutely immaculate, just 

2000-mile example dating from 1988/’89 

and is currently among the impressive stock 

list of specialist importers Bridge Moto of 

Reading. And going by its gleaming red paint, 

liquid chrome and crisp controls it’s probably 

about as close to an ‘as-new’ V-Max as you’ll 

find anywhere – a true ‘timewarp machine’.

So it’s not just the prospect of unleashing 

the Max’s infamous 145bhp claimed horses 

onto Berkshire’s greasy winter roads through 

probably dubious Dunlop Qualifier tyres 

that’s making me clench involuntarily (many 

years ago a former colleague launched a 

V-Max into the countryside, an image, 

viewed through my rear view mirror, that still 

slightly haunts to this day…) – it’s the 

prospect of tarnishing in any tiny way what is 

probably an irreplaceably perfect machine.

And it really is that good. Even from the 

distance of 30 years it’s easy to imagine what 

a huge impact the debut of the V-Max must 

have made. Three decades on it’s still an 

imposing, massive lump of metal with that 

big V4 at its heart. Milled, polished or 

chromed surfaces are everywhere; it’s so solid 

you can’t see through the bike from one side 

to the other and it’s fat and chunky, too: seats 

don’t get much broader than this and that 

150-section rear hoop – revolutionary at the 

time – still looks decent when those of most 

bikes from the era now resemble bicycle 

tyres…

But it’s not just big and brash (not to 

mention a little crass – there’s more than a 

Good weight distribution means

the big unit launches easily

Shaft drive a very

sturdy set-up

You’ve got to removee go

the rad for valve jobs
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V-Max

“Easy grunt makes 

it a doddle to ride. 

There’s no dread 

necessary”

few shades of Miami Vice and Pontiac Trans 

Am about the big Yam) – the V-Max is a 

quality, classy thing, too. All the different 

metal finishes are pleasing and tactile; those 

big, dish wheels, massive chrome cans and 

two-tone seat show no signs of scrimping 

and there’s more than a few clever design 

touches to enjoy such as the underseat tank.

From the saddle it impresses even more. 

Nowhere near as massive as you might 

expect, the V-Max riding position, upright 

and with conspicuously high ’pegs, is low, 

cute even and the reach to the chromed, 

flattish ’bars easy and natural enough. 

Instead it’s the view ahead that’s like nothing 

else. Those split-level clocks are distinctive 

and distracting: the single, white-faced, 

analogue speedo in the crook of the ’bars, 

with its numbers unusually, ascending 15, 25, 

35 and so on to suit the US’s 55mph limit, is 

complimented by that brazen pod of hot rod 

ancillaries atop the (fake) tank. Within that: a 

central, white faced mini-tacho; matching 

temp gauge on the left and the usual cluster 

of idiot lights on the right, Neutral, Turn, a 

fuel warner and so on. All I all it’s so drag 

bike ‘rad’ you half expect to see a drag strip 

‘Christmas tree’ out of the corner of your eye 

at every traffic light halt…

But – and this is the thing – the V-Max 

actually isn’t that ‘rad’ to ride at all – or even 

imposing. The natural, comfortable riding 

position, low CofG and easy grunt from the 

big V4 means the Yamaha is actually a doddle 

to ride and set off aboard. There’s no dread 

necessary. What’s more, the big mirrors are 

good, the FJ12-style late ’80s Yamaha 

switchgear is familiar and instinctive and all 

to the result that, before I knew it, I was off 



V-Boost chimes in

above 6000rpm – youe 6000rpm – y

can really feel it

Clock arrangement isangement is

very US-friendly
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Specification | 1988 Yamaha VMX1200 V-Max
ENGINE TypeNE  liquid-cooled, dohc, 16v, V4 Capacity 1198cc y Bore x stroke 76 x 66mm Compression ratio 10.5:1 Ignition CDI Carburation 4 x Mikuni BDS35 35mm carburet-

tors TRANSMISSION Primary/final drive gear/shaft Clutch wet-multiplate Gearbox five-speed x CHASSIS Frame S Tubular steel double cradle, box section aluminium swing-

arm Front suspension 40mm Kayaba telescopic forks, non-adj Rear suspension Twin Kayaba shocks, preload adj Front brake 2 x 298mm ventilated discs, opposed piston 

calipers Rear brake 1 x 282mm ventilated disc, twin-piston caliper Wheels five-spoke cast aluminium Front tyre 110/90 x 18 Rear tyre 150/90 x 15 

PERFORMANCE Top speed PERFORMANCE 146mph Power 145bhp @ 9000rpm Torque 89.6lb.ft @ 7500rpm Fuel consumption 39mpg Price new $5299 (in the US)

D I M E N S I O N S & S P E C I F I C AT I O N S

and away through the busy Reading traffic 

without a care in the world. ‘What is,’ I 

wondered, ‘all the fuss about?’

In truth it takes a little while and a decently 

opened up road to find out. Low speed 

handling is fine and the brakes are far better 

than I’d feared, too, while town and suburban 

riding is easily consumed under 5000rpm 

and a couple of gears such is the V-Max’s easy 

flexibility. But, finally, with a bit of a straight 

and a distant horizon it was time to see what 

the legendary Yamaha could do.  Cog down, 

wind it on and the V-Max willingly gallops up 

to six thou then, just as you half expect the 

rush to start tailing-off, it kicks on under the 

V-Boost just as eagerly as it had before. 

Way-hey! It’s a hoot (and not actually, from 

this modern perspective of 150+bhp bikes 

being commonplace, intimidating at all…). 

So I did it again. And again.

That power delivery is simply addictive: a 

straight line launch pad that, thanks to the 

V-Boost, refuses to tail off. Instead, with the 

horizon rushing backwards and caution 

getting the better part of valour (those scare 

stories about barreling over-enthusiastically 

into bends never quite leave the back of your 

mind) yet it’s you that tails off far before the 

big Yamaha does. And that’s fine; it’s part of 

what makes this bike such a blast.

And while those kind of thrills are no 

longer unique they’re still genuinely exciting 

and give some kind of indication as to how 

truly revolutionary the ’Max must have been 

all those years ago in an age when a sports 

bike with a mere 100bhp was considered fast.

As it stands, the V-Max remains a truly 

distinctive, exciting motorcycle with an 

equally surprising amount of comfort and 

practicality thrown in. Hotrod it may be, but 

it’s also one that’s easy to ride, nowhere near 

as intimidating as its legend would suggest 

and, with things like shaft drive, a mainstand 

plus a decent grabrail, is also perfectly good 

roadster-style transport. The fact that, these 

days, they’re also decent value (even this ‘as 

new’ one isn’t much more than, say a 1200 

Bandit) is the cherry on top. 

But the biggest surprise for me of all is how 

well the V-Max has aged. 30 years old it may 

be, but its performance is still exciting and 

relevant and that’s simply amazing. A classic 

that’s not only still exciting, but classy, useful, 

distinctive and decent value? The V-Max still 

has it all. 

Thanks to Spencer at Bridge Moto, Readingo

(0118 950 5005) for the loan of this 

immaculate, completely original ’88/’89 

V-Max, which is currently for sale at £5495. 

Go to bridgemoto.co.uk for more details.

Quick and perfectlyQuick and perfectly

useable transport

Overall length 2300mm (90.6in)

Overal width 795mm (31.3In)

Seat height
765mm (30.1in)

Dry weight
254kg (560lbs)

Fuel capacity
15litres (3.3 gal)

Overall height
1160mm (45.7in)

Wheelbase 1590mm (65.6in)

Ground clearance
145mm (5.7in)
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HETHER YOU

believe that the 

Suzuki T20 was the 

first two-stroke rst two-stroker

capable of 100mph, or whether 

it was even the fastest stroker of 

the time, there’s no doubting one 

thing: Suzuki’s history was built 

on two-strokes. That theme 

continued at the start of the ’70s 

when much  T20 technology 

made it into the new GT250. 

Released in 1971, the GT250 

was initially a Japanese-only 

model but when it came to 

Europe and North America it 

soon became a hit. 

A 247cc parallel-twin 

breathing through a pair of 

26mm Mikuni carbs, the bike 

was intended to be a bit less 

crazy than Yamaha’s RD250. It 

was certainly bigger, heavier and 

less peaky than the Yam. And 

although it came with 

six gears, solid reliability and 

impressive speed, its slightly 

more safe and sensible 

reputation tended to make it 

something of a bridesmaid to the 

RD for riders early on in their 

two-wheeled lives. 

From 1973 the GT250 came 

with the Ram Air system – 

handsome but of dubious 

effectiveness.  This was an 

aluminium cowl attached to the 

top of the engine which forced 

cool air through the cylinder 

head finning and out behind the 

barrels – assisting combustion 

chamber cooling and making the 

31bhp engine a little bit quieter 

while it was at it. Subtle 

amendments came each year, 

though ’76 saw a revised engine 

with 28mm carbs. By 1977 the 

Ram Air system had been 

dispensed with, as had the bike 

itself in the United States as 

Suzuki looked towards 

four-stroke twins and triples. By 

the end of the decade the GT250 

had been replaced by the X7. 

For the modern fettler though, 

some of the traits that counted 

against the GT250 40 years ago 

now go in its favour. Its reliability 

and build quality make it ideal 

resto fodder, even if certain parts 

are not easy to find. These four 

PS readers have certainly made PS

a decent job of bringing this ’70s 

Suzuki back to life...Suzuki back to life...

Suzuki
GT250
Straightforward enough to do, 

rewarding to ride – just make sure 

the front mudguard’s intact
WORDS HANS SEEBERG

 1975 GT250
Mike Bale, Stockport, 
Lancashire

“IN 1974 I started work as a4

mechanic. And I can always 

remember an older apprentice 

rolling up on a brand new 

GT250 in ’76. It was blue and 

chromed. At that time Barry 

Sheene was riding for Suzuki 

and the GT models were very 

popular. The 250 was a quick 

bike, but it was about £600 

new – way out of reach when I 

was on £12.50 a week. 

“Even so I never lost the 

ambition to get one, so I 

started looking for a GT250 at 

the start of 2015 and this one 

came up for sale near where I 

live. It was a UK bike with all 

the history, but it had the 

wrong seat, awful paint, no 

airbox and leaky fork seals. 

That said, it was basically all 

there. All I wanted to do was 

take it back to 1976 and make 

the bike as good as that one 

the apprentice had. I handed 

over £1100 and got cracking.

“It’s a very easy machine to 

work on. There are no fairings 

so everything’s right in front of 

you, and there’s nothing to be 

scared of. I got it running 

before I stripped it down, so at 

least I knew it was sound. The 

carbs are easy to set up – 

there are only two of them 

and you can either set them 

up with a drill or use your 

fingers. You can actually feel 

W

Ram Air fills dead

space and looks good

Dig the woolly hatDig the woolly ha

under his lid
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“There’s not an awful lot of  
difference in acceleration 
betwen this and the GT380”

“I’ve owned this GT250 since 
I was 17 – I’m 50 now. It’s fair 
to say that it’s a keeper...”

 1977 GT250
Robin Davies, Barrow-in-
Furness, Cumbria

“I’VE OWNED this GT250 sinceWNED

I was 17, and I’m nearly 51 now. 

It was a big purchase back 

then, although I was lucky in 

that I got a bit of help from my 

dad. I went straight from a 

GT50 moped to this, which 

produced a few scary moments 

around corners. Typically it was 

soon modified: I painted the 

frame blue, did the tank a 

different colour, fitted expansion 

pipes, dropped the handlebars 

– that was what we all did. 

“For years I was a mechanic 

for Crooks Suzuki, so when I 

was working there I bought all 

the bits for the GT250 really 

cheap – this was in the early 

’90s when no one was really 

restoring them, before the 

internet. I stripped it down in 

1992 and stored it all in the attic 

for 15 years, with all the bits 

marked and boxed up. When I 

worked at Crooks I spent so 

much time working on bikes 

that I didn’t want to restore 

them in my spare time as well. 

“I finally got around to 

restoring it in 2007 and there 

was a lot of painting, polishing 

and zinc-plating to be done, 

but once all the parts were 

there it only took about three 

weeks to put it all together.

“Mechanically the GT is quite 

old technology and all pretty 

straightforward. The hardest 

thing would be if you needed 

the crankshaft rebuilding, as 

obviously you’d need a press. 

The thing that took the longest 

on mine was the polishing on 

the cases. But it’s not a difficult 

engine to build in comparison 

to something like a GSX-R – it’s 

just a simple air-cooled motor 

with no reed or disc valves. 

“I was lucky that I had most 

of the parts, but I still had to do 

some hunting. Little brackets to 

hold the battery and the clocks 

were hard to find. Glitter-effect 

panel badges need tracking 

down, and back lights aren’t 

easy. Rear mudguards are 

unbelivably rare. I’ve been 

looking for a new one for 20 

years but I’ve ever seen one. 

“I took it down to Donington 

last year on my mate’s 

air-cooled Suzuki stand, and 

the amount of attention it got 

was amazing. Seeing as I’ve 

had it for 33 years, it’s fair to 

say that it’s a keeper.” 

whether they’re opening at the

same time – the slides come 

down onto your fingers. 

“As is often the way, parts 

arethe big thing with the 

GT250. I bid £200 on a 

secondhand mudguard and 

didn’t get anywhere near it – I 

knew that would be one of the 

big expenses because they’re 

incredibly sought-after. I got 

an exhaust for £135 but that 

was lucky – it’s about £130 just 

to get one re-chromed. I didn’t 

know parts would be this 

tricky going into it, so it’s 

worth bearing that in mind if 

you’re thinking of starting a 

GT250 restoration. That said, 

stuff like fork seals and brakes 

are readily available. 

“It’s a great bike. Riding it is 

fantastic – the GT380 had 

38bhp and although the 250 

had 31bhp it was a lot lighter. 

There’s not much difference in 

acceleration between them. 

When I take this to shows it’s 

amazing the sense of nostalgia 

it brings. It was a nice bike to 

have in the ’70s, and it’s still a 

nice bike to own now.”

Rarer than an RD and a
handsome looker (the GT)
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Restoration revealed

“It looked big in the ’70s, 
now it feels like a moped ”

“Mudguards 
are the Holy 
Grail. I saw 
one up for 
sale for £500”

to sort the ally parts beforeto sort the ally parts before

working through the whole 

thing cosmetically, even though 

this is not a resto intended to 

be to show standards. 

“Mechanically the GT250 is 

pretty basic but for me it was 

tricky to work on because 

everything’s so small. Getting 

into where you need to be is 

the challenge. I’ve just rebored 

the barrels, and putting the 

carb rubbers back on is a right 

sod. It was an easy bike to mess sod. It was an easy bike to mess

around with when we were 17, 

but I’m 58 now with fingers like 

sausages. 

“If you restore an RD there 

are still loads of parts around, 

but the same can’t be said for 

the GT250. Finding stuff is the 

challenge. There are some NOS 

bits around like bearings, 

mirrors and pistons, but they’re 

eye-wateringly expensive. I had 

to get a NOS petrol cap and it 

cost me £150. Mudguards arecost me £150. Mudguards are

the Holy Grail: I actually found a 

front one but the guy wanted 

over £500 for it – that’s more 

than I paid for the whole bike. 

“Being 58 and 17 stone I’m 

certainly not 250-sized 

anymore, but these bikes were 

built to be used. I’ve got an XJR 

and a V-Strom, so jumping on a 

GT250 is certainly an interesting 

experience after that. But it’s a 

great bike to restore.” 

from a show and some oil pipes 

from eBay, but pretty much 

everything else came from 

discountbikespares.co.uk. Crank 

seals, carb kit, kickstart shaft 

– you name it, they’ve got it. 

They were very helpful too.  

“It’s easy enough to work on. 

Make sure you’ve got good 

tools and enough space in your 

garage – there are quite a few 

parts to it. There are only three 

long bolts holding the engine 

to the frame, but it’s a good 

idea to take as much as 

possible off the engine before 

taking it out of the frame. You 

can split the crankcases 

horizontally not vertically, 

which makes it all easier. You 

forget how small the GT250 is 

– it probably looked big to a 

teenager in the ’70s but now it 

feels like a moped. Be careful 

not to snap anything that’s 

been together for ages, as 

 1977 GT250B
Paul Bell, Hull, 
East Yorkshire

“I BOUGHT this ’77 GT250 

about three years ago as a 

cheap project to keep my 

fettling skills sharp. It was a 

purchase off eBay – all the 

parts were there but it was a 

real snotter, with 40 years of 

abuse and neglect. Like all 

these bikes, in 1977 it would’ve 

had the face of a 17-year-old 

pressed against the clocks, 

riding the bike of his dreams. 

Then over time it becomes a 

commuter bike, and the TLC it 

receives tends to deteriorate.

“All the ally was corroded, and 

there were some crazy bodges: 

I pulled the forks apart and 

there was a next-size-up Allen 

screw in what should’ve been a 

stud at the base of the fork that 

was holding the fork cap on. So 

working all this out was the 

priority. I used the shot-blasting 

cabinet I’ve got in my man cave 

 1977 GT250B
Steve Coates, Stoke-
on-Trent, Staffordshire

“I WAS ONLY six when theY

GT250 came out, so I’d never 

really heard of it the first time 

around. But a couple of years 

ago I started looking for a 

bike to restore, but had been 

put off by the ridiculous 

prices RD250LCs were going 

for. I loved the X7 but even 

they were silly money, so I 

found this GT250 in 

September 2015 and it was 

the perfect fit. 

“All the parts were there 

and cosmetically it looked 

fine, but underneath the forks 

were pitted, the battery box 

was out of shape and the oil 

pipes were split, so it needed 

some attention. I managed to 

get some NOS fork tubes 

40-year-old Japanese alloy is 

not of the best quality. 

“It’s certainly an entertaining 

bike to ride – it’s quick enough 

even today, although the 

handling and braking are very 

’70s. It makes you feel young 

again though.”

Liking the spannies andg p
the paint very much

Those sausages will leaveg
grease all over the seat
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HEAD-TO-HEAD

WORDS SIMON HARGREAVES PHOTOGRAPHY JASON CRITCHELL

Twenty years ago, HondaÕs CBR600F and KawasakiÕs

ZZ-R600 were two of the best 600cc all-rounders. Do cheap,

pre-injection 600s still make sense today?

TWO-GRAND 
DAY OUT
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IMMY PUSHES the ZZ-R’s front 

wheel up against the kerb as we 

look for somewhere open enough 

to serve hot coffee and defend us 

from the chill Worcestershire air. “Is this a 

600?” he says.Yes, of course, it’s 599cc. 

“No, what I meant is, is it 600 tonnes?” he 

laughs, and then adds, “I’m joking; but the 

motor really does feel more like a 750. And it’s 

a comfy bike; you could ride the ZZ-R a long, 

long way.” Even just manoeuvring the 

Kawasaki ZZ-R600 and Honda CBR600F 

around at the roadside, it’s clear the Kawasaki 

is built for speed and comfort while the Honda 

is a sleeker, sportier creature. 

Launched alongside the ZZ-R1100 in late 

J
1989, the ZZ-R600 lived long in the shadow of 

the bigger bike. The 170mph 1100 stole 

headlines as the fastest production machine 

we’d seen, snorting like a raging bull through 

its twin ram-air nostrils and developing around 

125bhp in standard form (and up to 135bhp 

with the stubs on the underside of the carb tops 

ground away). 

The ZZ-R600 was consistently, and just as 

impressively, the fastest straight-line 600 

throughout the early 1990s. Most people were 

track performance-obsessed, and distracted by 

sportier 600s – including the CBR. Even when, 

in 1994, the second-generation E model 

ZZ-R600 tripped across the timing lights at 

161.5mph powered by 88bhp (probably 

boosted a few horsepower at speed by 

ram-air), its astonishing, 750cc-rivalling 

performance was largely ignored. 

Maybe it was the ZZ-R’s lack of race-track 

composure, as its soft forks and shock struggled 

to manage its 216kg all-up weight. The 

Kawasaki’s handling was dominated by a low 

centre of gravity that gave the ZZ-R a lovely 

fluid rolling turn-in on the road but made it 

unwieldy and slow-steering at a circuit.

Yet over time the ZZ-R600 had the last 

laugh, comprehensively out-living the 1100 

and finally calling it a day in 2007; 10 years 

after the bigger ZZ-R became the ZZ-R1200.  

Which means there are plenty of ZZ-R600s 

knocking about out there, of hugely variable

ZZ-R600 vs CBR600F
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quality: from high mileage winter hacks for a 

couple of hundred quid all the way up to 

pristine, low mileage, one-lady-owner bikes, 

only a decade old for three grand plus. 

The ZZ-R we’re cracking about on today is a 

stunning red and black 23,000-mile E9 from 

2001, for sale at £2150 from the ever-

benevolent Chris at Paddock Hill Bikes, 

Droitwich. It’s the same machine going all the 

way back to the 1993 E1. The first ZZ-R600, 

the 1990-1992 D-model, was a fundamentally 

similar bike – the E-model revamp in 1993 

included a reshaped tank and fairing, twin 

ram-air snouts at the bike’s nose (instead of a 

single side-intake), new clocks with a fuel 

gauge, a beefed-up aluminium frame with a 

welded subframe (not bolted), new exhaust 

with an extra header link pipe, lighter pistons, 

more heavily drilled front discs, lower ’bars and 

numerous detail changes. But the basic package 

is the same – liquid-cooled, 16v inline-four 

derived, but updated, from the GPZ/GPX600s, 

in an aluminium beam frame (one of the first 

Kawasakis to use one) and featuring what was, 

in the early 1990s, aerodynamic bodywork.

Jimmy and I can’t find an open pub or cafe, 

so we go for another blast on the bikes, I plump 

– in all senses of the word – for the Kawasaki.in all senses of the word – for the Kawasaki.in all senses of the w

Its roomy riding position flatters the larger 

rider; exactly the kind of man-sized 600cc 

sportsbike that might still be popular if Japan 

hadn’t shrunk them all to the size of minimotos. 

There’s space to spread out between the seat 

and ’bars, and the clip-ons aren’t down by the 

front wheel spindle but high and wide in a 

classic sports-touring stance. The seat is deeply 

scooped out – earlier, 5ft 10in Jimmy’s feet 

were flat on the floor on both sides of the bike, 

with his knees bent to 90 degrees. “I could see 

a lot people appreciating that,” he says

The ZZ-R’s clocks are classy; big, black dials 

and fat white needles ready to sweep round 

from with a born certainty. The numbers go a 

long way too: the speedo stops at 170mph, the 

tacho redlines at 14,000rpm. Any more, and 

they’d be lapping themselves.

This ZZ-R is almost completely stock; the 

headers aren’t standard but, oddly, the cans are. 

As the motor fires up into a deep, booming 

tickover – what an amazing noise ZZ-Rs make. 

If Kawasaki knew one thing in the early 1990s, 

it was how to make sweet induction noise.

Click into first – it’s a positive but clankily 

definite box, like stamping nails into the ground 

– and let the clutch out. The ZZ-R slides away, 

growling and grumbling to itself, road noise 

amplified by its bodywork. There’s a typical 

ZZ-R fluffiness in the fuelling at around 

4000rpm, but really only if you go looking for it 

– the motor will pull through from below that; 

you have to be sitting in the wrong place and 

crack the throttle wide to feel it miss. 

The road ahead clears a wooded area, and I 

dip into the ZZ-R’s performance for the first 

time. It’s a familiar feeling, that gathering of 

latent force and of energy being bundled up for 

sudden release – and then it comes, in a 

controlled, smooth flood; torque pouring into 

the transmission and emerging as an 

undeniable thrust at the rear wheel, propelling 

the ZZ-R with an implacable sense of 

entitlement. There are few bikes that accelerate 

with such poise, and lofty disdain. Those big 

ZZ-R600 vs CBR600F

“The road clears and I dip into the ZZ-
R’s controlled, smooth flood of power”
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SPECIFICATION

2001 Kawasaki ZZ-R600E9
ENGINEENGINE Type liquid-cooled, dohc, 16v inline-four 

Capacity 599cc Capacity Compression ratio 12.0:1 Carburation 4 

x 36mm Keihin CV TRANSMISSION Clutch/gearbox wet, x

multiplate/6-speed CHASSIS Frame aluminium twin spar 

Front suspension 41mm teles, adjustable preload and 

rebound damping Rear suspension Uni-Trak monoshock, 

adjustable preload and rebound damping Front brake

2 x 300mm discs, 4-piston calipers Rear brake 1 x 

240mm disc, 1-piston sliding caliper Wheels cast 

aluminim Tyres F:120/60 17, R: 160/60 17 DIMENSIONS

Dry weight 198kg Wheelbase 1399mm  Fuel capacity

18 litres PERFORMANCE Top speed 161mph Power

91.8bhp@ 11,400rpm Torque 48.7lb.ft@9000rpm

Cosmetic frontal ‘spar’spar

is a bit on the naff side

Plush riding and strongPlush riding and s

braking front end

Simon got fed up with Jimmy’sSimon go ed up with Jimmy’

skiing stories very early on

This is one very classyery clas y

dash and dials combo

Handy flip-out bungeeHandy flip-out bungee

hooks on ZZ-R

The frustration of sunnyy

climes and cruddy roads
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needles sweep round the clocks, ticking off 

numbers – well over the ton calmly pops up in 

seconds, feeling as unhurried as a gentle stroll. 

It’s still a massively impressive motor.

The ZZ-R’s handling matches the casual 

violence of the motor. Its low centre of gravity 

lends the bike a dreamy, flowing dynamic, 

rolling from side to side as it serenely joins up 

the bends. It handles exactly the way sports 

tourers should handle, turning with the fluid 

ease of a big bike – although time has neither

dulled the ZZ-R’s sharp front brakes, nor its 

tendency to push the front along rather than 

stand over it and pin it down into the road. 

Losing the front was a popular ZZ-R pastime.

Speaking of which... a slimy downhill 

left-hander tightens imperceptibly; enough for 

me to hesitate to lean over more, back 

fractionally off, and then feel the physics of 

reducing speed for a given angle of lean start to 

pull the bike upright, running wide across the 

wrong side of the road. I’ve been here before so 

I know the routine, but fighting that instinct to 

roll off never gets easier. Keep throttle open, 

speed up, steering on, and l-e-a-n... don’t even 

think about touching the brakes. If the polished 

edges of the mismatched Bridgestone BT023 

front and squared-off Michelin Pilot Road rear 

have enough grip to stop the bike before riding 

into the hedge, they have enough grip to go 

round the corner. 

The very first time I rode one, in 1992, I did 

exactly the same thing – only this time actually 

ended up in the tall grass at the corner exit, 

fortunate nothing was coming the other way. 

It’s not conclusive proof the ZZ-R has a habit of 

understeering, but it’s solid evidence. 

Jimmy likes the Honda. “It’s spot on,” he 

says, but then struggles to think of something 

meaningful to say. “Nothing feels wrong, so 

everything’s good... but, you know, it’s not... 

inspiring me.”

Hang on, you’ve got a CBR600F, haven’t 

you? Didn’t you race one, back in the day? 

“Yes,” he says. “I felt the same way about that 

too. Does nothing badly; fast, handled and 

stopped. Just a bit short on character.”

The ZZ-R is definitely high in the character 

stakes, so I slide onto the black and bronze 

Honda’s seat to find out if it too can do 

theatrical. CBR600Fs were Britain’s favourite 

sportsbike, and almost a bullseye definition of a 

practical sportsbike. Together with the 

CBR600RR that followed it, there are well over 

20,000 running around on UK roads. In 

production since 1987, the CBR has gone 

through a number of evolutions but never 

deviated from its original, all-rounder remit. It 

wasn’t designed or intended to be an out-and-

out race replica; the F has always retained 

enough civility in its power delivery, handling 

and ergonomics to sit behind more extreme 

sports 600s, but without resorting to the 

softly-sprung, heavyweight touring reputation 

of the ZZ-R600. 

This CBR is a 1998 F-W, the last of the 

steel-framed CBRs before the aluminium 

frames in 1999 with the F-X. At 21,000 miles 

old it’s every bit as clean as the Kawasaki. In 

the pale, wintery light, the Honda’s bronze 

highlights match the countryside colours, 

looking well worth the £1950 Chris at Paddock 

Hill Bikes is asking for it. It might not be quite 

as pretty as the Kawasaki, but less than two 

grand for a straight (-ish; the dash is a bit on the 

wonk) CBR6? Got to be a bargain.

After the low ride of the ZZ-R, the Honda 

feels way taller; you sit ‘in’ the Kawasaki, but 

very much on top of the CBR. Weight is placed 

more heavily onto wrists, dominating the bike’s 

front end and giving a much sportier and more 

attentive riding position. The Honda is more 

engaging to ride at low speed – noticeably lessnoticeably lessnoticea

space than the roomy Kawasaki. And it’s stiffer, 

too – the forks feel as heavily damped as they 

did new (the shock is a bit softer). 

That’s Martley (left) and Cliftony (left) and Clift

(right) discussing directions 

Both still veryery

good-looking bikes

ZZ-R600 vs CBR600F

Fired up, the Honda’s engine rips about with 

a short-stroke rush; it’s revvier than the 

leisurely ZZ-R, as if the CBR’s crank weighs 

less, and carries less inertia. There’s none of the 

Kawasaki’s groaning, moaning intake roar, just 

a bark from the CBR’s Scorpion end can.

Into first, through a typically vague Honda 

gearbox which isn’t as clonky as the Kawasaki, 

but is less precise. Narrow clip-ons make the 

bike feel dainty and agile and, as the CBR 

squirts away with surprising venom from low 

revs, it generates a positive feel for the road – 

even over grime and mushed leaves. Like the 

ZZ-R, the CBR has odd rubber with a Pirelli 

Angel at the back and a Bridgestone BT010 at 

the front. But the 600F doesn’t slip or spin, and 

instead pushes feedback into my hands, feet 

and bum. It’s definitely got more poise than the 

Kawasaki and, over a sprint distance, would be 

quicker. But on a long ride, with an extra litre 

“Keep throttle open, speed up, and
l-e-a-n, don’t even think of braking”
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2001 Kawasaki ZZ-R600 E9
23,000 miles, 51-plate, £2150

Paddock Hill Bikes, 

07790 853250, 

paddockhillbikes.co.uk

We say: the actual bike on test, non-standard y:

headers but otherwise in excellent standard 

condition. 

2001 Kawasaki ZZ-R600 E9
33,000 miles, 51-plate, £1995

Kawasaki Autorama, 

01924 461112, 

kawasaki-autorama.com

We say: higher miles than the test bike, but great 

standard condition apart from tall screen; and still 

on stock exhausts.

1998 Honda CBR600F-W
22,200 miles, R-plate, £1950

Paddock Hill Bikes, 

07790 853250, 

paddockhillbikes.co.uk

We say: the bike on test; great cosmetic 

condition, clean and stock apart from exhaust. 

Mechanically solid, needs dash straightening!

1998 Honda CBR600F-W
42,000 miles, R-plate, £1799

David Sykes Superbikes, 

0191 5864589, 

davidsykes-superbikes.com

We say: higher miles than test bike but stock can; y:

looks clean and unmolested too. Should be a 

good machine.

At sevens for sixes and plenty for sale out there
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SPECIFICATION

1998 Honda CBR600F-W
ENGINE Type liquid-cooled, dohc, 16v, inline-four 

Capacity 599cc y Compression ratio 12.0:1 Carburation

4 x 36mm Mikuni CV TRANSMISSION Clutch/gearbox

wet, multiplate/6-speed CHASSIS Frame steel perimeter 

Front suspension 41mm Showa teles, adjustable preload 

and rebound damping Rear suspension Pro-Link 

Showa monoshock, adjustable preload, rebound and 

compression damping Front brake 2 x 296mm discs, 

2-piston sliding calipers Rear brake 1 x 220mm disc, 

1-piston sliding caliper Wheels cast aluminium  Tyres

F: 120/70 17, R: 160/60 17 DIMENSIONS Dry weight

185kg Wheelbase 1405mm Fuel capacity 17 litres y

PERFORMANCE Top speed 157mph Power 92.2bhp @ r

12,250rpm Torque 48.6lb.ft@ 10,500rpm

Nothing wrong withthing wrong with

these stoppers

ZZR about to run

chaotically wide 

CBR gets a racey whiteCBR gets a r y whit

faced tacho

Stock hugger a veryock hugger a v

useful touch  

Last of the ‘steelies’

and a very fine bike

Simon’s a sucker for a tinted screen.

Can’t take his eyes off the thing
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“These are both 

excellent road 

bikes and live up 

to the praise 

they got when 

they were new. They also 

feel exactly the way they 

were characterised when 

new too: the ZZ-R is long 

and low; you sit deep in the 

bike and have loads of 

room. The bike doesn’t 

share anything with the 

ZZ-R1100 but it feels like 

one; even when you fire it 

up. If you rode it blindfold 

– wouldn’t recommend it 

– you’d think it was maybe 

a 750; the engine is that 

strong. But it has a very 

Kawasaki quality to it; the 

power comes as and when 

you expect, but does it with 

the sense you’re shifting a 

lot of weight. The bike 

doesn’t feel heavy when it’s 

rolling (unless you’re 

pushing it about) and the 

low seat height makes it 

very friendly for smaller 

people, but it always has 

the slightest feeling it might 

never actually stop. In the 

corners the weight is 

apparent when you steer, 

especially if you roll it 

mid-turn. You have to be 

certain you know where 

you’re going. 

‘The CBR600F is familiar 

even if you’ve never ridden 

one. It’s so right, fits so 

perfectly. You might feel a 

bit perched on top – and 

that’s unusual because 

most Hondas normally feel 

like they steer from the 

knees. But the CBR has 

definitely got a sportier side 

than the Kawasaki. It steers 

quicker, which would be 

fine on a hot summer ride, 

but in this weather it makes 

the Honda feel a tiny bit 

precarious. But it’s also 

lighter and more agile, right 

from the start – and the

engine is peppier too, 

revving more freely. 

“Overall, I prefer the 

Kawasaki because the 

engine is so potent and the 

ride is so comfortable. I 

could go touring on the 

ZZ-R without any problem 

at all. I find the CBR600 is 

just a bit dull.”

in the 18-litre tank, I’d take the Kwak. 

And the CBR, as Jimmy suggested, does 

smack of the ordinary. The clocks are perfectly 

functional, but lack a fuel gauge and don’t look 

as classy as the ZZ-R’s. There’s no aluminium to 

polish anywhere (apart from the wheels). And 

so while the Honda will wheelie for Britain 

with a hint of clutch and the ZZ-R feels so long 

it’d be like wheelying a tanker, and although 

the CBR can out-turn the Kawasaki at 

everything from walking pace to flat out, and 

out-brake it from any speed, it’s still less 

engaging to ride. 

And, although the CBR’s motor will run 

forever, the CBR doesn’t feel like Honda were 

pulling out all the quality stops – unlike a 

FireBlade or VFR750 of similar vintage.

“Hey, I thought we weren’t going to dig up 

old stereotypes?” says Jimmy as both bikes tick 

and ping in the still winter air and we warm 

gloves on hot exhausts. Well we weren’t... but 

sometimes the old ones are the best. 

Thanks
• Chris at Paddock Hill Bikes (07790 853250, 

www.paddockhillbikes.co.uk)

SECOND OPINION James Doherty

“Kawasaki’s potent engine
and comfortable ride”
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YOUR BIKES, YOUR WAY

Kawasaki 
Z1200 Bandit

It started life as a knackered and very brown Z900. Now Mickey 

Thomas’s Kawasaki/Suzuki mash-up is clean and very, very green 
WORDS HANS SEEBERG PHOTOGRAPHY JASON CRITCHELL
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REEN FRAME. Green swingarm. .

Green rearsets. Green brake 

levers and hubs. Green brake 

lines. When you look at the 

evidence, it all points to the fact that Mickey 

Thomas likes green. A lot. Was he force-fed 

Brussel sprouts as a child? Is he a rabid 

environmentalist? A keen gardener? “I just 

like the colour green,” he laughs. “I saw a 

picture of that new Kawasaki Ninja H2 with 

its green frame and thought, ‘That looks 

incredible – I’m going to copy that.’”

So with that as his starting point, and 

powered by a solid diet of broccoli, peas and 

mange tout, Mickey set about making the 

greenest special that’s ever been seen in the 

pages of PS.  

Things didn’t look very green to start with, 

though. More brown. That’s because the rusty 

1976 Kawasaki Z900 A4 he started with had 

been stood in some bloke’s shed for 12 years, 

minus its head and barrels, and was in what’s 

known in the trade as ‘a right state’. “I saw it 

for sale and it was only two miles up the road 

from me, so I went to the bloke’s house, 

knocked on his door, got him to dig it out 

of the back of his garage and made him an 

offer,” laughs Mickey. “He’d stripped the 

top-end and somehow managed to lose most 

of it, but I still thought it could make the basis 

of a great special. I bought it there and then.” 

For some the missing engine parts might’ve 

been a mild inconvenience, but given Mickey’s 

grand plan for the bike these stray components 

were neither here nor there. “A mate of mine 

had put a Bandit engine in a Z900 and was 

saying how much better and lighter it was, 

plus he used all the modern electrics with no 

issues at all,” says Mickey. “The other thing is 

that a Bandit engine is a hell of a lot easier to 

come by than a Z900 one, and a hell of a lot 

cheaper – I’ve seen Zed motors going for 

about a grand on eBay, which is crazy money. 

The fact that this bike’s top-end was missing 

stuff made my mind up.” 

With the knackered Z900 back in Mickey’s 

garage, a plan was hatched that would see 

him ditch everything from his new bike 

except for the frame, tank and bodywork. 

Mickey sold what was left of the Zed engine 

and bought a 1200 Bandit as a donor bike, 

stripping it of its engine, carbs, wiring loom, 

switchgear and headlight and shifting the rest  

on eBay to balance the books. 

A certain amount of planning was needed 

before introducing the Bandit engine to its 

new home, although not quite as much as 

you might think. “Firstly the frame went to 

Racefit for them to brace and modify it in all 

the right places,” says Mickey. “The main 

issue is that the Bandit engine is shorter than 

the Z900’s. The kickstart housing left a gap at 

the back of the engine so I had to use a Coke 

can as a catch tank.” A green Coca-Cola Life 

can, naturally. 

After these measurements had been 

established, it was time for the frame to be 

the first part to get the green treatment that 

G

Special brew
CLOCKS

Making the 

Kawasaki clocks fit the 

Bandit wiring harness was, 

Mickey says, a bit of a nightmare. 

“I love the whole look of the Zed, 

which is why I’ve kept the tank, panels 

and twinshocks, but nothing between the 

Bandit and Zed electrics was compatible. I 

had to sit down with both wiring diagrams 

and work out what went where. It’s just 

a question of time and effort with 

electrics, and it all worked in the end. 

Still, everything fits with a  

little bit of persuasion,  

doesn’t it?”



SWINGARM

Having set his 

heart on a 2002 ZRX1200 

swingarm, fitting it was not the 

nightmare you might expect. “It just 

had 2mm or so shaved off the width on 

each side where the bearings sit inside,” 

says Mickey. “Where the ZRX swingarm 

pivots it’s a bit bigger, so I sleeved it down 

and it dropped straight in.” The Racefit 

exhaust, meanwhile, was the result of 

Mickey approaching them and asking 

for something akin to the old Harris 

works exhausts. “£1200 later, 

some titanium loveliness 

duly arrived.”
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ENGINE

How much cajouling did 

the Bandit engine need to go in 

the Z900 frame? “Very litte, actually,” 

says Mickey. “The main thing to consider 

was the chain alignment - that’s what 

governs where the engine’s going to sit in 

the frame. I had a spare Bandit bottom-end, 

so I sat it in there and looked at it, then 

lined up the back sprocket. The rear lower 

engine mountings were the only things 

that needed altering. I cut the original 

ones off and a mate of mine, Jim 

King, made some longer 

ones to weld on.”



Special brew

would spread itself over the entire project. 

With that image of the Kawasaki Ninja H2 

fresh in his mind, Mickey sent the frame off 

to be powdercoated chrome, and then 

applied his finishing touch. “I had a hunch 

that if I painted over that in candy green then 

the chrome would shine through,” smiles 

Mickey. “I was right.” It’s a flawless job – 

as you would expect from someone who 

worked at renowned paint specialists Dream 

Machine at the time. 

Mickey’s a bike builder who doesn’t mind 

where the inspiration for parts comes from as 

long as they’re going to look good, and this 

time it was a slightly older Kawasaki than the 

shiny H2 that gave him the idea for the front 

and back-end. “I’ve always been a fan of 

the ZRX1200 and thought that would be the 

perfect donor bike for the right-way-up forks 

I was after; I loved the ZRX’s swingarm as 

well, so I got on eBay and started hunting.” 

The forks were promptly despatched to 

Firefox Racing in West Yorkshire for a rebuild 

and some gold nitride, while the swingarm 

was treated to the same chrome powdercoat/

candy green combo that had worked so well 

on the frame. 

Most builds are invariably held up at one 

stage or another by the infuriating wait for 

a certain part to arrive, and in the case of 

Mickey’s green giant it was the wheels. “I was 

after that kind of classic spoked look but it 

was really important to me that the wheels 

stood out,” says Mickey. “Then I happened to 

see an MV Agusta Brutale 800 Dragster RR 

and the wheels are just immense – I had to 

have them.” The fact that the price tag of the 

wheels had nearly as many noughts as the 

bike’s mouthful of a name had words didn’t 

put Mickey off. “It took four months, but 

they were worth the wait. The good thing was 

that they’ll tailor the wheels to most bikes, so 

I was able to specify a ZXR1200 fitment and 

they popped straight on.”

Not that Mickey spent four months 

twiddling his thumbs waiting for two round 

objects to arrive in the post. While the wheels 

were in the pipeline he set about starting the 

most divisive part of the bike: the paintjob on 

the fuel tank. “First off I had it hydrodipped 

with the green flames and lacquered, then I 

masked it all off in the Zed design and 

painted the black with green flakes around 

the hydrodipping,” explains Mickey. 

ENGINE 1999 Suzuki Bandit 1200, air/NE

oil-cooled 1157cc inline-four, ignition advancer 

stage 3 dynojet kit, Dyna coils, Taylor leads, 

1999 Suzuki 1200 Bandit wiring loom, full 

titanium Racefit exhaust system

CHASSIS 1976 Kawasaki Z900 A4 frame 

braced and modified by Racefit, frame 

powdercoated in chrome and painted candy 

green, 2002 Kawasaki ZRX1200 front and 

rear-end, Kineo wheels, aftermarket GSX-R750 

rearsets, Z-Power clocks, 1999 Suzuki 1200 

Bandit headlight

SPECIFICATION

Kawasaki Z900 Bandit

’SET AND MATCH

Mickey got these aftermarket GSX-R750 

rearsets off eBay. “They looked like they’d 

fit,” he laughs. “I just lined up the holes on 

the frame and welded in some inserts.”

CLOCKING ON

“Not only did Z-Power supply the clocks 

but I also saw that they do an electric rev 

counter in the old Zed style,” says Mickey. 

“I couldn’t resist adding that.”  

WHEELS OF FORTUNE

Luckily for Mickey, the hubs, rims, spokes 

and bolts of the pricey Kineo wheels can 

be ordered in any colour configuration – 

paving the way for more green. 

Given the size of the classic Kawasaki Zed 

scene and the strictness with which many of 

its protagonists keep things original, seeing a 

genuine 1976 Z900 fuel tank sprayed with 

green and yellow flames is likely to have 

caused some of them to require counselling. 

“I have had some flak off a few purists,” says 

Mickey with a wry smile. “It’s a bike that 

you’ll either like or you won’t, and for the 

most part the reaction it gets is really positive. 

But if people don’t like it, sod ’em...”

Mickey’s bike is proof that with a clear 

vision and no fiddly parts to unearth from 

eBay, a special doesn’t always have to be 

years in the making – this only took six 

months from start to finish. Even more 

impressive is that none of the build took 

place inside a shed. “I did the whole thing in 

my conservatory,” laughs Mickey. And the 

other half didn’t mind? “Absolutely not – 

she owns an RD, so she knows the score.”

Makes you green with envy, doesn’t it? 

Candy green over chrome frameCandy gr

has a wonderful lustre
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• West Mercia Radiators are proud to be one of the UK’s fastest 
growing experts in the repair and re-coreing of practically 
all and any type of motorbike radiators.

• We can have it fixed and back to you as good as new within 
7 - 10 days.

• Our prices are shockingly competitive, and are far cheaper 
than buying a new one from a dealer, or even second hand.

West Mercia Radiators
83 Holyhead Road, Wednesbury, West Midlands WS10 7PA

www.westmerciaradiators.co.uk

• West Mercia Radiators are proud to be one of the UK’s fastest 
growing experts in the repair and re-coreing of practically 
all and any type of motorbike radiators.

• We can have it fixed and back to you as good as new within 
7 - 10 days.

• Our prices are shockingly competitive, and are far cheaper 
than buying a new one from a dealer, or even second hand.

West Mercia Radiators
83 Holyhead Road, Wednesbury, West Midlands WS10 7PA

www.westmerciaradiators.co.uk

Email vjmcmembershipuk@gmail.com 

Phone 01454 501 310 Monday-Thursday 1000-1600

THE HOME OF THE JAPANESE CLASSIC
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ORDER ONLINE@ VENHILL.CO.UK

VENHILL.CO.UK CALL 01306 885111
VISIT OUR WEBSITE OR

CONFIDENCE IN
THE ROAD AHEAD?
TRUST VENHILL 
CABLES AND HOSES

THTHHT EHEEH ROAOAAO D AHEHEEH AEAAE DD?
TRTRRT URUUR SUSSU T VEVEEV NENNE HNHHN IHIIH LLILLLLITRTRRT URUUR SUSSU T VEEVEEVVEEV NNENNEENNE HHNHHNNHHN IIHIIHHIIH LLLLILLLLIILLLLI
CACAAC BLBLLB ESESSE AANDNDDN HOHOOH SOSSO EESEES SESSE
ARE YOUR CABLES & HOSES TESTED & APPROVED?

TUV APPROVED AND
DOT REGISTERED

FACTORY TESTED 
TO 1500PSI 

HEAT RESISTANT
DUPONT PTFE HOSING 

MARINE GRADE 
STAINLESS BRAIDING 

FACTORY TESTED – 
SAFE & RELIABLE 

UK MADE FOR 
50 YEARS 

CUSTOM BUILT
SERVICE

CABLES, HOSES,
BRAKE LINES

TOOLS, CLUTCH KITS 
& MUCH MORE...

CONTROLS, LEVERS,
HANDLEBARS

FACTORY TESTEDFACTORY TESTED
TO 1500PSITO

HEAT RESISTANT
DUPONT PTFEPTFEEPTF HOSINGHOSINGE

MARINE GRADEMARINE GRADE
STAINLESS BRAIDING

MODERN

Motorcycle Wiring Specialists

QUALITY WIRING FOR YOUR MOTORCYCLE

• Loom Replacement 

• Cable Repairs 

• Low Volume Bike Looms

www.motorcyclewiringspecialists.co.uk

Bringing your bike back to life!

Call Richard on 0771 749 7458 to discuss your project
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FETTLING

BUYING

82 Grease is the word82
Lubing a Kawasaki GPZ900R shock linkage, 

step-by-step, the proper way

84 What’s the problem?84
From a rough-running Hornet to correct 
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Lightweight TDR and Alan a 

vision in buff and corduroy

IN ASSOCIATION WITH

Servicing a GPZ900RServicing a GP

shock linkage

Riding theRiding the

X7 Gamma 
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WORKSHOP RATING
TECHNICAL DIFFICULTY?

It’s a dirty job and someone’s got to do it. But 

it’s not too taxing so it might as well be you. 

These are the straightforward steps to take
WORDS JIM MOORE  PHOTOGRAPHY STUART COLLINS

1
No muffler too tuffler
Access is everything when tackling a

job like this. Big G relieves the GPZ of both 

silencers, plus its bellypan (you’ll see why in 

Step 2). Be methodical and keep all nuts 

and bolts for both the pipes and bellypan in 

a safe place so they’re easy to find when 

you come to put it all back together.

5
Friction on the bushes
The Uni-Trak rocker arm will come 

away. The bushes are a friction fit so 

shouldn’t drop out unless they’re utterly 

shot – in that case you’ll be looking at more 

than a service of the internals. Note Gary’s 

fancy bead bracelet. It cost him two quid 

from Hunstanton market. He was had.

HOW LONG?
If you apply yourself to the job in hand, 

you could have it all done in an hour 

and a half.

COST?
A strip, clean and regrease will cost 

you your time only. If the needle 

roller bearings and seals need 

replacing a complete kit 

from Wemoto will 

cost you £62.09.

K

Service GPZ900R 
suspension linkages

AWASAKI’S GPZ900R is a S

magnificent machine, but it has 

an unfortunate Achilles heel. 

The Uni-Trak suspension 

linkages should be inspected and treated 

to a helping of grease annually (once 

every two years if you’re covering minimal 

miles). But because the front linkage is 

such a pig to get at, and the bike has to be 

suspended or lifted in order to get to it, 

owners often shy away from doing a 

proper job on the shock rocker. 

This, of course, is utter folly. Water 

ingress will eventually bypass the seals 

and destroy the delicate needle roller 

bearing within. If there’s more than 4mm 

of free play in the back end when the rear 

wheel is lifted, your GPZ’s linkage bearings 

are toast – worth knowing if you’re looking 

at buying one.

The truth, however, is that there is 

nothing to fear when it comes to GPZ 

linkages – or any rising-rate monoshock 

machine. Getting to and removing the 

900R’s rocker is a job that can be tackled 

by any home mechanic with a half-decent 

tool kit and a modicum of patience. In fact 

we got the whole job done, including 

photographic outtakes and the demolition 

of a couple of packets of Custard Creams, 

in under an hour and a half – all without 

removing the rear wheel or centre stand. 

Even though we’re using a 900R in this 

piece, the principle for rear rocker 

inspection is the same for most bikes.

So there really is no excuse to neglect 

your GPZ’s back end. Get yours in the 

garage and greased up for the new year. 

Here’s how…

Tools for the job
Torch. Torque wrench. Grease. Magnifying 

glass. Engineers’ pick. Ring spanners. Circlip 

pliers. 9mm Allen key. Sockets and drive. 

Small flat end screwdrivers.

Third hand reduces risk to

expensive jewellery

HOW TO
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2
He’s off his trolley, Jack
Removing the rear linkage will cause

the back of the bike to drop. To prevent 

this, you can either a) suspend the bike 

from above with straps or, b) our favoured 

method, support the bike’s weight with a 

trolley jack. Spread the load across the 

sump with a strong piece of wood. 

6
Clean away layer of filth
We need to remove the tie arms as 

well because they run taper roller bearings 

in their upper mounting joints. Their 

retaining bush is held in by a circlip - these 

were obscured by a layer of filth that 

needed to be cleaned away before we 

could get any purchase with the pliers.

9
Quantity and quality
Once cleaned, dried and inspected, 

it’s time to add fresh grease to the bearings. 

Don’t be shy when applying it (use a quality 

standard grease, and not one from a tin 

that’s had its lid left off – it may have been 

contaminated with grit). The bushes will 

push out any excess grease.

3
Don’t give up on it
With the bike supported we can undo 

the linkage bolts. The rocker arm is held by 

three bolts. The middle and rear are easy to 

get to; the front one is the pain, and the one 

many owners give up on. With the 

centrestand down, you can gain access. It’s 

held by a captive nut on its left side.

7 
Keeping things fluid
This sorry looking lot is in need of a 

thorough clean. We’re going to give them a 

proper hosing in The Motorcycle Works’ 

fancy parts washer. A basic parts washer 

will do the job though. Use cleaning fluid or 

similar to do the job, NOT water – that will 

get in the bearings and destroy them.

10
Treat all captives well  
This rascal is the captive nut that 

holds the front bearing bolt. The two 

opposing clips locate into recesses, then 

you tighten the bolt from the right. It 

happens to be a 17mm item on this bike, 

but this may vary depending on the whim/

losses of any previous owners. 

4
Don’t let your nuts ping
With each nut removed and no 

weight on the back end, the bolts should 

slide out. It’ll be a filthy mess down there, so 

a squirt of brake cleaner and a wipe down 

with a rag will make it a more pleasant task. 

Don’t let the nuts ping off across the 

workshop floor as you pull the bolts out.

8
Inspection reveals all
The rocker has a marker arrow. It 

indicates the front bearing, in this case the 

one that rarely gets cleaned, so we know 

which way to refit it. An inspection of the 

bearings and seals reveals all is well. If 

there’s axial movement of the bushes when 

fitted replace bearings and seals.

11
It’s been a bit of a wrench
Finally we can set each nut to its 

correct torque setting. In this case its 59Nm 

(43lb-ft) for each one. Refit the bellypan 

and pipes and it’s job done. Now we can 

revel in the majesty of Gary’s wrist jewellery 

one last time before we enjoy our bike’s 

plush back end. He was definitely had. 
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PRIZE PROBLEM
Every month our Prize Problem entrant will receive a complete Motorex 

Premium Care package of products worth £65 to keep their bike(s) looking 

tip-top. The prize haul will include Moto Clean (360°) cleaner, Moto Protect 

maintenance spray, Quick Cleaner (360°), Moto Shine and Helmet Care.

EDITED BY ALAN SEELEY

Bike not running right? Our experts have the answers to the toughest questions

PROBLEM?
WHAT’S THE

If you’ve got a problem with your bike, write to What’s the Problem? Practical Sportsbikes, Bauer Media, Media House, Lynch Wood, Peterborough, PE2 6EA, 

or email Psportsbikes@bauermedia.co.uk. If you have any relevant pictures, be sure to send/attach those too to assist our boffins in their enquiries

OUR EXPERTS
Alan Seeley 

Practical Sportsbikes’ 

Technical Editor, and 

past and present 

owner of countless Japanese, 

Italian and Brit bikes. Loves a 

challenge and it’s just as well.

Gary Hurd

PS’s technicalPS’s technicalPS

guru has been in 

the bike trade for 

three decades so it’s safe to 

assume he’s learned a thing 

or two. He’s happy to share 

his wisdom as well.

Ferret

To us mortals 

electrics are an 

arcane mystery 

accessible only by those on 

a higher plane – or folks like 

Ferret of Ferret’s Custom 

Electrickery (07765 832420).

Pete O’Dell

Pete runs The 

Motorcycle Works 

restoration firm 

in Peterborough (01733 

578883, themotorcycleworks.

co.uk), and knows many 

PS-era bikes inside out. 

Gary Haythorn

Knows all there 

is to know about 

two-pack. Loves 

paint and painting almost as 

much as 1980’s bubblegum-

synth-pop. And prefers a 

Kajagoogoo compliation 

cassette to money. 

Send us your pictures
Let us see your bike’s problem 

by supplying us with a picture

GSX600F

HORNET 600

Suzi seizure

Half-time 
Hornet

I have a 1998 Honda 

Hornet 600 that will 

ride fine for a period of time 

before it starts to feel slightly 

underpowered, then dies on 

me. It sometimes sounds like 

it’s running on two cylinders.

When you wait for about 

five to 10 minutes it allows 

you to start and ride it again.

I think it’s a fuel issue but 

I’m a bit stuck on where to 

attack it. So far I have 

replaced the fuel tap 

diaphragms and filter and the 

vacuum pipe to the manifold 

and checked the breather 

hose. I cannot seem to 

simulate the fault when the 

bike is stationary.

Stephen Timmins, emailStephen Timmins, email

Gary Hurd says: First off 

check the carb float 

bowl and fuel cap drain. If all 

is OK there, the next thing to 

look at is the fuel delivery. 

Disconnect the fuel pipe and 

run another pipe into a jug. 

Start the engine and then 

crimp the vacuum pipe shut. 

This will have the effect of This will have the effect of

opening the fuel tap 

diaphragm and leaving it 

open so you can observe 

how well the fuel is flowing. 

As a side note, is the fuel 

fresh? Lately we have been 

experiencing a number of 

problems with water 

absorption in petrol. 

No flow means no go. Or 
maybe it’s duff petrol? 

I have a seized pad 

retaining pin in the front 

brake caliper on my 1988 

Suzuki GSX600F. Any 

suggestion as to how I might 

get it out?

Mark Hehir, PS Facebook PS

Group

Alan Seeley says: Heat is 

your best hope here. Use 

a hot air gun to warm the 

aluminium surrounding the pin, 

then get some mole grips on 

the pin and work it back and 

forth until it comes free. You will 

need a new pin. A tiny smear of 

copper grease on the new pin 

will help to prevent a repeat 

performance.

Stuck pin will not likep

heat. Not at all
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Scan the code to

see Quick Cleaner

in action!

www.motorex.co.uk

RG250

DT50

Dumping the 
pump

Reckon I can

Would my 1983 Suzuki 

RG250 Mk1 run OK on 

petrol and oil mix with no oil 

pump, and would I have to 

make changes to the jetting? 

What oil would you suggest?

Ronnie Allen, Bury St Edmunds

Gary Hurd says: If the bike 

already has a two-stroke oil 

pump, you’d probably do best 

to stick with it. However if you 

do go to premix you probably 

won’t have to change the 

jetting, but do a plug chop 

anyway. Our advice on 

two-stroke oil is always to use 

the very best you can afford.the very best you can afford.

I want to rattle-can spray 

the steel fuel tank and 

plastic sidepanels, headlamp 

shroud, tail unit and MX-type 

front mudguard on my Yamaha 

DT50 project. What paints will 

give the best results? I imagine 

things have moved on since I 

last did this some 25 years ago. 

Pics are pre-prep, of course.

Mat Sayer,  PS Facebook GroupPS

Gary Haythorn says:

Good quality two-pack 

primer will give good adhesion 

to steel and plastic when 

prepped and cleaned properly. 

That’s the best base for a home 

paintjob. You can get it in 

rattle-cans. Flat the primer back 

before applying the top coat 

and lacquer.

KDX200

ULTRASONIC

Kwak-U-Light

Sonic boost

Getting the lights 

working on my 1988 

Kawasaki KDX200, 12V AC 

supply. The rear light has a 

twin filament bulb so is there 

any reason why I can’t 

connect a brake light through 

a switch on the back brake?

Mike Cookson, PS Facebook PS

Group

Ferret says: You will 

need to fit a 12V battery 

to run a brake light on DC 

rather than AC. Otherwise 

when you put the brakes on, 

the headlight will dim giving 

the impression you’re flashing 

drivers ahead of you, perhaps 

causing them to pull out. This 

is also an MoT failure. You will 

also need the DC of the 

battery to run a horn to be 

road legal. Plus, you will also 

need to fit a dip switch for the 

headlamp. The best fix would 

be to fit an aftermarket stator 

with a charging coil on it to 

feed a battery to run these 

systems.

I’ve bought a heated 

ultrasonic cleaner, got 

the fluid, have been 

collecting de-ionised water 

from my dehumidifier, 

brakes are going in it soon 

and I will fit new seals and 

pistons. Any tips or advice 

for using it or just as per 

the instructions? Also how 

often do you change the 

cleaning fluid? Is it after 

each use or common sense 

and when it looks dirty?

Steve Durden, PS

Facebook Group

Pete O’Dell says:

Allow the unit to get 

up to temperature before 

you start cleaning anything. 

Also, if it has a degassing 

function, allow that function, allow that

programme to run first, as 

the results will be much 

better. When it comes to 

changing the fluid, you’re 

right – common sense will 

tell you whether it’s become 

saturated with dirt. Don’t 

expect the ultrasonic 

cleaner to do the whole job. 

You will still want to clean 

the caliper seal recesses and 

piston bores afterwards to 

ensure all the crud is gone.

Simplest fix is a statorp

with a charging coil

You can’t beat a
two-packp

primer
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S ANYONE who’s tried building 

their own bike knows; the most 

critical stage is turning the 

rough bones into something 

worth painting. In other words, thinking 

through where the radiator will go, or what 

to do with the gaping hole in the frame 

cradle which Gary and Alan made to clear 

the right hand engine casing.

Fortunately, these problems are easily 

solved. After all, if you can press a button 

on your phone and have a video chat with 

someone in Australia, making a bracket to 

hold the battery box must be a piece of 

piss, right?

Before leaving on family business, your 

usual correspondent Alan thrust a job sheet 

into my hand. “Mate, can you do this little 

FETTLING

Gamma, Gamma, Hey!
The X7 Gamma project’s rapid rate of progress continues to beggar 

belief. It’s brackets-a-go-go this month and it’ll soon be paint. Yes, really

A

WORDS RUPERT PAUL  PHOTOGRAPHY RUPERT PAUL & ALAN SEELEY  

For a couple of 

glorious years at the 

end of the 1970s, 

Suzuki’s X7 was the 

king of the 250s and 

the dream machine 

or e ery learner in Britain. Then

Yamaha stole their thunder with the 

RD250LC. What, we were wondering, 

would a liquid-cooled X7 have been 

like? We’re putting a Mk3 250 Gamma 

motor into an X7 chassis in an attempt 

to find out. Whether it’s genius or utter 

folly remains to be seen.

The Plan

for every learner in Britain. Then

The Plan
lot? Then we can maybe send the frame for 

powdercoating. What do you think?”

It was an impressive list.

Make clock bracket. Weld exhaust 

brackets to frame. Apply judicious twatting 

to newly-fabricated downtube to make 

room for left exhaust flange. Fill and 

smooth the (previously mentioned) hole in 

the frame cradle. Invent and carry out 

method of fitting the seat. Mount the AEC 

powervalve motor assembly. Find way to 

mount battery and radiator. Eliminate 

remnants of hacked-off bracketry, and 

smooth all jagged edges.

It was my first time up close with the X7 

Gamma project and I was shocked and 

impressed in equal measure. The frame and 

swingarm looked like a corpse, and the  

Alan’s letting himselfs letting himself

down very badly withery badly with

workwear couture here.

Where are those kevlar

dungarees from the dungar

autumn collection?

PROJECT X7 GAMMA
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blocks; an angle grinder 

with abrasive wheels and 

cutting discs; a 

hacksaw; a pistol drill 

with rotary wire brushes 

to prepare weld areas; 

and preferably a lathe. 

You also need a selection 

of steel sheet (say 1.2m, 

1.5mm and 2.0mm), tube (say 

10mm) and solid rod (10mm again).

However, more important than any of 

these is a problem-solving brain, which is 

where Toby came in. After surveying the 

bike with an amused grin, he decided to 

tackle the easy stuff first. “Let’s tack the 

exhaust brackets in place while the engine’s 

in, then pull it out, grind off the sharp 

edges, and fill in the hole in the frame tube.”

The engine came out in three minutes, 

and the swingarm in two. Big grinding jobs 

make a horrible mess, so Toby got busy 

with the abrasive wheel outside in the dark. 

To fill in the frame hole he cut a card 

template with scissors, replicated it in 

1.5mm sheet and welded it in. It was easy to 

smooth with the abrasive wheel, but to 

lack of head bearings and rear wheel 

spacers made the bike clonk comically 

whenever it was wheeled about. Gary’s 

enthusiasm in removing surplus bracketry 

with the angle grinder had also produced a 

rich variety of razor-sharp edges to avoid. 

On the other hand, the work by Alf Mossell

to mount the motor in the frame was 

superb. The freshly-built motor looked 

pretty neat too.

I am no fabricator, so I enlisted the help of 

someone who is: Toby Snelling, a local 

welder who’s completed an apprenticeship 

in automotive engineering. Over four nights 

after work, we went for the X7 like a 

mongoose going for a cobra. Most of the 

urgency came from the need to get these 

words written in time. The rest was down to 

the workshop temperature varying 

between seven and two degrees, because 

we’d run out of heating oil.   

This kind of work requires a fair bit of kit. 

You need a good quality MIG welder (we 

started with a Clarke 165 TE); a solid bench 

with a massive vice; a good selection of 

drills, files, taps, dies and punches; a drill 

press; metalworking hammers and wooden 

Exhaust brackets

required a big MIG

New (and neat) AECw (and neat) AE

power valve mount

Nightly, as oposed to, as opo

daily, grind

Wonky clocks are suchy clock

a massive no-no
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beat it into the final shape he used a 

ball-end hammer, one hard tap at a time for 

accuracy. The technique creates a second 

tap as the hammer bounces. TAP tap, TAP 

tap. Toby used the same method (but with 

considerably more violence) to modify the 

downtube, marking the area to reduce with 

a felt pen and doing the hitting while I kept 

the frame chocked sideways on piles of 

wooden blocks. We popped the engine 

back in to check both operations had been 

successful, and moved swiftly on to the 

exhaust brackets.

Alan and Gary had already cut these in 

fresh steel, but the inner faces formed a 

deep valley with the X7Õs rust and paint-

encrusted frame. The Clarke welder, which 

IÕve used for a year without trouble, couldnÕt 

deal with this tricky situation; the welds sat 

on the surface. Toby nipped round to local 

engineers Qprep, where he used to work, 

and borrowed their Kemppi Minarc MIG 

Adaptive 180. ÒItÕs got a bit more power 

than the Clarke, but itÕs also much more 

controllable,Ó Toby explained, before 

demonstrating how its LCD display set the 

right current and wire feed for different 

metal thicknesses and weld types. The 

brackets gave no further trouble.

The last easy job was the AEC 

powervalve assembly. One end was already 

screwed to an old airbox bracket. The other 

was dangling under the X7Õs frame spine 

tube. I cut a mounting out of solid rod, 

drilled and tapped it on the lathe, and 

shaped its base with a bench grinder until it 

fitted the diagonal spine tube. Toby 

screwed it to the powervalve assembly and 

tacked it in place on the frame. Then he 

removed the assembly and welded the 

mounting properly. Result: perfection. The 

whole thing lines up with the tank 

underside, with a nice easy cable bend 

from the AEC pulley to the engine.

The clock bracket needed two holes with 

90mm centres, and two with 100mm. ItÕs 

the kind of thing everyone bodges, but 

Toby got it right first time. I noticed he 

spent at least half the time checking and 

re-checking, and getting a second opinion 

on whether the clocks were lined up 

(harder than it sounds when the head 

bearings arenÕt there!).

After much examination of the glass fibre 

seat base, Toby ignored the four promising-

looking screws sticking out of it (they were 

too close to the seat rails). Instead he went 

for a tongue-at-the-front, screws-at-the-

back fixing. He fixed the tongue at the front 

with rivnuts, which are like engineering 

rawplugs. Standard seats sit on hard rubber 

bobbins, so we improvised using some 

footwell matting zip-tied to the frame rails. 

At some future point we will need a more 

elegant solution.

The real swine was the radiator. For the 

whole four nights IÕd been trying and 

binning various mounting methods. In the 

end we made a top mount from steel 

banana shape from 1.5mm plate, welded to 

threaded steel rods either end. You could 

easily spend a day getting a really elegant 

solution, with provision for rubber 

mounting, but time was running out. The 

bottom mounts are just bent metal strips. 

They work Ð but perhaps later in the build 

we can redesign them to look nice too. 

Thanks to
• Toby Snelling, ace welder

• Qprep, Oundle, Northants (01832 270027)

Ball-end hammer used

for final shaping

Chopped up car mat as Chopped up car ma

makeshift bobbins

Rad is going absolutelyRad is going absolut

nowhere now

Tongue and rail atongue and r

front, twin screw rear

Not pretty, but onlyt pretty, but only

temporary 



RESTORATION
Wondering how you’re going to tackle the next big 
job on your resto list? 

Are you looking to protect your bike whilst its 
being restored? 

Or perhaps you’re itching for a slice of extra 
performance to give that extra zing to your old bike’s 
riding experience? 

All the answers are just a phone call and an 
expert away…

kpmotosolutions
2 Stroke Tuning Specialists
with over 25 years experience in tuning and building 2 strokes

l Cylinder Porting Road/Race
l Engine Rebuilding
l Reboring and Crankshaft Rebuilding 2t and 4t
l Cylinder Head Machining/Skimming 2t and 4t
l Engineering, Welding
l Thread Repairs
l Servicing, Repairs, Spares and much more

For more information contact Karl
Tel: 07508606418   
Email: contact@kpmotosolutions.com

Web: www.kpmotosolutions.com

ACF-50 - Ask for it at your nearest dealer today - or check online

 Tel: +44 (0) 1689-808978 - mail@acf-50.eu - www.acf-50.eu

Registered trademark of Lear 

Chemical Research Inc.

Anti Corrosion FormulaAnti Corrosion Formula

Motorcycle Brake Caliper 
Rebuild & Refurbishment

Brake Caliper Seal Kits, 
Pistons & Spares

Seal kits from £15

Rebuilds from £39

Powerhouse, Unit 7 Carr Wood Industrial Estate,  
Carrwood Road, Chesterfield, S41 9QB
01246 260665  www.powerhouse.uk
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350LC
VERSUS
350YPVS

Next month
FEBRUARY 2017 ISSUE ON SALE 11 JANUARY

Suzuki Yoshimura
1200 Bandit

“It’s like no other Bandit I know of, and that was the whole point” 

Project Suzuki X7 Gamma

Lightweight TDR250 FINISHED

How to hone cylinders

20
PAGES OF 

WORKSHOP

WISDOM

PLUS Kawasaki ZZ-R1100: know everything
Honda CBR400RR rebuild  Yamaha TZR125 resto tips

Kawasaki Z1000 Turbo  Honda VFR800 buyers’ guide

Kawasaki ZZ-R1100: know everything
Yamaha TZR125 resto tips

Honda VFR800 buyers’ guide

*Late polysester harvest in Cornwall may prevent completion. See page 16

*
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WORKSHOP RATING
TECHNICAL DIFFICULTY?

EIZED NUTS, bolts and ,

fasteners are inevitable 

bedfellows of old bike 

restoration and maintenance. 

Water ingress, road filth, and repeated heat 

cycles all do their bit to tighten the grip of 

metal on metal leading to, if tackled 

incorrectly, stripped threads, chewed heads, 

skinned knuckles, and inappropriate use of 

hammers and angle grinders – a nasty 

clutch of undesirables.

But with a bit of lateral thinking and the 

application of cunning technique you need 

never wrestle with or swear at a seemingly 

seized fastener again. 

So confident were we that no furred up 

nut or bolt would cause us issue that we 

wheeled Big G’s TS250 onto the work 

bench – the very worst example of neglect, 

decay and festering corrosion in PS’s PS’sPS

current shed of shame. Gary’s sorry looking 

Suzuki is peppered with rusted threads, 

rounded bolt heads, corroded Allen 

Deal with seized 
nuts and bolts

There should be no reason to admit defeat and reach for the drill if 

you follow these hard and fast rules for painless extractions
WORDS JIM MOORE   PHOTOGRAPHY STUART COLLINS

(caphead) fixtures, and each and every one 

of them has got to come away from the 

bike before Grumpy can rebuild it, so we 

got to work.

This is what we found, and how we 

tackled it… 

Tools for the job
Screwdriver. JIS screwdriver. Mallet. 

Hammer. Penetrating oil. T-bar. Heat gun. 

Bolt extractor kit. Flameless heat tool

HOW LONG?
It all depends on how badly the bolt/

nut is seized, plus the method used. 

Results can happen in seconds with an 

admittedly expensive flameless heat 

system tool (see page 94). Usually 

you’re looking at a matter of minutes 

per job.

COST?
A decent bolt extractor kit, Irwin for 

example, can be had for around £50. A 

pukka Snap-On job will rush you north 

of £150. A flameless heat tool is around 

£600 – but once you’ve used one 

you’ll be convinced of 

its worth.

Two quid bracelet,o quid br elet,

amazingly, still in one piece

S
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Remove a blind screw

Loosen caphead bolts

1
Corrode to ruin
This blind head screw 

holds a cable guide on Gary’s 

TS’s bottom yoke. It’s heavily 

corroded and looks like it’s 

never been removed. First 

things first, that’s a JIS 

(Japanese Industry Standard)

head, not a Phillips.

1
Rout it out
These capheads are 

exposed to the elements, and 

the head’s clogged with dirt. 

Clean it out with a screwdriver.

3
Turn on the heat 
To further help the 

chance of it coming out first 

time, we reach for the heat gun. 

This will expand the ally case.

2
Crack head
We’re going for shock 

treatment again to break the 

seal. But not too hard, we don’t 

want to crack the case.

4
If the cap fits...
Tap the caphead drive 

into the bolt. You’ll know when 

it’s fully home – the sound of 

the bang will change.

4
It’s a piece of JIS
Voila. It’s out and there’s 

not a stripped thread in sight. If 

it won’t come out in one 

motion, keep working it back 

and forth to clean the threads 

as you go. Note that for easier 

to remove screws, all Japanese 

bikes use JIS as OE fitment.

2
Short sharp shock
Before this screw is going 

to move anywhere, we need to 

crack the seal of corrosion 

– being a blind screw, 

penetrating oil will not work its 

way into the threads. Do this by 

giving it a sharp, focussed tap 

with a flat-ended punch.

3
T-bar persuasion tactics
We know this isn’t a Phillips screw, but we’d rather not ruin 

our expensive JIS screwdrivers removing this pesky offender – it’ll 

go straight in the bin anyway. So we’ve reached for a Phillips T-bar 

that is then smacked into the crosshead, maximising purchase. 

Once on, use the leverage of the T-bar to unwind the thread.

5
If it ain’t broke... it’s good to go
Slip a ratchet drive on, and turn anti-clockwise. Given the 

state of the bolt we were pleasantly surprised how easily it gave up 

its grip on the case. No damage was done to the bolt either, so with 

a clean up and re-zinc Big G can use it again. 

TURN OVER
FOR MORE
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Remove a rounded nut/bolt

Applying heat

1
Sharp teeth
This may look like a 

medieval torture device, but it’s 

actually a rounded bolt 

extractor. The edges, or teeth, 

are designed to increase their 

grip on a ruined bolthead the 

more it is turned against the 

threads. We need its help.

1
The heat is on
This rusty old nut won’t 

come off without brute force, 

right? Wrong. Gary shows how 

heat is your friend. 

4
Don’t get burned
Keep fingers away the 

heated area. Slip on a socket 

and feel it come free as easy as 

a knife through a pancake.

2
Local hotshot
The flameless heat tool 

uses an electric coil to create an 

intense, localised penetration of 

heat. It can get metal red hot.

5
Pricey but nicey
It really is that easy. At 

around £600 a flameless heat 

tool isn’t cheap, but its 

effectiveness is unsurpassed. 

4
Flower power
Focussed again on the 

job in hand, and having tapped 

the extractor on to the right 

nut, Gary lets the tool take the 

strain. The nut is in his still dirty 

hands in seconds. Gary decides 

he’ll bribe Jacki with flowers 

and a bottle of absinthe.

2
Grubby mitts
This bolt has exposed 

threads, so in this instance 

penetrating oil will have a 

fighting chance of making its 

slippery way up the threads. 

Note Gary’s hand. It would be 

clean if he’d bothered to wear 

gloves. His wife will be furious.

3
Hit the right nut (if you possibly can)
Now worried about how he’s going to explain the appalling 

state of his hands to the lovely Jacki, Gary has become all flustered 

and knocked the bolt extractor on to the wrong nut. We point out 

his mistake, give the old boy a Rich Tea biscuit to calm his nerves, 

and assure him that Alan’s wife has to put up with far worse.

3
Won’t take a minute (literally) 
While Gary dillingently holds the tool in place (the coil 

shouldn’t touch the metal you’re heating, only surround it), 

dreaming of Findus Crispy Pancakes, the nut is now, only 20 

seconds in, way too hot to touch.

DEAL WITH SEIZED 
NUTS AND BOLTS  

CONTINUED
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THE PLAN
To take Yamaha’s already slender and 

mental TDR250 and make it even 

skinnier and crazier. Starting with a 

£700 wreck, the support of Yambits 

(yambits.co.uk) and a bucketload of 

PS ingenuity, we’ve got our eyes on 

120kg and more than 50 genuine bhp. 

U

PROJECT TDR

Thinking outside theThinking outside the

cardboard box. Oh yes

Big bits all done, weight shaving only slightly off target (with plenty of 
chances to get back on track), electrics, cables... finished next month  
WORDS & PHOTOGRAPHY ALAN SEELEY

Endgame looms  

P UNTIL THIS month we haven’tS

focussed too much on the core 

reason for Project Lightweight 

TDR250 – weight saving. A 

carefully rebuilt engine – such as the one 

completed in the last installment – should 

deliver something between 45bhp and 

Yamaha’s claimed 49.6bhp but our main 

purpose is to put this power in a more 

favourable ratio to the bike’s weight.

At the outset we noted that the standard 

bike weighed 142.5kg. This gives a power-to-

weight ratio of say, assuming 45bhp, 

0.32bhp/kg. If we can effect a weight 

reduction of 10 per cent (14kg), there’ll be a 

noticeable difference. That figure looks 

achievable and anything more will be a 

bonus. There’s a big chunk yet to come with 

exhaust pipes and bodywork but for this 

month we’re focussing on the main 

elements of the rolling chassis.

If you’ve been following the series thus far, 

you will recall the hideous relic we started 

out with. It was almost embarrassing 

sending the rusty, flaking, pitted frame to 

Triple S Powder Coating. However some 

exploratory work with a small hammer and a 

file prior to despatch proved the integrity of 

the frame, even if its complexion was 

somewhat pock-marked, especially around 

the rear rails. Triple S proprietor Andy 

Rushworth assured us he’d seen worse, 

although he was reluctant to specify when 

and offered this caveat: “Powder coating will 

cover a multitude of sins but I think it might 

struggle here. Luckily the worst areas will be 

under bodywork, so even if it is a bit uneven, 

it won’t be seen. You did right not to 

IN ASSOCIATION WITH

On the home straight
Major componentry in place,Major componentry in place,Major componentry in place,Major componentry in place,

but never underestimatebut never underestimatebut never underestimate

importance of final touchesimportance of final touchesimportance of final touchesimportance of final touches

like proper cable routinglike proper cable routinglike proper cable routinglike proper cable routing
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All the way from ebay Japan. Cheers Martin

FETTLING

Alloy linkage (right) looks ace.y linkage (right) look

Shame you won’t see it

You don’t want to

damage your new coat

And then only fiveAnd then only fiv

minutes to slot the engine in

Nitron shocker 1.05kgg

lighter than stocker

attempt to file out the pits; you can thin the 

tube and even risk going through it.”

So when the frame arrived back a week 

later, we could scarcely believe what we 

were confronted with when we finally got 

the cardboard and bubble-wrap off. The 

pristine powder coat finish revealed so little 

evidence of the pitting we almost got the 

logbook out to check we’d been sent the 

correct TDR frame. Incredible.

In order to avoid damaging the finish while 

lifting the engine in, we put a few lengths of 

foam pipe lagging over vulnerable frame 

rails and removed the cylinder head, which 

had been only loosely fitted last month, to 

make the task easier. Five minutes later and 

the engine plates were bolted up and the 

build stage of Project Lightweight was 

officially underway.

For the previous few weeks, items 

ensuring big weight savings had been 

arriving in smaller boxes. The first of these 

was a Japanese-market TDR250 aluminium 

swingarm to replace the rest-of-the-world-

spec steel item Project TDR came with. It 

was no hardship chucking that on the scrap 

pile after it had been weighed. At 6kg it 

carried a good two and a half kilo handicap 

over its home-market rival. Our aluminium 

swingarm came from Japan thanks to the 

efforts of PS friend and Kawasaki executive,PS

Martin Lambert. Through his colleagues in 

Japan he was able to navigate the vagaries 

of the yahoo.jp auction site and buy the 

swingarm for us. Thanks, Martin. Refurbished 

with a rebuild kit from Yambits it was good 

to go into the frame.

The original rear suspension linkage 

looked like it had been cast from 

reconstituted sash window weights and at 

close to three quarters of a kilo, it probably 

had been. Chris Tombleson at Grumpy 1260 

Performance Parts had one of his contacts 

machine an aluminium replacement. Not 

only did it shed a useful 200g, it also has 

needle roller bearings as a significant 

upgrade to the original’s bushes. Well worth 

£140. It looks amazing too. Shame you will 

have to get on your knees and look 

underneath the bike to view it in situ.

While we’re at the back end, there was 

also a Nitron NTR R1 shock to go in. At 

2.25kg it’s a lot lighter than than the 3.3kg 

original, which was fooling no one with its 

ersatz carbon wrapped remote reservoir. 

Yamaha’s 28-year-old original fit shock 

probably weighed even more before much 

of its spring and body converted themselves 

to rust. So it was heaved into the wheelie 

bin, hitting the bottom with an emphatic 

and satisfying thump. We already have 

some experience of a Nitron NTR R1 in a 

TDR as this is the same as the shock we had 

in the bike used to complete the 1200-mile 

Jack Lilley Two-stroke Challenge in autumn 

2015. They’re brilliant units and combine 

much of Nitron’s high-end suspension 

expertise in a simple, compact package with 

prices starting just under £400. The 

nitrogen-charged NTR R1 has 24 clicks of 

combined rebound and compression 

damping and is height and preload 

adjustable.

With that lot installed, the running weight 

loss total was already over 3.75kg and we’d 

focussed only on the back-end. Time to 

open some more boxes.

Next up was an incredible set of 

aluminium yokes made by Blease 

Engineering in Warrington. The firm’s MD 

Andy Franchi had made some for YPVSs 

and a TDR a few years back and was 

persuaded to spin up a set for our project. 

To avoid damaging 

the finish while lifting 

the engine into the 

frame, put a few 

lengths of foam pipe 

over vulnerable 

frame rails

ALAN’S 
TOP TIP
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We’d failed to notice that the TZR front 

wheel fitted to the other TDR had been 

modified to take different bearings. A TZR’s 

bearings have 37mm ODs and a 12mm ID 

for the spindle. A TDR spindle is 15mm. No 

one makes a bearing with a 37mm OD and 

15mm ID with the correct depth of 12mm, 

otherwise it would have been an easy fix. 

The best solution would be to sleeve the 

housings to take 35mm OD bearings with a 

15mm ID. A little beyond our capabilities but 

we knew a man who could – Mick Reed at 

Radical UK, opposite our workshop. Mick 

sorted it overnight and was worth every 

penny of £50 to make the wheel fit and 

save our powdercoat.

We had to make a pair of 

spacers to make up for the 

narrower width of the TZR 

hubs. A spacer to the right 

of each wheel keeps them 

and the sprockets in line. 

We needed lengths of 

12.5mm front and 19.75mm 

rear. With a stock rear disc 

and a Moto Master front fitted 

to the wheels, plus a pair of the 

Avon Road Rider tyres we’ve 

previously found to be brilliant on the other 

TDR, it was time for another visit to the 

scales. Mixed results this time, with a 1.3kg 

saving at the rear (11.2kg vs 12.5kg) being 

offset by gain at the front (9.4kg vs 8.8kg) 

He’s made about 150 sets of RGV/4LO yokes 

over the years and his speciality is making 

them suit clocks and ignition switches. 

Beautifully crafted, we spent some time 

marvelling in their milled glory prior to 

introducing them to the scales. A mere 

2kg to the original set’s 3kg, much of 

which can be explained by the 

Yamaha bottom yoke being steel. You 

might be able to persuade Andy to 

make you a set but expect to pay north 

of £350 depending on what you need. 

Turning smoothly on a new set of taper 

roller head bearings from Yambits, the yokes 

were ready to accept the forks legs, which 

we’ve decided to run without gaiters for a 

sleeker look and a miniscule weight-saving.

That meant we were ready for wheels, but 

the wheels were less ready than we were. 

We’d decided on TZR250 cast wheels for 

two reason. Firstly, we couldn’t afford trick 

composite ones and secondly, we already 

had some kicking about; a rear from our 

other TDR which now runs stock wire 

wheels and a choice of fronts. The one 

previously fitted to Project Lightweight 

TDR’s stablemate had a slightly baggy 

bearing housing on the brake side, so we 

sent off another from our cache of Yamaha 

Past Masters race bike spares for 

powdercoat. Again Triple S did the business, 

returning the wheels inside a week, finished 

in perfect satin black.

Our excitement was short-lived, however. 

Renthals half the weighteight

of the OE ’bars at 0.5kg

Adjustable lockstops: adjus ops: a

lovely detail

“We couldn’t afford trick composite 
wheels, so TZR casts will have to do” 

Yoking apart
Lighter by one whole 

kilogramme than the 3kg 

originals. And so much prettier.  

With integral clock mounts too



Yambits specialise in supplying replacement and 

performance Yamaha Parts. We offer affordable 

worldwide postage, shipping hundreds of orders 

all over the world every day.

We supply parts for Yamaha motorcycles from the 

early ’70s right up to present day models, including 

many popular bikes such as RDs, XTs, TTs, DTs, TYs 

and XSs. Many of the parts have been exclusively 

manufactured for Yambits, as the originals are nomanufactured for Yambits, as the originals are no

longer available for the OEM suppliers.

Our full range of over 40,000 products for over 
300 models is available online exclusively at

Yambits.co.uk

Our full range of over 40,000 products for overOur full range of over 40,000 products for over
300 models is available online exclusively at

Our full range of over 40,000 products for over

FETTLING

making an overall weight shave of 0.7kg.

With a pair of Renthal ’bars halving the 

weight of the originals (1kg), we’ve saved 

6kg so far. Not what we’d hoped for at this 

point, but there’s more to come next month. 

Or less, if it’s mass we’re talking about. 

Next month the bike is finally finished... 

Contacts
• Yambits yambits.co.uk, 01423 324394, 

sales@yambits.co.uk

• Blease Engineering 01925 445105, 

bleaseeng.co.uk

• Radical UK 01733 331616,  Radical UK

radicalsportscars.com

• Triple S Powder Coating 01274 562474, 

triple-s.co.uk

• Grumpy 1260 Performance Parts

grumpy1260suzukispares.co.uk

Beginning to resembleBeginning t

something desirablesomething desir

(the bike, that is)

After a minor faff with a

bearing sleeve, all good
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OUR EXPERT
GARY HURD
Gary, or Grumpy 

to his mates, is a 

mechanic, restorer, 

breaker, Suzuki GSX 

fanatic and serial bike buyer. In 

more than 20 years in the bike 

trade he’s managed to develop 

the twin virtues of restraint and 

the ability to look beneath the 

surface when appraising a bike. 

We value his advice even if we 

don’t always heed it. So what we 

got this month, Big G?

HUNTER
PROJECT

EDITED BY JIM MOORE

Scrapyard gold, small ad delights and internet 
auction follies. Find the best and worst here

1981 Suzuki GS550 Katana

1983 Suzuki DR125

1989 Yamaha FZR1000 EXUP

 The 550 Katana is really T

only a run-of-the-mill GS550 

with a styling pack, but this 

example is missing so many 

of the Katana ‘bits’ that we 

wonder if it is actually a 

Katana at all. The bodywork 

is Kat, although the once 

two-tone seat has been 

recovered and the front 

mudguard is wrong. The 

red calipers, disc 

carriers and shocks 

are missing too, as 

are the white/

silver wheels and 

original paint. It’s 

undergone a part resto, plus it 

comes with a period Dresda 

swingarm which is a nice 

touch, but there’s much still to 

do. Little interest at £799.

Gary says: The trouble with 

part-restored projects is the 

unknown – you’re taking a 

punt on the previous owner’s 

mechanical skills. It could 

be great, but it could 

just as easily be a 

dog. To me, this 

Kat’s £500 tops 

because I’d need 

to cover that risk.

 Winter trailie project in W

fair condition that wouldn’t 

need much doing to get it 

back on the road/dirt. The 

fuel tank’s in poor nick – it’s 

rotten inside and some 

bright spark’s ruined the 

top by firing an airgun at it 

– but the rest of the bike is 

respectable. It runs, and is 

on the NOVA system so 

shouldn’t take much to get 

registered. If it were a 

couple of hundered quid 

less you’d have to barge in 

front of us in the queue to 

get it. A 200 motor would 

slot straight in as well.

Gary says: Nice simple bike 

with what looks like an easy 

fix to get up and mud-

plugging again. You might 

have to hunt for another 

tank – these DRs aren’t that 

common. This would be 

perfect for a novice off-road 

rider. Where is it again?  

 The best-looking 1000 T

EXUP by a mile. This one’s 

been dry-stored for the last 

five years; it does run and has 

been treated to fresh oil, but 

it’s rough above idle because 

the carbs are full of gunk. Yams 

of this era can feel horribly 

baggy if not meticulously 

maintained so we suspect that 

this one, with 33K on the clock, 

will need particular attention to 

its suspension, brakes, EXUP 

valve, carbs and more.

Gary says: Complete enough 

to warrant a nut and bolt resto, 

but the build quality of these 

Yams isn’t great so there’d be 

all sorts of nasties once you got 

into it. You’re looking at an 

extra grand at least to make 

it run and ride sweetly – and 

that’s minus a full resto. 

UP
 FOR
£799

SOLD
FOR
£972

UP
 FOR 
£875

Cracking littleg
project bike

Decent resto projectp j
but it won’t be cheap

Katana missing loadsg

of Katana bits. Handy
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Suzuki GT500 project

1999 Suzuki GSX-R1100W

If only all sellers were this If only all sellers w

honest – the owner suspects 

that this is an ex-race bike, 

and the spare frame was used 

on the track. The 

other frame has 

already been 

powercoated but it’s 

a ground-up rebuild 

for everything else. 

You’d be buying a 

jigsaw but it’s a 

cheap one; we’ve 

seen equally 

incomplete GTs go 

for considerably more. Plus 

you’d have the option of 

building a race or road bike.

Gary says: That is 

cheap – I wonder 

if there are bits 

missing. If it’s been 

raced the motor 

may have been 

tuned, so won’t 

work that well with 

stock pipes. Great 

potential for a nice 

special, though.

 After 15 years of on-and-off  A

work this project finally ran out 

of steam. The motor’s been 

rebored and fitted with Wiseco 

pistons, but that was in 1999 

and it hasn’t run since. The 

back-end is GSX-R400SP, the 

front-end ZXR750H2. Original 

clocks, fairing and light are 

thrown in, too. It’ll need a pipe 

and seat, though. £1500 isn’t a 

bad price, but we’d be inclined 

to swoop in for £1200.

Gary says: Z1-Rs are really 

sought after, both in standard 

trim and as the basis for 

specials. This one’s so far 

removed from standard that it 

wouldn’t be worth putting it 

back to stock – the cost and 

rarity of parts would see to that 

– but I can see a really good 

upgraded Zed there. Make no 

mistake, it’d be a ground-up 

build – but the potential is 

huge. Not bad money either.

’81 Kawasaki 
Z1-R

 This mighty Suzuki was a T

minter before it flipped and 

crashed its way into a salvage 

yard. A heavily dented tank, 

scratched pipes and badly 

scuffed plastics have rendered 

this once-pristine GSX-R a CAT 

C write-off. That in itself isn’t a 

problem – it’s fixable and a 

new V5 can be obtained – but 

the bike’s value will be forever 

lowered given its write-off 

status. Whoever owned it 

clearly loved it, though 

– it even retains its 

rear mudguard 

extension. A new 

lefthand can will be a pricey 

purchase, as will a fresh tank 

and plastics. We’d buy it as 

a rider, not an investment.

Gary says: I’m in two minds 

about this. It was in such good 

nick pre-accident that it’d be a 

shame not to put it back to 

standard, but if I did I’d reframe 

it to remove the CAT C tag. If 

that doesn’t bother you it’d 

make a good bike, but 

that damage isn’t a 

cheap fix if it’s to 

match the rest 

of the bike.

UP
FOR 

£650

DIDN’T
SELL AT 

£1050

UP
FOR 

£1500

Fancy solving thisy g

jigsaw puzzle?

Tank’s not lookingg
too good, is it?

Engine hasn’t run in the 21st Engine hasn’t run in the 21s

century (we’re not joking)
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 Bodywork
The brace is riveted 

onto the front mudguard 

– typical of this era of 

Japanese bikes – so they tend to 

rot around there. Fuel tanks were 

well designed: an intermediate 

plastic chrome plate that the 

Kawasaki badge screws into 

means rotting isn’t that 

common.
Fuel 

system
The later models were 

fuel-injected which had its 

own problems. The Bosch 

system was made for cars and 

didn’t quite cross-over to a 

motorcycle application. 

Connectors to the sensors 

were the main 

offenders.

Electrics
CDIs were a new thing 

at the end of the ’70s and 

the Zed’s pick-up coils were 

iffy – a common problem on 

many bikes of the era. Other 

than that the electrics are 

pretty good. Check for bad 

connectors and bodges 

by previous owners.

Shocks
Not up to the job. Later 

models got air-assisted 

shocks which weren’t much 

better, so chances of finding a 

Z1300 with standard shocks are 

slim. Hagon do heavy duty 

units for the bike, which 

are what it needed in 

the first place. Frame
Absolutely 

massive and might as 

well have been made out 

of ship iron. The tubular steel 

frame was certainly built to 

last, with Kawasaki going 

overboard if anything by 

strengthening all the 

key areas. 

Exhaust
Silencers rot and you 

won’t find any more 

originals out there. Most 

companies who made 

alternative six-into-ones and 

six-into-twos have gone by 

the wayside, so you’ll 

need to work with 

what you have. 
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What to look for
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Forks
Not the best. 

Kawasaki were having fork 

seal issues with most bikes 

from this era, but the Z1300’s 

weight seemed to make it the 

worst affected. Kawasaki tried 

several times to fix it but never 

quite managed it, so always 

check fork seals. The skinny 

forks were never prone 

to pitting, though. 

Brake calipers
When Z1300s leaked fork oil it 

went straight onto the calipers, but 

beyond that their basic problem was 

that the Z1300 had a rubber bush on 

one of the caliper pins, which was prone 

to deteriorating. This would then produce 

excessive movement in the caliper body. 

Pull the brake lever in fully and make 

sure the caliper is gripping the disc 

properly. Protech calipers are a 

more modern fix. 

7

8
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A truly massive device, satisfyingly smooth 
and rapid in a straight line. Thirsty, weighty, 
hard work, and yet a strangely seductive tool   

HEN HONDA trumped Benelli’s A

six-cylinder 900 with their 

CBX1000 in 1978, Kawasaki 

already had their six-cylinder 

offering, conceived as early as 1973, nearing 

production-readiness. It would be very 

different in concept and execution by 

comparison to the almost skeletal Honda. 

Big is better and so biggest must be best 

was plainly Kawasaki’s mantra when they 

conceptualised the Z13. And they didn’t let 

themselves down. Testing the structural 

integrity of the scales at more than 300kg 

ready to (let the good times) roll, the 

biggest ever Zed was a metal mountain. 

Shown at Cologne in 1978 and launched 

the year after, the claimed 120bhp 

comfortably bested the CBX’s 105. Some 

praised Kawasaki for pushing power figures 

and technology skywards, others 

lambasted the firm for what seemed a 

hugely irresponsible approach to power 

and speed (with the emphasis on huge). 

Almost understandable in the year 

Germany introduced a 100bhp limit.

No matter. The UK machine appeared in 

the one colour, Luminous Starlight Blue, a 

green to most people. There was plenty of 

time to admire the hue as owners struggled 

to hoist the beast onto its centrestand. 

Reception was mixed, and problems 

appeared from the off. Fork seals blew with 

monotonous regularity and a bigger 6-litre 

sump pan was offered as a retro-fit to 

replace the inadequate 4.5-litre item. Crank 

bearings were going west and some 

engines rodded themselves spectacularly, 

but NOT through oil starvation. The 

lefthand switchgear liked to melt, the 

sight-glass in the front brake master 

cylinder would pop out without warning, 

and steering head bearings would fail.

The undersquare engine (a very 

unfashionable 62 x 71mm) was thirsty and 

Kawasaki
Z1300

heavy at 130kg. Undersquare to keep the 

bores narrow and the bore centres closer 

for a shorter crankshaft, it also meant a 

smaller valve area and high piston speeds 

– 3727 ft/min being horribly close to the 

accepted maximum of 4000.

No engine is as smooth or as perfectly 

balanced as a straight six and the Zed’s 

turbine-like quality was a huge hit with 

riders who could ignore the chassis. Any 

bike with “handles well for a big bike” (in 

the road test parlance of the time) means: 

does not handle very well at all. Make no 

mistake it was a real effort to ride.

Kawasaki fiddled about changing 

sidepanel badges, horn covers and colours 

through the early 1980s while waiting to 

unleash the 1984 ZG1300 – with digital fuel 

injection. And now with 130bhp. But sales 

were slowing – dramatically.

The Z13 reached the end of its life in 1989, 

a staggeringly long (for a Japanese factory 

at least) 10-year model run. Dealers still had 

new big Zeds in showrooms as late as 1993, 

which demonstrates just how big a sales 

cliff the 13 fell off.

It sold marginally better in the US where 

the faired, fully-luggaged, King ’n’ Queen-

seated ZN1300 Voyager was advertised as 

the “Car without Doors”. Perhaps it was the 

‘square’ styling, mimicking the Z1-R, maybe 

the almost prohibitively poor fuel 

consumption did for it, despite the fuel 

injection ‘solution’. And the initial £3193 

price tag (£16,557 in today’s money) could 

not have helped. 

Despite its flaws, the Z1300 remains a 

machine of great presence, its hulking looks 

backed up by a prodigious and velvety 

power delivery. Some spares, both cycle 

and engine parts, are now near impossible 

to find. If you want to go big, the Z1300 is 

the way to go, but make sure it’s both 

complete and mechanically sound. 

W

Turn over for more buying tips
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Oil change

It’s a wet sump so there’s no 

separate oil tank, making it a 

really simple job – unscrew two 

bolts and you’re there. Go with 

any good quality 10w/40 oil, but 

don’t use fully synthetic – it makes 

the clutch slip.

Top-end rebuild

Chances are you won’t need to do 

this, but all the parts are available 

– Kawasaki still make all the 

gaskets. Mechanically it’s quite 

simple: there’s so much space 

inside the engine that you can get 

your hand down the cam tunnel. 

Complete engine rebuild

Not necessary unless there’s a 

problem with the main bearings 

on the crankshaft. If you do it a 

fairly standard toolkit should 

suffice – you’ll also need a rotor 

puller and a clutch-holding tool. 

Sparkplug change

There are six of them but it’s 

pretty easy as they’re not 

recessed in the head. American 

Z1300s had different ’plugs, so 

check with a specialist like 

Z-Power for what your model 

should have.

Carb strip and clean

CV carbs are straightforward. The 

rubbers that connect the carbs to 

the airbox go rock-hard over time 

– be careful you don’t crack and 

break them. To get them back in 

warm them – so they’re supple. 

Changing the fork oil

Not a big job, but one you might 

do it quite often on a Z1300 unless 

you’ve got a good set of fork seals. 

Brake pads

So easy you’ll marvel at how the 

pads are still there. One is held in 

by a 6mm screw, while the piston 

is holding the other one against 

the disc. Remove the caliper and 

the pads just fall out. 

6 
HRS

6 
HRS

2 
HRS

1 
HR

3
DAYS

GearboxGearboxGearboxGearboxGearboxGearboxGearboxGearboxGearbox
No problems at all. Z-Power still have loads ofNo problems at all. Z-Power still have loads ofNo problems at all. Z-Power still have loads ofNo problems at all. Z-Power still have loads ofNo problems at all. Z-Power still have loads ofNo problems at all. Z-Power still have loads ofNo problems at all. Z-Power still have loads ofNo problems at all. Z-Power still have loads ofNo problems at all. Z-Power still have loads ofNo problems at all. Z-Power still have loads ofNo problems at all. Z-Power still have loads ofNo problems at all. Z-Power still have loads ofNo problems at all. Z-Power still have loads ofNo problems at all. Z-Power still have loads ofNo problems at all. Z-Power still have loads ofNo problems at all. Z-Power still have loads ofNo problems at all. Z-Power still have loads ofNo problems at all. Z-Power still have loads ofNo problems at all. Z-Power still have loads ofNo problems at all. Z-Power still have loads ofNo problems at all. Z-Power still have loads ofNo problems at all. Z-Power still have loads ofNo problems at all. Z-Power still have loads ofNo problems at all. Z-Power still have loads ofNo problems at all. Z-Power still have loads ofNo problems at all. Z-Power still have loads ofNo problems at all. Z-Power still have loads ofNo problems at all. Z-Power still have loads ofNo problems at all. Z-Power still have loads ofNo problems at all. Z-Power still have loads ofNo problems at all. Z-Power still have loads of

original gearbox parts in stock because nooriginal gearbox parts in stock because nooriginal gearbox parts in stock because nooriginal gearbox parts in stock because nooriginal gearbox parts in stock because nooriginal gearbox parts in stock because nooriginal gearbox parts in stock because nooriginal gearbox parts in stock because nooriginal gearbox parts in stock because nooriginal gearbox parts in stock because nooriginal gearbox parts in stock because nooriginal gearbox parts in stock because nooriginal gearbox parts in stock because nooriginal gearbox parts in stock because nooriginal gearbox parts in stock because nooriginal gearbox parts in stock because nooriginal gearbox parts in stock because nooriginal gearbox parts in stock because nooriginal gearbox parts in stock because nooriginal gearbox parts in stock because nooriginal gearbox parts in stock because nooriginal gearbox parts in stock because nooriginal gearbox parts in stock because nooriginal gearbox parts in stock because nooriginal gearbox parts in stock because nooriginal gearbox parts in stock because nooriginal gearbox parts in stock because nooriginal gearbox parts in stock because nooriginal gearbox parts in stock because no

one’s ever really needed them.one’s ever really needed them.one’s ever really needed them.one’s ever really needed them.one’s ever really needed them.one’s ever really needed them.one’s ever really needed them.one’s ever really needed them.one’s ever really needed them.one’s ever really needed them.one’s ever really needed them.one’s ever really needed them.one’s ever really needed them.one’s ever really needed them.one’s ever really needed them.one’s ever really needed them.one’s ever really needed them.one’s ever really needed them.one’s ever really needed them.one’s ever really needed them.one’s ever really needed them.one’s ever really needed them.one’s ever really needed them.

“You’ll be fine cruising up and 
the M1, though you’d probably 

best avoid trackdays on it”

‘OMG here comes 

another corner’

Wheels
Z1300 was only the second Kawasaki to use

tubeless tyres, and the wheels were decent

quality and very heavy. 17in rear means loads

of options for tyres.of options for tyres.

EngineEngineEngineEngineEngineEngineEngineEngine
Engines is good but did have issues. CrankshaftsEngines is good but did have issues. CrankshaftsEngines is good but did have issues. CrankshaftsEngines is good but did have issues. CrankshaftsEngines is good but did have issues. CrankshaftsEngines is good but did have issues. CrankshaftsEngines is good but did have issues. CrankshaftsEngines is good but did have issues. CrankshaftsEngines is good but did have issues. CrankshaftsEngines is good but did have issues. CrankshaftsEngines is good but did have issues. CrankshaftsEngines is good but did have issues. CrankshaftsEngines is good but did have issues. CrankshaftsEngines is good but did have issues. CrankshaftsEngines is good but did have issues. CrankshaftsEngines is good but did have issues. CrankshaftsEngines is good but did have issues. CrankshaftsEngines is good but did have issues. CrankshaftsEngines is good but did have issues. CrankshaftsEngines is good but did have issues. CrankshaftsEngines is good but did have issues. CrankshaftsEngines is good but did have issues. CrankshaftsEngines is good but did have issues. CrankshaftsEngines is good but did have issues. CrankshaftsEngines is good but did have issues. CrankshaftsEngines is good but did have issues. CrankshaftsEngines is good but did have issues. CrankshaftsEngines is good but did have issues. CrankshaftsEngines is good but did have issues. CrankshaftsEngines is good but did have issues. CrankshaftsEngines is good but did have issues. CrankshaftsEngines is good but did have issues. Crankshafts
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1979 Z1300 A1
Colours: Blue

• Original model with

three twin-choke carbs

and a claimed 120bhp. A

monumental 294 kilos too.

1980 Z1300 A2
Colours: Red

• As well as a change

of colour (still only one

option) the A2’s sump

capacity was increased by

1.5 litres to 6 litres.

1981 Z1300 A3
Colours: Green, Ebony

• Handling got a helping

hand via air-assisted rear

shocks. Detailing updates

include a chrome grabrail,

outer engine cases and

air filter covers. Built in

the USA.

1982 Z1300 A4
Colours: Red, Ebony

• Now offered in two

colours. Minor changes

include CDI pick-up

position.

1983 Z1300 A5
Colours: Red, Ebony

• Final carb-fuelled model.

Minor changes to badges.

1984 ZG1300 A1
Colours: Red, Ebony

• Digital fuel injection

replaces the twin-choke

carbs, updated badges.

Claimed power up to

130bhp.

1986 ZG1300 A3
Colours: Red, Ebony

• A2 and A3 model same

as A1.

1988 ZG1300 A4
Colours: Ebony

• Colour change to black

only.

1989 ZG1300 A5
Colours: Ebony

• As above.

T I M E L I N E

EXPERT VIEW
Having owned and worked 

with Kawasakis since the 

’70s, Dave Marsden is one 

of the UK’s leading Kwak 

experts. His company 

Z-Power (01942 262864, 

z-power.co.uk) will sort all 

your Z1300 needs…

“For all the shortcomings of the suspension 

and brakes, the Z1300 is still a great bike. I 

was 21 when it came out in 1979 and it had 

everything – liquid-cooling, shaft drive, six 

cylinders, the lot. It was the era when 

bigger was better. I had a CBX as well and 

although that handled better and looked 

more spectacular, I just always preferred 

the Zed.

“If you’re buying one, the most important 

thing is to make sure it’s a runner – it was 

prone to CDI and crankshaft problems, and 

these engines aren’t cheap to fix. But ride 

one today and you’ll be surprised at how 

smooth it is, and how good the power 

delivery is. 

“It’s obviously a heavy bike, so you’ll be 

fine cruising up and down the M1. With the 

suspension and ground clearance, though, 

you’d probably best avoid trackdays on it.”

USEFUL LINKS
kz1300.com international forum-based 

resource with plenty of owner input

facebook.com/Kawasaki-Z1300-Club-

International busy social media forum

1300kawasaki.com South African fan site 

of Z1300s and six-cylinder bikes

PARTS PRICES
Z Power (z-power.co.uk, 01942 262864). 

Genuine parts unless indicated

Air filter £18

Oil filter £10.50

Sparkplug £2.50

Brake pads (pattern) £21

Clutch plates £9.50

Head gasket £99

Piston kit £95

Head bearing set £84

Shocks (Hagon) £185

Mirrors (pattern) £25

Front brake lever £12

Exhaust NLA

Seat NLA

SPECIFICATION

1979 Kawasaki Z1300
ENGINE

Type liquid-cooled, dohc, 12v inline-six

Capacity 1286cc

Bore x stroke 62 x 71mm

Fuelling 3 x 32mm Mikuni BSW/digital fuel 

injection (from 1984)

Clutch/gearbox wet multiplate/5-speed

CHASSIS

Frame tubular steel double cradle

Front suspension 41mm tele forks, air adj

Rear suspension twin air-shocks, 4-way adj damp-

ing (from A3)

Front brake 2 x 260mm discs single-pot calipers

Rear brake 1 x 260mm discs single-pot caliper

Tyres 110/90 V18, 139/90 V17/90 V18, 139/90 V17/

DIMENSIONS

Dry weight 294kg (655lbs)

Wheelbase 1580mm (62.2in)

Fuel capacity 27 litres (5.9 gals)

PERFORMANCE

Top speed 139mph

Standing ¼ mile 12.1s@111mph

Price new £3189 (1979)

SERIAL NUMBERS (Frame)
1979 Z1300 A1 KZT30A-000101

1980 Z1300 A2 KZT30A-006201

1981 Z1300 A3 JKAKZAA15BA-011501

1982 Z1300 A4 KZT30A-014101

1983 Z1300 A5 KZT30A-015901

1984 ZG1300 A1 ZGT30A-000001

1986 ZG1300 A2 ZGT30A-002801

1987 ZG1300 A3 ZGT30A-002801

1988 ZG1300 A4 ZGT30A-003501

1989 ZG1300 A5 Frame not available

Early twin throatEarly twin thr

32mm CV Mikunis

Brick-like clocks (and just as heavy)

PRICE GUIDE
Mint £7000-£12,000Good £5000-£7000Rough £3000-£5000Basketcase up to

£3000



Adverts for privately-ownedAdverts for privately-owned
bikes registered before 2000 
are FREE inFREE PS. Ads for post-S. Ads for post-
1999 bikes start from £20. To 

make sure you see the adverts 
first, take out a subscription to  

Practical Sportsbikes. 
See page 32 for details.

READER ADVERTS

Your advert will appear in the next two available issues.

IN
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Conditions of Acceptance: For private advertisers only and for trade by prior agreement. No correspondence can be entered into. Unfortunately we cannot guarantee that your advertisement will appear in a particular issue. Bauer Media 

does not accept responsibility for any errors or mistakes in adverts. All advertisements are subject to approval of the publisher, who reserves the right to amend, refuse, withdraw or otherwise deal with copy submitted and who will have no 

obligation to provide you with any reason for so doing. Bauer Publishing reserves the right to publish your advert in our other magazines that we deem relevant. If you do not wish it to appear in our other titles, please make us aware.

Make    Model      Year                             Price 

Name ...................................................................................................................

Address ..........................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................

Postcode ........................................................................................................

Daytime tel no ..............................................................................................

CHECKLIST: 
1. Please use block capitals and start your advert with the make and model. 
2. Specify the type of advert.
3. Don’t forget your phone number. Advertisements submitted by email must contain a name, 

daytime phone number and full postal address.
4. Have you included a cheque made payable to Bauer Automotive? Or alternatively we will call 

you for your card details
5. You may photocopy this form if you have more than one bike to sell.You may photocopy this form if you have more than one bike to sell.Y
6. Due to demand, we can accept a maximum of three adverts per customer per issue.
7. We do not accept trade adverts without prior agreement. All trade advertisements should 

have (T) at the end of the advert copy.

Please include Make, Model, Year, Price, Tel No./Area, also up to 25 words of text. Super ads: up to 200 characters and submit separately.  

PLEASE USE CLEAR BLOCK CAPITALS

1

2

3

Please tick 
the advert 
you want...

Bike 
details...

FREE

PLUS

’70s, ’80s & ’90s
FREE

Single column picture ads for privately-owned 
sportsbikes registered before 2000

MODERN
£20

Single column picture ads for privately-owned 
classic bikes registered in or after 2000

AUTOJUMBLE
FREE

Ads for spares and
miscellaneous items

TRADE
£20

Single column picture ads
for trade sales

BIKES WANTED
FREE

Ads for motorcycles
you’re looking to buy

SUPER
£30

Double-column, high impact picture ads including Make, Model, Year,
Price, Phone Number and Area, also up to 200 characters

PARTS WANTED
FREE

Need something to finish 
your rebuild? Ask here

Your advertisement will automatically be placed in the next two available issues of Practical Sportsbikes – please state if only one issue is required.s

Due to high demand, we can only accept a maximum of three adverts per customer per issue. You may photocopy the coupon below if necessary

Adverts for privately-owned bikes registered before 2000 are free (bikes registered after 2000 cost £20; super double-column adverts cost £30)

BOOK BY POST
Please fill in the form below, specifying the type of advert (’70s, ’80 & ’90s,

Autojumble, Bikes for Sale, Bikes Wanted, Parts Wanted). Include Make, 
Model, Year, Price, Tel Number and Area, also up to 25 words of text. Please 
include your name and address (not published). Then post to:  PS Reader PS

Ads, Practical Sportsbikes, Media House, Lynchwood, Peterborough,

Camb, PE2 6EA.  Photographs (we regret that we cannot return these) 
should be of a good quality, with your name and address on the back. 

BOOK BY EMAIL
Send your advert details to: psreaderads@bauermedia.co.uk 

Please include your surname and postcode in the subject line. Include Make, 
Model, Year, Price, Tel Number and Area, also up to 25 words of text. Please 
include your name and address (not published). Include your photo as an 

attachment, named accordingly, preferably as a jpeg. If payment is required 
we’ll call you for your card details.

ENQUIRIES
We do not take advertisements over the phone. Should you have a query regarding a private advert, please call 01733 366340. 

For trade advertising, call Farah Bell on 01736 755508.



Superior Quality
• Powder Coatings 

• Shot/Bead/Vapour Blasting
• Fabrication Services 

• Chemical Stripping/Cleaning 
• Rust Removal/Phosphating 

• Zinc Priming 
• Classic/Vintage/Sports 

• Chassis Repair/Straightening

/Mascot Powder Coating Ltd

Lincolnshire 
Tel: 01400 273419 Mob: 07732 802179 

Email: info@mascotpowdercoating.co.uk

PUT TOO MUCH PRESSURE ON THAT OLD BOLT?

SNAPPED? STRIPPED THE THREADS?

DON’T WORRY THAT’S WHERE WE ARE SPECIALISTS!

SUPPLIES QUALITY THREAD REPAIR KITS, INSERTS

AND INSERT TAPS IN BSC, BSW, BA, UNF, UNC & 

METRIC. BY SPEEDY MAIL ORDER SERVICE.

WE ALSO STOCK QUALITY TAPS, DIES, REAMERS, DRILLS, ETC.

WWW.UNI-THREAD.COM
CALL 01803 867832 Or fax 01803 867982

for your free catalogue

CARBON STEEL TAPS & DIES NOW AVAILABLE

20% OFF ALL CARBON TAPS • 30% OFF ALL CARBON DIES

UNI-THREAD

T?

Stand 

num
ber M

34

YAMBITS

Yambits, Unit 9, Poplars Industrial Estate, Wetherby Road, Boroughbridge, York, United Kingdom, YO51 9HS

Email: sales@yambits.co.uk
WWW.YAMBITS.CO.UK

Our full range of over 40,000 products for over 300 models is
available online, exclusively at:

Yambits specialise in supplying replacement and performance
Yamaha Parts! We offer affordable worldwide postage, shipping

hundreds of orders all over the world every day.

We supply parts for Yamaha motorcycles from the early 70’s right
up to the current day models, including many popular models such
as the RD’s, XT’s, TT’s, DT’s, TY’s and XS’ etc! Many items for the
early models have been specially manufactured and are thereforeearly models have been specially manufactured and are therefore

exclusive to us!

NEW IN 
Engine Oil 

Seal Kits

NRP Carbs and DiaphragmsNRP Carbs and Diaphragms
7 Park Street7 Park Street

Off Cheetham Hill Road
Manchester,

ENGLAND, M3-1EU

Engine Oil
Seal Kits

NRP Carbs and Diaphragms
7 Park Street

new
kits in

stock

new
kits in

stock

new
kits in

stock

new
kits in

stock

Engine Oil
Seal Kits

new
kits in

stock

new
kits in

stock
Seal Kits
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Classifieds

HONDA CBX1000 1979HONDA CBX1000 1979
UK. V5. 32,400 miles. Frame CB12008***. Super
rare project started on 3/4 then turned off
immediately. Bike has been stored inside forimmediately. Bike has been stored inside for
years, will need recommissioning. Please call foryears, will need recommissioning. Please call for
further info £6500 FIRM TEL: 07969 507768further info £6500 FIRM TEL: 07969 507768
DERBYSDERBYS

321683

DUCATI MHR900 1981DUCATI MHR900 1981
Very good condition, recent service,Very good condition, recent service,Very good condition, recent service,
new brakes & fluids, Ikon shocks,
Conti exhaust system, lots ofConti exhaust system, lots of
stainless bolts & hoses, some tools &stainless bolts & hoses, some tools &
spares, Great runner. £13,750 ONOspares, Great runner. £13,750 ONO
TEL: 07506 427705 WORCSTEL: 07506 427705 WORCS

320746

GILERA SATURNO 1991GILERA SATURNO 1991
500 single, 7k miles, good
condition, full MoT. Call for
further details. £2850 TEL: 07970further details. £2850 TEL: 07970
437668 ESSEX437668 ESSEX

319261

BIMOTA DB4IEBIMOTA DB4IE
Mint standard condition, V low
miles, factory paddock stand,
new tyres, MoT.new tyres, MoT.
www.madeinitalymotorcycles.comwww.madeinitalymotorcycles.com
£7500 TEL: 01449 612900 (T)£7500 TEL: 01449 612900 (T)
SUFFOLKSUFFOLK

321744

BMW F650 1998BMW F650 1998
19,878 mls. Givi topbox, givi tall
screen, service history, MoT till
11/08/17. Great original11/08/17. Great original
condition, very well maintained.condition, very well maintained.
£1950 TEL: 07952 302474£1950 TEL: 07952 302474
SOMERSETSOMERSET

320813

HONDA CX500 B 1981HONDA CX500 B 1981
26k mls. Quality restoration.
Entered in a Classic Bike Show
last year A large amount of newlast year A large amount of new
parts were fitted including NOSparts were fitted including NOS
where available. Long MoT.where available. Long MoT.
£5500 TEL: 07814 802231 UK£5500 TEL: 07814 802231 UK

321270

HONDA CB250N 1979HONDA CB250N 1979
Super Dream. MoT & ready to ride.
Recent professional service, silver &
blue. Generally good condition,blue. Generally good condition,
well looked after, with rear rack,well looked after, with rear rack,
top box & Haynes manual. £950top box & Haynes manual. £950
TEL: 01255 850748 ESSEXTEL: 01255 850748 ESSEX

317901

HONDA CX500 1978HONDA CX500 1978
CX/GL500, V5 present. Good
runner, quiet engine. Original 2-2
exhaust, some wiring needed; eg.exhaust, some wiring needed; eg.
headlight, indicators & horn. Seatheadlight, indicators & horn. Seat
missing, Uttoxeter area. £850missing, Uttoxeter area. £850
ONO TEL: 07989 237837 STAFFSONO TEL: 07989 237837 STAFFS

317893

HONDA CBR900RR 1994HONDA CBR900RR 1994
Fireblade Urban Tiger. 10,760
mls. Just been serviced and new
MoT. I have owned this bike forMoT. I have owned this bike for
the last 20 years and decided it’sthe last 20 years and decided it’s
now time to sell. £3500 TEL:now time to sell. £3500 TEL:
07973 426090 HERTS07973 426090 HERTS

321593

DUCATI MHR 1981DUCATI MHR 1981
Showing 6730 miles, original
fairing included in the sale fine
example. More details & photosexample. More details & photos
at www.anthonygodin.co.ukat www.anthonygodin.co.uk
£15,495. TEL: 01622 814140 OR£15,495. TEL: 01622 814140 OR
07769 970559 (T) KENT07769 970559 (T) KENT

321676

HONDA CB750 1997HONDA CB750 1997
Good clean original condition.
New tyres, battery, oil filters,
s.plugs. 12 months MoT, ons.plugs. 12 months MoT, on
SORN. 28,000 miles. Call for moreSORN. 28,000 miles. Call for more
details, Aylesbury area. £1800details, Aylesbury area. £1800
TEL: 01296 415306 BUCKSTEL: 01296 415306 BUCKS

317880

DUCATI 900SS DESMODUCATI 900SS DESMO

1990
H Reg, 34k miles. Great
restoration project. Selling to fundrestoration project. Selling to fund
completion of another resto. Callcompletion of another resto. Call
for more details. £1950 EL: 07951for more details. £1950 EL: 07951
920147 OR 01724 784186 STAFFS920147 OR 01724 784186 STAFFS

316466

HONDA CBR1100 XX 1998HONDA CBR1100 XX 1998
Super Blackbird. 31k mls. Long MoT.
data taged, alumium under seat.
scorpian exhausts, deno jetted onscorpian exhausts, deno jetted on
rolling road. dilinked brakes & muchrolling road. dilinked brakes & much
more call for details. £1600 TEL:more call for details. £1600 TEL:
07896 188652 SWANSEA07896 188652 SWANSEA

321223

8

HONDA CX500 1979HONDA CX500 1979
64k. Totally rebuilt by myself, No
expense spared in excellent
condition. Over 300 hours ofcondition. Over 300 hours of
labour. Please call for full detailslabour. Please call for full details
as too much to list. £3250 TEL:as too much to list. £3250 TEL:
07984 018661 ESSEX07984 018661 ESSEX

320975

CZ125 DX 1977CZ125 DX 1977
Very good original condition.
11,000.00 miles only. Not used
for some time but has been dryfor some time but has been dry
stored. Will need a service. Goodstored. Will need a service. Good
investment. £800 TEL: 07858investment. £800 TEL: 07858
426932 OR 01628 314752 BERKS426932 OR 01628 314752 BERKS

317461

HONDA CM250T 1981HONDA CM250T 1981
22,700 mls. MoT valid till 16th
September 2017, new front tyre
(Metzeler), new spark plugs &(Metzeler), new spark plugs &
battery. Amazing condition, runsbattery. Amazing condition, runs
like a dream. Orpington area.like a dream. Orpington area.
£1650 TEL: 07702 092460 KENT£1650 TEL: 07702 092460 KENT

320964

HONDA CRR900RR 1995HONDA CRR900RR 1995
Fireblade. 50k mls. Some
restoration: new fairings, levers,
pads, discs and braided hoses,pads, discs and braided hoses,
seat cover, chain & sprocket’s,seat cover, chain & sprocket’s,
battery, tyres & plus many parts.battery, tyres & plus many parts.
£1990 TEL: 01634 843780 KENT£1990 TEL: 01634 843780 KENT

320961

HONDA 250CC 1981HONDA 250CC 1981
Superdream. In good condition.
All original, except silencers. MoT
to May 2017. 20,000 miles. Callto May 2017. 20,000 miles. Call
for more details. Haslemere Area.for more details. Haslemere Area.
£1600 ONO TEL: 01428 648912£1600 ONO TEL: 01428 648912
SURREYSURREY

320901

DUCATI 860 1976DUCATI 860 1976
860gts Café Racer. 900ss engine.
30k mls. Triumph forks & brakes.
Dellorto carbs. Lots of nice oneDellorto carbs. Lots of nice one
off touches. Rides great. Call foroff touches. Rides great. Call for
details. £6750 TEL: 07724 183711details. £6750 TEL: 07724 183711
BEDSBEDS

320819

HONDA CBR1100XX 1999HONDA CBR1100XX 1999
Super Blackbird. 28,800 mls. FSH,
original, standard bike. Many new
parts, too much to list call for details.parts, too much to list call for details.
MoT Mar’17. One of the best aroundMoT Mar’17. One of the best around
for its age. Penarth area. £2700 TEL:for its age. Penarth area. £2700 TEL:
02921 152771 GLAMORGAN02921 152771 GLAMORGAN

320818

HONDA F6C 1998HONDA F6C 1998
Valkyrie. 32,045 mls. MoT until
14/04/2017. Serviced. Ridden in

y
14/04/2017. Serviced. Ridden in
Europe on a number of occasions.Europe on a number of occasions.
Sold with full screen. Good tyres. 1Sold with full screen. Good tyres. 1
previous owner. Call for all details.previous owner. Call for all details.

y

£5750 ONO TEL: 07906 682287£5750 ONO TEL: 07906 682287
COVENTRYCOVENTRY

321228

DUCATI 916 SP3 1996DUCATI 916 SP3 1996
17,833 mls. Genuine SP3 No.178
of 497. Fitted with Termigoni
cans. supplied with the UK V5C,cans. supplied with the UK V5C,
two keys & a new MoT. In greattwo keys & a new MoT. In great
condition. £13,995 TEL: 01622condition. £13,995 TEL: 01622
814140 OR 07769 970559 KENT814140 OR 07769 970559 KENT

321234

BMW R100R 1994BMW R100R 1994
37,833 mls. Great condition.
Genuine miles used for touring
once a year. Also have touringonce a year. Also have touring
fairing, clocks, original exhaust andfairing, clocks, original exhaust and
side panels. Call for more info.side panels. Call for more info.
£2500 TEL: 07866 377035 DERBYS£2500 TEL: 07866 377035 DERBYS

321252

BMW K1200RS 1998BMW K1200RS 1998
2,400 miles on private plate, blue
in top condition with all service
and bills. MoT May 2016. Pleaseand bills. MoT May 2016. Please
phone for more information.phone for more information.
£2800 TEL: 07594 469956£2800 TEL: 07594 469956
N.YORKSHIREN.YORKSHIRE

315097

HONDA CBR900RR 1998HONDA CBR900RR 1998
Fireblade. 22,576 mls. Lovely
example, well looked after and
maintained, always garaged withmaintained, always garaged with
MoT until November 2017. £2400MoT until November 2017. £2400
TEL: 07468 702661 NOTTSTEL: 07468 702661 NOTTS

320815

HONDA CB900 FA 1980HONDA CB900 FA 1980
Supersport, 10,982 mls. Immaculate
condition. Been very well lookedcondition. Been very well looked
after over the years. Some SH. Newafter over the years. Some SH. New
battery. Call for full details, Greatbattery. Call for full details, Greatbattery. Call for full details, Great
Yarmouth area. £6000 TEL: 01493Yarmouth area. £6000 TEL: 01493
664885 NORFOLK664885 NORFOLK

320814

HONDA CB650Z 1981HONDA CB650Z 1981
MoT April 2017, very good clean
condition. For further information
please call evenings only. £2950please call evenings only. £2950
TEL: 02392 382619 HANTSTEL: 02392 382619 HANTS

321579

Sell your bike for free in 

See coupon for details



www.budgetbikesuk.co.uk 
Tel: 01793 422236 

Email: budgetbikespremium@hotmail.com
Budget Bikes, 148-149 Manchester Road, Swindon, Wiltshire, SN1 1TU

OVER 160 USED MOTORCYCLES IN STORE
• 2 Showrooms 

• Open 7 days a week
• All bikes HPI checked and documented

• Nationwide warranty
• Bikes ranging from £399 - £6999

• Finance available 
• Nationwide delivery available

• Test rides welcome - free of charge
• Part exchange welcome - bikes, cars or vans

• 25% Off all motorcycle accessories with this advert

WINTERSALE

1970s and 80s 

Japanese Superbikes

www.earlclassics.com
see	our	current	collection	at:

01959	4444413-6	Mo ths	

Warra ty

Always	

25-30	bikes	

i 	stock		

Viewing	by	a  ointment,	7	days	a	week		

Tatsfield,	TN16

Kawasaki	Z1A	74 Su erb	original	 bike	only	12,000	 miles	 £16,950

Ho da	 CB750K0	70 Fabulous	condition,	 the	first	su erbike £15,750

Kawasaki	Z1B	75 Lovely	original	 low	mileage	UK	bike £13,500

Suzuki	Kata a	1000	81 Ultra	 rare	,	su erb	 low	mileage	exam le £13,250	

Bimota SB3	80 Very	rare	number	100	of	402	worldwide £13,250

Ho da	 CB750K2	75 UK	bike,	lovely	standard	condition £9,250

Ho da	 CB750K4	75 Gorgeous	Freedom	Metallic	Green £8,450

Suzuki	GT750L		74 Beautiful	 original	bike,	in	blue £8,450

Suzuki	GT750M	74 Lovely	Original	exam le	in	Red £7,950

Ho da	 CX500TC	 81 Su erb	exam le,	 full	re aint £7,500

Kawasaki	ZX750T	83 Turbo	Su erb	 low	mileage		 £7,500

Suzuki	XN85	85 Su er	Rare	only	12,000	 miles £7,250

Suzuki	GS1000	78 UK	bike	black	with	 original	exhausts	 £6,250

Ho da	 CB900F	80 UK	bike	in	black,	low	mileage £6,250

Ho da	 CB550K3 UK	bike	lovely	originalk condition £5,500

Yamaha	RD250LC	82 Restored	 and	like	new £4,450

Suzuki	GS1000E	78 Low	mileage,	reduced	till	 year	end £3,950

Kawasaki	GPz1100A2	 83 Lovely	muscle	bike	reduced	 till	year	end £3,300

Suzuki	GS650	Kata a	80 Lovely	exam le	reduced	 till	year	end £2,300

Traditional aluminium and steel fabricators specializing in chassis 
modifications, bespoke petrol tanks, sub-frames, engine case repair 

work and full suspension services, including bike set-up.

ETTO Motorcycles Tel: 07757529203
www.ettomotorcycles.co.uk Ian.davis@live.co.uk

Based near Nottingham

ETTO MotorCycles

NO SONGSNO SONGSNO SONGSNO SONGS NO PUPPETSNO PUPPETSNNO PUPPETSNO PUPPETSNO PUPPETS

*Calls to 0844 numbers on this page cost 5p per minute plus your phone company’s access charge.

NO SONGSNO SONGS NO PUPPETS

NO BULL.
JUST GREAT 

BIKE INSURANCE

GET A QUOTE TODAY AT

OR CALL: 0844 409 7587

UK motorcycle collection
and delivery service

Full goods in transport insurance

call 07813029875
www.alienmotorcycles.co.uk

speedfreak0900@yahoo.co.uk

Tel: 024 7644 2054 WWW.EXACTREP.CO.UK

Fax: 024 7644 3719 INFO@EXACTREP.COMINFO@EXACTREP.COM

+4-1’s ROAD, RACE, CUSTOM, ENDURO, CLASSIC & REPLACEMENT+4-1’s ROAD, RACE, CUSTOM, ENDURO, CLASSIC & REPLACEMENT
ORIGINALS, 4 STROKE ONLY. 1970 TO DATEORIGINALS, 4 STROKE ONLY. 1970 TO DATE

For most ‘Z’, ‘GPZ’, ‘GS’, ‘GSX’, ‘XJ’ and ‘CB’ SeriesFor most ‘Z’, ‘GPZ’, ‘GS’, ‘GSX’, ‘XJ’ and ‘CB’ Series

(Also V-Max Specialists)(Also V-Max Specialists)(Also V-Max Specialists)(Also V-Max Specialists)

For most ‘Z’, ‘GPZ’, ‘GS’, ‘GSX’, ‘XJ’ and ‘CB’ SeriesFor most ‘Z’, ‘GPZ’, ‘GS’, ‘GSX’, ‘XJ’ and ‘CB’ Series

AroundAround

£300 inc.£300 inc.
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HONDA XBR500 1986HONDA XBR500 1986
11 months MoT. 24,000 miles. Engine rebuilt
5,000 miles ago. Good condition overall. Owned
for last eight years. Standard except for Hagonfor last eight years. Standard except for Hagon
rear shocks. Need to sell as want bigger bike. Callrear shocks. Need to sell as want bigger bike. Call
for more £3000 TEL: 07904 519395 CORNWALLfor more £3000 TEL: 07904 519395 CORNWALL

317432

HONDA 400/4 F2 1976HONDA 400/4 F2 1976
All original bike with factory fitted exhaust pipes
& silencer, original paint on tank, good chrome
runs & starts very well. Only Honda parts used.runs & starts very well. Only Honda parts used.
Call Peter for further information. Paddock WoodCall Peter for further information. Paddock Wood
are £2995 TEL: 07956 637512 KENTare £2995 TEL: 07956 637512 KENT

321600

KAWASKAI Z1100 A3 1983KAWASKAI Z1100 A3 1983
Excellent condition finished in
Kawasaki green haven't used it
much as I prefer my 1970's 2much as I prefer my 1970's 2
strokes, may px 2 stroke overstrokes, may px 2 stroke over
400cc. Call for more details. £3250400cc. Call for more details. £3250
ONO TEL: 07986 882231 BEDFORDONO TEL: 07986 882231 BEDFORD

320767

8

HONDA FIREBLADE RRP 1994HONDA FIREBLADE RRP 1994HONDA FIREBLADE RRP 1994
Original round light Fireblade. V.
clean original bike, 8 owners, full UK
V5, HPI standard fork repair, 1 key fitsV5, HPI standard fork repair, 1 key fits
all. Brilliant runner, selects all gearsall. Brilliant runner, selects all gears
well & MoT. £1950 ONO TEL: 07969well & MoT. £1950 ONO TEL: 07969
507768 DERBYS507768 DERBYS

321688

99

KAWASAKI ZRX1100 1999KAWASAKI ZRX1100 1999
Very clean bike, 27000 miles.
Powder coated swing arm, braided
hoses, polished rims, heated grips,hoses, polished rims, heated grips,
Beowulf carbon can. Ashford area.Beowulf carbon can. Ashford area.
£2650 TEL: 01233 713271 OR£2650 TEL: 01233 713271 OR
07792 599897 KENT07792 599897 KENT

318727

9

SUZUKI GT380L 1974SUZUKI GT380L 1974
Recently restored and in running
order. MOT’d. Tax exempt. New
Higgspeed expansion chambers.Higgspeed expansion chambers.
Needs a few cosmetic parts only.Needs a few cosmetic parts only.
Please call for further details. £3600Please call for further details. £3600
TEL: 07802 237514 SUFFOLK/CAMBSTEL: 07802 237514 SUFFOLK/CAMBSTEL: 07802 237514 SUFFOLK/CAMBS

315972

HONDA VF500 1984HONDA VF500 1984
40,482 mls. New tyres, chain &
battery. Same owner since 1999,
only used summer months, kept inonly used summer months, kept in
garage, mechanically sound, goodgarage, mechanically sound, good
condition for year. MoT JulÕ16. £900condition for year. MoT JulÕ16. £900
TEL: 07973 548157 WEST BROMTEL: 07973 548157 WEST BROM

321260

HONDA XL250S 1980HONDA XL250S 1980
Recent daylight running MoT, tidy
usable condition. Box orig. parts -
wiring loom, handlebar switches,wiring loom, handlebar switches,
side panels, etc. Haynes manual.side panels, etc. Haynes manual.
Funky collectable classic. £1700Funky collectable classic. £1700
TEL: 01242 523086 GLOSTEL: 01242 523086 GLOS

317907

MORINI 350 SPORT 1979MORINI 350 SPORT 1979
Electric start. Stunning condition.
Fresh paint, powdercoating, chain/
sprox, Roadriders, Rearsets, NLMsprox, Roadriders, Rearsets, NLM
Ignition, Jap switchgear. HagonIgnition, Jap switchgear. Hagon
shock-absorbers. Needs nothing.shock-absorbers. Needs nothing.
£4250 TEL: 07788 442155 BATH£4250 TEL: 07788 442155 BATH

318299

KAWASAKI ZX10 1989KAWASAKI ZX10 1989KAWASAKI ZX10 1989
Only 12k mls, 3 owners, always
garaged. Full service. MoT Feb'17.garaged. Full service. MoT Feb'17.
New battery & brake seals. TankNew battery & brake seals. TankNew battery & brake seals. Tank
ethanol protected. original tool kit.ethanol protected. original tool kit.
Tidy bike, good condition. Ormskirk.Tidy bike, good condition. Ormskirk.
£2850 TEL: 01704 840588 LANCS£2850 TEL: 01704 840588 LANCS

318307

MOTO GUZZI 1000MOTO GUZZI 1000
Daytona. Great condition
throughout, just serviced, new
clutch all ready to go.clutch all ready to go.
www.madeinitalymotorcycles.comwww.madeinitalymotorcycles.com
£9500 TEL: 01449 612900 (T)£9500 TEL: 01449 612900 (T)
SUFFOLKSUFFOLK

321743

HONDA VTR1000 1999HONDA VTR1000 1999
41k. MoT OctÕ17. fender extender
full fairing lowers rear hugger single
seat cowl Honda screen high levelseat cowl Honda screen high level
renegade exhaust with rear pillionrenegade exhaust with rear pillion
peg fittings manual cct's. £1800peg fittings manual cct's. £1800
ONO TEL: 07961 230134 WEST MIDSONO TEL: 07961 230134 WEST MIDS

315575

KAWASAKI GPZ600R 1986KAWASAKI GPZ600R 1986
Great condition for 30 years old.
Many new parts inc. tyres. Mot to
Aug 17. Call for details. TEL:Aug 17. Call for details. TEL:
07533 031765 EDINBURGH07533 031765 EDINBURGH

317866

8

KAWASAKI Z1100 R-1 1984KAWASAKI Z1100 R-1 1984
Lawson Replica. 31,200 miles from
new. Mot till May. £4000.00 engine
upgrades. Wiseco, APE, Manley etc.upgrades. Wiseco, APE, Manley etc.
Phone for full spec,s sheet &Phone for full spec,s sheet &
photo's. Sensible offers. TEL:photo's. Sensible offers. TEL:
07842 603648 N.LONDON07842 603648 N.LONDON

317840

8

KAWASAKI ZZR1100 D6KAWASAKI ZZR1100 D6KAWASAKI ZZR1100 D6
1998
In stunning condition. Probably the
best around. Am now unable to ridebest around. Am now unable to ride
so it must go. Many quality extraÕs &so it must go. Many quality extraÕs &
receipts,etc. Call for full details,receipts,etc. Call for full details,
Wisbech area. £1495 TEL: 07557Wisbech area. £1495 TEL: 07557
802097 OR 01945 582153 CAMBS802097 OR 01945 582153 CAMBS

320980

HONDA VF750F 1986HONDA VF750F 1986
32,700 mls. Completely original.
Well maintained and in good
condition. Lots of paperwork. Camscondition. Lots of paperwork. Cams
done 3000 miles ago. Runsdone 3000 miles ago. Runs
beautifully. £1000 TEL: 01805beautifully. £1000 TEL: 01805
8043322 OR 07860 369282 DEVON8043322 OR 07860 369282 DEVON

320978

KAWASAKI ZX-7R P1 1996KAWASAKI ZX-7R P1 1996KAWASAKI ZX-7R P1 1996
748cc. 5,900 mls. One owner from
new, service/MOT history, MoTnew, service/MOT history, MoTnew, service/MOT history, MoT
May’17, recent Dyno PowerMay’17, recent Dyno Power
Evaluation & Carb set-up. No mods &Evaluation & Carb set-up. No mods &

y

totally original. Runs like a dream.totally original. Runs like a dream.
£8000 TEL: 07426 587834£8000 TEL: 07426 587834

g

BASINGSTOKEBASINGSTOKE

320956

HONDA NS400 HRC 1985HONDA NS400 HRC 1985
15,342 mls. Spent a small fortune
on to make a reliable, smart
rapidly appreciating 2 stroke.rapidly appreciating 2 stroke.
Rides beautifully & looks amazing.Rides beautifully & looks amazing.
Call for full details. Yateley area.Call for full details. Yateley area.
£9000 TEL: 07818 593638 HANTS£9000 TEL: 07818 593638 HANTS

320979

SUZUKI GSX-R1100 1992SUZUKI GSX-R1100 1992
Slab Side Street Fighter. One off
paint job polished frame wheels
single sided swinging arm fromsingle sided swinging arm from
Spondon Ducati backend &Spondon Ducati backend &
wheel. Call for details. £6000 TEL:wheel. Call for details. £6000 TEL:
07791 782826 KILMARNOCK07791 782826 KILMARNOCK

320984

2

LAVERDA 1200 1981LAVERDA 1200 1981
180 degree, r/h change, genuine
17k, almost full history, MoT,
new tyres, superb condition. Callnew tyres, superb condition. Call
for more details, Bath area.for more details, Bath area.
£8000 TEL: 07900 801714£8000 TEL: 07900 801714
SOMERSETSOMERSET

321207

SUZUKI GSXR750 1994SUZUKI GSXR750 1994
Only 8400 miles, MoT August
2017, confirms mileage since
2013. Good bike with cosmetic2013. Good bike with cosmetic
age related wear. Has to go as tooage related wear. Has to go as too
many bikes. Cromer area. £1495many bikes. Cromer area. £1495
TEL: 07741 270939 NORFOLKTEL: 07741 270939 NORFOLK

317246

KAWASAKI Z400 1996KAWASAKI Z400 1996
28k mls. Excellent condition. Will
have full MoT. Completely
restored to cafe racer. Call for fullrestored to cafe racer. Call for full
details. Lowestoft area. £2850details. Lowestoft area. £2850
TEL: 01502 567203 SUFFOLKTEL: 01502 567203 SUFFOLK

320816

SUZUKI GSXR1100K 1989SUZUKI GSXR1100K 1989
Choice of three good clean
condition. Also GSXR750k choice.
£1800 TEL: 07967 019148£1800 TEL: 07967 019148
CARDIGANCARDIGAN

315585

SUZUKI GS650G 1981SUZUKI GS650G 1981
Lovely example, standard with
original exhausts in good condition.
Fully serviced, one years MoT & aFully serviced, one years MoT & a
three month warranty. Reduced tothree month warranty. Reduced to
£2,300. www.earlclassics.com.£2,300. www.earlclassics.com.
TEL: 01959 444441 (T) KENTTEL: 01959 444441 (T) KENT

321521

KAWASAKI GPZ1100A2 1984KAWASAKI GPZ1100A2 1984KAWASAKI GPZ1100A2 1984
UK bike, very good condition forUK bike, very good condition for
year. Fully serviced, MoT April 2017.year. Fully serviced, MoT April 2017.
Very powerful appreciating classic.Very powerful appreciating classic.Very powerful appreciating classic.
Three months warranty. Reduced toThree months warranty. Reduced to
£3,300. www.earlclassics.com TEL:£3,300. www.earlclassics.com TEL:
01959 444441 (T) KENT01959 444441 (T) KENT

321524

98

HONDA VFR800 1999HONDA VFR800 1999
59k mls. MoT Aug’17, heated
grips, Ventura rack. Stainless
steel exhaust. New front tyre.steel exhaust. New front tyre.
Good chain & sprockets. Call forGood chain & sprockets. Call for
more info. £1450 TEL: 07813more info. £1450 TEL: 07813
562933 CEREDIGION562933 CEREDIGION

320812
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TRIUMPH SPEED TRIPLE 1997TRIUMPH SPEED TRIPLE 1997
MoT March 2017. Good condition. New battery,
chain and sprockets. CRK chainguard and
radiator grill. Set of new Dunlop tyres Roadsmartradiator grill. Set of new Dunlop tyres Roadsmart
2's. Predator end cans. Plus original parts.2's. Predator end cans. Plus original parts.
Peterborough area. £2000 TEL: 07594 434535Peterborough area. £2000 TEL: 07594 434535
OR 01354 659913 CAMBSOR 01354 659913 CAMBS

321594

SUZUKI GS550ET 1980SUZUKI GS550ET 1980
Totally standard [plus fairing]. Possibly the
cleanest example available. Tons of spares inc.
eng, wheels & forks included. Looking for aeng, wheels & forks included. Looking for a
winter run-around. Call Don for full details,winter run-around. Call Don for full details,
Cramlington area £2700 OVNO TEL: 07990Cramlington area £2700 OVNO TEL: 07990
933234 NORTHUMBERLAND933234 NORTHUMBERLAND

321599

YAMAHA R1 1998YAMAHA R1 1998
28k mls. Mot, Datatool system 3.
Original exhaust and Harris race.
1 owner 14years. Superb call for1 owner 14years. Superb call for
full information. £2500 TEL:full information. £2500 TEL:
07812 725746 OR 01547 53064207812 725746 OR 01547 530642
SALOPSALOP

321256

YAMAHA XS250 TWINYAMAHA XS250 TWIN

1981
Full MoT, new tyres & battery,
13,000 miles & a nice bike. Call13,000 miles & a nice bike. Call
for more details. Overstone area.for more details. Overstone area.
£1350 TEL: 01604 644089 OR£1350 TEL: 01604 644089 OR
07808 839317 NORTHANTS07808 839317 NORTHANTS

317913

SUZUKI GSXR400 GK76SUZUKI GSXR400 GK76

1990
32k, Mot Feb 2017. stainless steel
headers, new rear shock andheaders, new rear shock and
good Michelin tyres. Many othergood Michelin tyres. Many other
new parts. £1400 TEL: 07890new parts. £1400 TEL: 07890
391133 LEICS391133 LEICS

318163

SUZUKI GSXR750J 1988SUZUKI GSXR750J 1988
Good original bike, 65k, MOT,
plenty of history inc all MOT's,
ready to ride with no issues.ready to ride with no issues.
£1900 TEL: 07590 696993£1900 TEL: 07590 696993
E.YORKSE.YORKS

319269

TRIUMPH DAYTONA 1993TRIUMPH DAYTONA 1993
1200, K reg, 11600 miles, MoT
04/17. Stunning standard
condition. New tyres, battery andcondition. New tyres, battery and
fuel tap. Call for more details.fuel tap. Call for more details.
£2500 TEL: 01164 312263 OR£2500 TEL: 01164 312263 OR
07526 854793 LEICESTER07526 854793 LEICESTER

316428

YAMAHA XV535 1997YAMAHA XV535 1997
Virago Custom Bobber. 20k mls.
Excellent all over condition. VeryExcellent all over condition. Very
Reliable, A Real Head Turner, ShaftReliable, A Real Head Turner, Shaft
Driven, many New Parts, RecentDriven, many New Parts, Recent
service, MoT. Congleton area. £2995service, MoT. Congleton area. £2995service, MoT. Congleton area. £2995
TEL: 07801 456537 CHESHIRETEL: 07801 456537 CHESHIRE

321219

YAMAHA XS750 1979YAMAHA XS750 1979
Custom. Original & genuine,
garaged, not restored, fantastic
condition for year. Carbs ultrasoniccondition for year. Carbs ultrasonic

g

cleaned, runs well. SORN, unused forcleaned, runs well. SORN, unused for
13 years. Nice easy project. £135013 years. Nice easy project. £1350
ONO TEL: 07790 374874ONO TEL: 07790 374874

y j

HEREFORDSHIREHEREFORDSHIRE

317818

YAMAHA XJ900F 1989YAMAHA XJ900F 1989
In lovely condition with no faults.
MoT June 2017. Call for further
information, South Kesteveninformation, South Kesteven
area. £1100 TEL: 07527 792488area. £1100 TEL: 07527 792488
LINCSLINCS

315249

YAMAHA FZS600 1999YAMAHA FZS600 1999
Fazer. 28,367 mls. Good condition,
new battery, long MoT, fork seals
replaced recently. Comes with Givireplaced recently. Comes with Givi
luggage system top box & sideluggage system top box & side
boxes all same size. £1695 TEL:boxes all same size. £1695 TEL:
01306 712297 SURREY01306 712297 SURREY

320969

SUZUKI RF900R 1994SUZUKI RF900R 1994
32,000 miles. Great runner with
bags of excitement. Could make
a fantastic project. Gooda fantastic project. Good
condition. £1500 TEL: 07881condition. £1500 TEL: 07881
935573 CAMBRIDGE935573 CAMBRIDGE

317460

YAMAHA FZR600 1996YAMAHA FZR600 1996
Excellent condition very well
cared for. 34k miles. Starts &
rides well. Harris rear setsrides well. Harris rear sets
otherwise standard bike. MoT Julyotherwise standard bike. MoT July
2017. Cromer area. £1295 OVNO2017. Cromer area. £1295 OVNO
TEL: 07741 270939 NORFOLKTEL: 07741 270939 NORFOLK

317248

YAMAHA FZR1000RUYAMAHA FZR1000RU

1994
29k, MoT, datatagged, new
Hagon shock, battery refurbedHagon shock, battery refurbed
brakes, some scuffs. Felixstowebrakes, some scuffs. Felixstowe
area. £950 ONO TEL: 07976area. £950 ONO TEL: 07976
510142 SUFFOLK510142 SUFFOLK

315105

SUZUKI GSX1300R 1999SUZUKI GSX1300R 1999
Hayabusa. 36k mls. The original
unrestricted bike excellent
condition same owner for 6condition same owner for 6
years. Call for full details. £3100years. Call for full details. £3100
TEL: 01507 354524 OR 07956TEL: 01507 354524 OR 07956
641113 LINCS641113 LINCS

321244

SUZUKI GT550 1977SUZUKI GT550 1977
1,000 mls. Beautiful Example,
restored 2007, V5C records, 3
previous owners. Show standardprevious owners. Show standard
restoration & motor sounds fantastic.restoration & motor sounds fantastic.
1000 miles since resto, long MoT.1000 miles since resto, long MoT.
£5999 TEL: 07956 169066 MIDDX£5999 TEL: 07956 169066 MIDDX

321249

YAMAHA RD200 1978YAMAHA RD200 1978
Beautiful condition, matching
numbers, MoT Feb'17, owned 8
years. Must be seen never wet.years. Must be seen never wet.
Spares included. Please call afterSpares included. Please call after
7.33pm for full details. Romford area.7.33pm for full details. Romford area.
£1450 TEL: 07771 263534 ESSEX£1450 TEL: 07771 263534 ESSEX

316496

YAMHA RXS100 1987YAMHA RXS100 1987
Cafe racer style. Loads of new
parts (refer to photo). MoT Nov
2017. Any questions call me.2017. Any questions call me.
£1200 ONO TEL: 07791690491£1200 ONO TEL: 07791690491
NORTH WALESNORTH WALES

321516

SUZUKI RGV250 N VJ22 1992SUZUKI RGV250 N VJ22 1992
Very low original 10,400 miles, UkVery low original 10,400 miles, Uk
bike, full MoT. Stunning condition,
100% original inc plastics and paint,100% original inc plastics and paint,
local bike, history, Investment, Calllocal bike, history, Investment, Calllocal bike, history, Investment, Call
for more info. Norwich area. £5095for more info. Norwich area. £5095
TEL: 07773 035915 NORFOLKTEL: 07773 035915 NORFOLK

316482

99

YAMAHA XV535 1994YAMAHA XV535 1994
Virago. MoT to 08.06.17. Serviced
June 16. Excellent condition.
Garaged and well maintained. CallGaraged and well maintained. Call
for more details, Peterboroughfor more details, Peterborough
area. £1700 TEL: 07860 279942area. £1700 TEL: 07860 279942
OR 01733 662315 CAMBSOR 01733 662315 CAMBS

320810

YAMAHA XJ600YAMAHA XJ600
Diversion 1999. Fully restored &
in as new condition. Lots spent,
too much to list & professionallytoo much to list & professionally
resprayed. Powder coated frameresprayed. Powder coated frame
etc. new tyres, MoT Jul'17.etc. new tyres, MoT Jul'17.
Details call. TEL: 01287 640472Details call. TEL: 01287 640472
SALTBURNSALTBURN

KAWASAKI ZZR600 1995.KAWASAKI ZZR600 1995.
£400-Swap WHY? This bike has
been stood. Good Michelins, new
parts, low mileage, healthyparts, low mileage, healthy
motor. Everything works, carbsmotor. Everything works, carbs
need setting, new chain,need setting, new chain,
sprockets & plastics. Padiham.sprockets & plastics. Padiham.
TEL: 07944 838839 LANCSTEL: 07944 838839 LANCS

MOTORCYCLE CLOTHING.MOTORCYCLE CLOTHING.
Weise Waterford II Jacket, Black &
Red. Swift waterproof over
trousers, black Cordura withtrousers, black Cordura with
knee insert. Size Medium. VGC noknee insert. Size Medium. VGC no
rips or tears. £70 ONO TEL:rips or tears. £70 ONO TEL:
07941 505263 SOMERSET07941 505263 SOMERSET

MOTORCYCLE CLOTHING.MOTORCYCLE CLOTHING.
Draggin Kevlar Motorcycle Jeans,
black, very good clean condition
& rarely worn. Classic shape size& rarely worn. Classic shape size
12, retails for £154 online. Give12, retails for £154 online. Give
away price of £50. TEL: 07941away price of £50. TEL: 07941
505263 SOMERSET505263 SOMERSET

DUCATI 750SS 1997.DUCATI 750SS 1997.
Rear wheel, need paint. Shocker
belt covers, back brake caliper,
bracket & master cylinder.bracket & master cylinder.
Exhaust hangers, link pipes, inletExhaust hangers, link pipes, inlet
manifolds, cylinder heads. £80manifolds, cylinder heads. £80
ALL TEL: 01924 270756 W.YORKSALL TEL: 01924 270756 W.YORKS

YAMAHA RD350 LC,YAMAHA RD350 LC,
prefer original UK bike with
matching numbers but anything
considered from a basket case toconsidered from a basket case to
concours, cash waiting. TEL:concours, cash waiting. TEL:
07706 889564 SHREWSBURY07706 889564 SHREWSBURY

BOSE LUGGAGE,BOSE LUGGAGE,
Cordura throwover panniers that
transform into a single suitcase
with wheels & pullout handle forwith wheels & pullout handle for
looking posh at airport. £50.looking posh at airport. £50.
TEL: 07988 857731 DORSETTEL: 07988 857731 DORSET

DANMOTO GP,DANMOTO GP,
carbon fibre racecan with
connecting pipe & DB killer, fit
any T595, T955, T509 Triumph,any T595, T955, T509 Triumph,
as new. £50 TEL: 07988 857731as new. £50 TEL: 07988 857731
DORSETDORSET

BIKE TRAILER.BIKE TRAILER.
Motolug collapsible 2 bike trailer.
Can be configured into single
bike also. Spare wheel. Excellentbike also. Spare wheel. Excellent
condition. £650 ONO. TEL: 07734condition. £650 ONO. TEL: 07734
800942 MANCHESTER AREA800942 MANCHESTER AREA

PRACTICAL SPORTSBIKESPRACTICAL SPORTSBIKES
magazines for sale, issues 1 - 32.
All in immaculate condition. Can
deliver if local. Chorley area.deliver if local. Chorley area.
£135 TEL: 07925 076061 LANCS£135 TEL: 07925 076061 LANCS

DUCATI 750 SS 1994,DUCATI 750 SS 1994,
body work, faring seat, tank,
indicators, silencers & exhaust
pipes. £400 + P&P TEL: 07943pipes. £400 + P&P TEL: 07943
396069 CARDIFF396069 CARDIFF

KAWASAKI ZX600 & 636KAWASAKI ZX600 & 636
Haynes workshop manual,1995
to 2002, hardback, unmarked
pages, as new condition. £6.75pages, as new condition. £6.75
TEL: 07399 3599072 KENTTEL: 07399 3599072 KENT

YAMAHA SR500YAMAHA SR500
wanted in any condition from
good to project. TEL: 01539
536390 CUMBRIA536390 CUMBRIA

APRILIA FALCO 1999,APRILIA FALCO 1999,
One pair factory end cans, satin
black, VGC. £60. TEL: 07988
857731 DORSET857731 DORSET

Bikes for sale

Bikes Wanted

Autojumble
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S P O R T S B I K E  S P E C I A L I S T S

www.hagon-shocks.co.uk

(Metal Refi nishing
 and Fabrication)

•  Shot blast and painting, 2 pac, water based

and Powder Coating

• Bead blasting, decorative fi nish

•  Vapour blasting, precious parts such as

carburettor sets and engine casing’s

•  Light fabrication, carbon steel, Aluminium

and stainless steel

HTS, Fleming Rd, Skippers Lane Ind Est,

Middlesbrough TS6 6TT

Contact Lisa Clayton / 01642 438808

www.hutchinsontransport.com

www.hutchinsontechnicalservices.com

PAINTWORK

01384 633759  www.projexdyno.co.uk
Unit 6 Spinners End Industrial Estate, Cradley Heath. West Midlands B64 6BS

¥ DYNO TESTING SERVICES

¥ VAPOUR BLASTING 

¥ ULTRASONIC CARBURETTOR

 CLEANING AND REBUILD SERVICE

¥ CARBURETTOR AND FUEL  

 INJECTION SETUP

¥ SERVICING AND REPAIRS

¥ RESTORATION WORK UNDERTAKEN

ALL BIKES CATERED 
FOR FROM CLASSIC 
TO MODERN

11 Yewtree Industrial Est, 

Mill Hall, Aylesford,

Kent ME20 7ET

SAME DAY FRAME, FORK AND YOKE 
STRAIGHTENING CAST WHEELS 
REPAIRED FROM £70 PLUS VAT

www.motoliner.com 01622 790705

We are a company specialising in the sale of 

factory matched automotive paint aimed purely 

for the motorcycle refi nishing market. Being 

motorcycle painters ourselves for the past 

30 years has enabled us to structure a vast 

database of motorcycle colour formulations.

www.bikecolours.com

Ignition stator repairs for vintage and modern road & off road bikes.

Rewound to heavier duty. Regulators supplied. 

Fast, friendly service.

www.westcountrywindings.co.uk
Unit 6 & 7 Kingstons Farm, Matching Green, Harlow, Essex CM17 ORB

Tel: 01279 731172

 THE IGNITION 

REPAIR SPECIALIST

 VAPOUR BLASTING SERVICE NOW AVAILABLE

www.classic-coatings.co.uk 
✆ 01476 576087

Classic Coatings Ltd

Quality new and 
used parts

www.motorcyclerecycle.co.uk 
motorcyclerecycle@hotmail.co.uk

01206 793111

Slip it in quicker
with a Sigma!

Tel: 01892 538802
www.sigmaperformance.com

POWDER COATING

FRAME STRAIGHTENING

DYNO SERVICES

ELECTRICS

SERVICES

SPARES & PARTS

SPARES & PARTS

PAINTWORK

CYCLE

SPRAYS
THE ULTIMATE PAINTWORK

Specialising in British, 
Italian, American

and Japanese

Tank & bodywork repairs

Custom & helmet paintwork

www.cyclesprays.com
email: tony@cyclesprays.com

Call: 01483 275258

Unlike our competition.
You can be sure we will not

just rush your valuable
parts through with some

industrial job lot.
UK collection & delivery service

QUALITY IS NOT EXPENSIVE 

IT IS PRICELESS

Unit 3, Harris Street,
Bingley, BD16 1AE.

01274 562474
www.Triple-S.co.uk

5% Discount With This Ad

Don’t miss the 
next issue of 

on sale 
11th January 

2017

Please 

mention

when 

responding 

to adverts

VAPOUR BLASTING
ULTRASONIC CLEANING
High Quality • Quick turnaround service

Email: fandjhalliwell@btconnect.com

www.fjmotorcycles.co.uk
Tel/Fax: 01695 722004
Mob: 07778 339841

Unit 2, 3 Wigan Road,
Skelmersdale, Lancs WN8 8NB

Tel: 01744 883451
www.crcrestorations.co.uk

RainfoRd ind EstatE, st HElEns Wa118lY

. Ultrasonic carburettor cleaning

. Vapour Blasting

. Aluminium/Stainless Steel Tig Welding

ULTRASONIC

CARBURETTOR CLEANING

HARPERS

Tel: 01270 669339   Mob: 07752 008698
email: sales@harpers-ultrasonic.com

Dunlop • Avon • Michelin • Pirelli • Continentals • Bridgestone • Metzeler

Racing Tyres always in stock!
Full Fitting, Balancing & Wheel Removal Service Available

FAX: 01942 262956 OPEN MON-SAT 8.30am-5.30pm

TYRETYRETYRETYRETYRETYRETYRETYRETYRETYRETYRETYRTYR SSSSSSSSSSSSSSTYRETYRETYRETYRETYRETYRETYRETYRETYRETYRETYRETYRETYRESSSSSSSSSSSSSS
MMMMMMMMM

Put your trust in the professionals

Brown Street, Leigh, Lancs

MAIL
ORDER 
NEXT DAY

DELIVERY

FREEPHONE: 08000 194 035

SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSMMMMMMMMMMMMDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDTYRESTYRESTYRESTYRESTYRES

POWDER
COATING

BLAST 
CLEANING

SPARES & PARTS

TYRES
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B U I L T M A G . C O . U K

O3
I S S U E

MAGAZINE
Find us in WHSmith and selected newsagents or order your copy online at greatmagazines.co.uk/built

THE BEST

AN D MORE . . .

C a f é  rac e r S
BobberS

TrackerS
ScramblerS  

EUROPE’S LARGEST GENUINE PARTS STOCKISTEUROPE’S LARGESTEUROPE’S LARGESTEUROPE’S LARGESTEUROPE’S LARGESTEUROPE’S LARGESTEUROPE’S LARGESTEUROPE’S LARGESTEUROPE’S LARGESTEUROPE’S LARGESTEUROPE’S LARGESTEUROPE’S LARGESTEUROPE’S LARGESTEUROPE’S LARGESTEUROPE’S LARGESTEUROPE’S LARGESTEUROPE’S LARGESTEUROPE’S LARGESTEUROPE’S LARGESTEUROPE’S LARGESTEUROPE’S LARGESTEUROPE’S LARGESTEUROPE’S LARGESTEUROPE’S LARGESTEUROPE’S LARGESTEUROPE’S LARGESTEUROPE’S LARGESTEUROPE’S LARGESTEUROPE’S LARGESTEUROPE’S LARGESTEUROPE’S LARGESTEUROPE’S LARGESTEUROPE’S LARGESTEUROPE’S LARGESTEUROPE’S LARGEST GENUINEGENUINEGENUINEGENUINEEUROPE’S LARGEST GENUINEGENUINEGENUINEGENUINEGENUINEGENUINEGENUINEGENUINEGENUINEGENUINEGENUINEGENUINE PARTS STOCKISTPARTS STOCKISTPARTS STOCKISTPARTS STOCKISTPARTS STOCKISTGENUINEGENUINE

All the  

Rider Needs

 Same Day 

Dispatch!

KAWASAKI

2-12 Bath Road, Bristol, BS4 3DR   
fowlers.bike/psb

SPARES 
BY MAIL ORDER

0117 971 8822

Same Day
e: spares@fowlers.co.uk

SPARES & PARTS

is now selling 19,862 

copies every month.

94% of

readers have bought 

something for their motorcycling hobby as a 

result of seeing an advert in a magazine.

To advertise here in 

please call Jordan on 01733 366406 

or email: jordan.challis@bauermedia.co.uk
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Alex Acott has almost owned a bike for every one of his tender 37 

years. Like everyone with the bug, he shows no sign of slowing down 

1983

1995

1997

1997

2005

Preserve your motorcyling life for posterity and share its highs and lows in the pages of Practical Sportsbikes. We all have a tale to tell and we want to hear your

story. Scan your pics (300dpi minimum), jot down a few notes and email the whole lot to psportsbikes@bauermedia.co.uk. Postal submission is also welcome.

Write to: Practical Sportsbikes, Bauer Consumer Media Ltd, Media House, Lynch Wood, Peterborough, Cambridgeshire, PE2 6EAPractical Sportsbikes, Bauer Consumer Media Ltd, Media House, Lynch Wood, Peterborough, Cambridgeshire, PE2 6EA, Bauer Consumer Media Ltd, Media House, Lynch Wood, Peterborough, Cambridgeshire, PE2 6EAPractical Sportsbikes

Send us the Bikes of Your Life

EDITED ALAN SEELEY

Having owned 36 bikes in

20 years,AlexAcott is as

obsessed with them as any

PS reader.At just 37 yearsPS reader.At just 37 yearsreader.At just 37 yearsPS

old, the London-based

bank project manager can

look forward to many more

decades of riding, fettling and buying.

Blame it on the parents.Alex’s dad stuck

the then four-year-old on aYamaha PW50 in

1983 – the motorcycling seed had definitely

taken root even at walking pace. Pillion rides

on dad’sYamaha DT250 further nurtured

Alex’s passion.

Regular trips to motorcycle showrooms

reinforced a love of bikes.“I remember my

dad drooling over a big silver bike with a

huge suede-effect seat, a Katana of course,

wishing he could afford it,” saysAlex.

Mechanical skills developed early with

Alex rebuilding the engine for his Honda

XR80 when he was still in his early teens.

“Off-road bikes were the thing for me as a

kid. Growing up in Dorset, there were loads

of fields and industrial land which meant

plenty of places to play,” he says.

However it would be his mother who got

Alex on the road bike route.“Mum reckoned

I needed something to keep me occupied

over the school summer holidays when I was

15. She’d spotted a Suzuki RG125 dumped

in a hedge so I took it home, got it going,

applied for theV5 and it was mine. Oddly,

given that he was the one who got me started

on bikes, dad hit the roof,” remembersAlex.

Today, Alex remains hungry for every kind

of biking experience. He’s done wheelie

schools and trackdays and now hopes to do

some continental touring with old mates.

Plus there will always be more bikes to buy

and sell and specials to build.

Uncle Sam Browne
“This is an American-built “T ATK, an

ex-works motocross bike. It had a

540cc Rotax engine in a nickel-

plated frame. There was nothing

road-legal about it when I picked it

up and brought it home. I wore a

Sam Browne belt to give a veneer

of respectability. I fitted an

Armstrong MT5 coil and a battery

so it could run lights.”

The big Suzi phase
“This was the bike that got me “T

into big-bore Suzukis, a 1987

GSX-R1100. I paid £1800 for it

which was a bit steep at the

time. The suspension was tired

and it didn’t really handle – but

that engine. It was like being

launched by a massive elastic

band from tickover on up.”

CHiPS with everything 
“My “My Yamaha PW50“My Yamaha PW50Yamaha PW50“My would have been a

few years old by the time I got it at age

four. I was obsessed with the TV series

CHiPs and would trundle around the

garden living out my Erik Estrada

fantasies. I still want a Kawasaki Z1000P.”

Streetfighting man
“I rebuilt my “I r 1986 Suzuki RG125 in 1995

in time for me to pass my test on it when I

turned 17 the following year. I’m not sure

what was going on with all those different

colours I used on it. Let’s just say I was

reading a lot of custom and streetfighter

mags at the time.”mags at the time.”

Dad cross again
“Me with my brother James on the “Me with m

back of my Japanese-market Honda

NX250 which replaced the unreliable

RG125. You can see the front

mudguard of my Honda XR80 in the

background. I crashed it trying to take

a bend too fast and had to walk to a

farm to ask my dad to come and pick

me up. Dad was a bit cross.”

Little Dominator with
little brother

Full service with new
elastic band fitted

ATK ’crosser looks like

a barrel of laughs

Hedge-rescue RG125,g

dad was pleased

Blame the parents,p
they started it all
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The worst one...
“This 1991 Suzuki GSX-R750M had 

absolutely no redeeming features. It moved 

once under its own power when the seller 

was demonstrating it to me on his driveway. 

It was a total wreck. Never buy sight unseen.”

The best one...
“My 1988 registered Suzuki GSX1100EFG

was almost like new even at 18 years old. It 

cost me my annual bonus  – £1800 – and 

when I sold it 18 months later I made a £500 

profit. First and only time that’s happened.”

The one that got away...
“Despite the success the new owner 

(Andreas Jelden) had racing it in the CRMC 

Senior Proddie class, I still regret getting rid 

of my 1986 Yamaha FJ1100. This bike always 

attracted lots of attention.”

The current one...
“My attempt to correct all the bodges on the 

Suzuki special I built in 2007. Simon Francis 

has helped with this one, which has a 1992 

GSX-R750 chassis and an RF900 engine.”

2011

2006

2004

2004

2006

2009

2012

2014
2013

2012

2016

Shove comes to push
 “Another Bandit 12 engine, this time in 

a 1986 Suzuki GSX-R1100. It had the 

‘dot’ head from a 750 and a JMC drag 

swingarm. I once ran out of petrol on 

this at the lowest point in the middle of 

the Blackwall Tunnel.”

Big tribute to the wee

fella Gaston Rahier

Fit FZX – only fit for

knacker’s yard

What they say is
true – it’s good

Alex with wife Liz – she

gets the bike thing

Transalp failed

to impress

No love for old Trannie
 “By this time I’d moved to London and 

thought I’d get something sensible to 

commute on, hence this 1991 Honda Transalp

grey import. It’s still the most comfortable bike 

I’ve ever ridden but it did nothing to stir the 

emotions so I sold it after a year.”

Sensible? No thanks 
 “I just couldn’t stick with sensible bikes 

so bought this. My 1988 registered 

Suzuki GSX1100EFG was one of the 

very last ones built. I found it after a very 

long search and it was mint. It even still 

had the running-in sticker on the clock.”

Super-Liz rules OK
 “Me and my wife Liz with the 

first-generation Bandit 1200-engined 

1992 Suzuki GSX-R750 I built. She’s very 

tolerant of my passion for bikes. When 

we met I had a shabby GSX-R1100 in my 

bedroom.”

Doctor knows best
 “After a short succession of awful 

bikes I bought this 1988 Suzuki 

DR750, one of three that I’ve owned. 

This is my Gaston Rahier tribute 

finished in 1988 Paris-Dakar colours.”

Reputation intact
“I fancied doing some trackdays so 

I bought this 1996 Yamaha TRX850

for very little cash. I took it to Brands 

Hatch a couple of times. Everything 

they say about the TRX850 is true. 

The power is easy to access and it 

never feels like it’s going to get away 

from you.”

Sour taste of lemon
 “You don’t own 36 bikes in 20 years 

without buying the odd lemon. This 1987 

Yamaha FZX750 was one of mine. It came 

with an XJR1300 swingarm, a TRX front-end, 

and everything on it was clapped out.”



Six Wheel Multi-Bike Off Road Custom Future Classic Classic Vintage

0800 988 6985
We share your biking passion, call now for our best cover

UK opening hours: Mon - Fri 8am - 8pm, Sat 9am - 5pm, Sun 10am - 4pm. 
Carole Nash Motorcycle Insurance: ^Based on an average customer saving of £249.25. Saving compared to buying two separate Carole Nash policies. Average customer = 52 year old male with 8 years NCB, riding a 
Honda CBR 900RR Fireblade, BMW R1200 GS. As at April 2016.*Terms and conditions apply, call for details. †DNA+ protection system, terms and conditions apply - carolenash.com/dna-terms-and-conditions **Rider 
Cover: Both bikes must have comprehensive cover, terms and conditions apply - carolenash.com/rider-terms-and-conditions. Carole Nash Insurance Consultants Ltd is authorised and regulated by the Financial 
Conduct Authority, firm reference no. 307243. Carole Nash is a trading style of Carole Nash Insurance Consultants Ltd, registered in England and Wales no. 2600841.  Images supplied by Mortons Archive.
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MOTORBIKE INSURANCE

3 FREE DNA+ protection system worth £30†

3 Rider Cover - accidental damage cover when 
riding other bikes at no additional cost to you**

3 Unlimited accessory cover*

3 UK & European accident breakdown recovery, 
including Homestart assistance worth over £100

3 European cover up to 90 days

3 Up to 10% off for insurance-approved security*

3 In-house claims team

3 Up to £100,000 legal expenses cover in the 
event of an accident which is not your fault

The All Inclusive Carole Nash Difference

carolenash.com

Chloe Insurance Specialist

MOTORCYCLE INSURANCE

YOU COULD 

SAVE UP TO £249
ON A MULTI-BIKE POLICY^

“ WHAT OTHERS  
CALL ‘EXTRAS’  
WE CALL  
A GIVEN”


